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Editor’s Note

Welcome to Consortium 2012! This is the fifth year that the Consortium Crossdisci-
plinary Conference has been held at the University of Colorado at Boulder, and the fourth
year that this accompanying journal has been printed. This year, we are able to bring the
scholarly community a bigger and better journal than ever. Consortium contains essays
on literature, philosophy, anthropology, art, economics, and religion, among other topics.
I would like to thank my editors, who hand-selected the essays in this journal and worked
with the authors to perfect their work. We are proud to continue the legacy of the Con-
sortium conference and journal and set higher precedent for future years.

In the interest of standardization, the essays in this edition of Consortium have all been
accepted with or modified to MLA formatting. The editors believe that this alteration
makes the publication a seamless and consistent read.

I hope you enjoy this latest compilation of essays. May they lead you to further thought
and reflection on a variety of academic disciplines.

Sincerely,

Nicole Harrison
Consortium Editor-in-Chief
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The Man and the Mare: Raskolnikov’s Dreams as a Function of Internalized Pressures

Peter Bacich

Introduction

The human mental condition is an intriguing albeit complicated aspect of our individual
make-up. Each person’s mental condition and the various aspects of that condition are
responsible for how they go about their everyday lives. One aspect of our mental condition
in particular provides us with one of the most interesting and least understood fruits of
our mental activity. Dreams illustrate a fascinating dichotomy between our conscious and
sub-conscious minds. The conscious mind is mostly occupied by tangible and concrete
inputs that we expose ourselves to in our waking life. Mental activities such as daydreams,
fantasies, emotions, and the figments of our imagination are all part of the conscious brain;
however, for the sake of operational e�ciency the brain suppresses them. These activities
lie deep in the brain and often times manifest themselves in the sub-conscious mind. The
sub-conscious mind is the playground of dreams. The question of what a dream really is
has confounded many, and only now in the era of modern medicine are we beginning to
understand what they are. We understand that dreams are a result of the regenerative
“house cleaning” activities that the brain performs when we sleep. What is also understood
is the fact that dreams most certainly have a meaning. “All major theorists agree that
dream symbols constitute a form of inner communication, the elements of which are a
decipherable code. All seem agreed that the code consists for the most part of orderly
transformations of cognitive responses that the individual acquired in the course of his
conscious waking life” (Kuper). For this reason, the importance of dreams cannot be
underemphasized. The power of dreams, and the symbology contained within them, allow
for their use as a powerful literary device.

“

Dreams illustrate a fascinating di-
chotomy between our conscious and
sub-conscious minds.

”

The use of dreams as a literary device was
performed with extreme e↵ectiveness by Rus-
sian author Fyodor Dostoevsky, whose novel
Crime and Punishment stands as a monument
to their literary power. Dreams, more specifi-
cally Raskolnikov’s dreams, “are central to the
development of theme and action in Crime and
Punishment, and they are sharp, clear, vivid, and sensuously ‘present’ as anything in the
novel” (Shaw). One dream within the novel is of particular importance. Early in the novel,
the protagonist Raskolnikov is visited by an extremely powerful and disturbing dream. In
the dream, Raskolnikov, returns to his childhood and his home village and is walking along
with his now deceased father. Raskolnikov and his father bear witness to a horrific and
gruesome killing of a horse by its overbearing master, Mikolka. Mikolka, in a gross display
of overzealousness, is forcing the mare to pull an overloaded cart of passengers, all the while
encouraging bystanders to continue entering the cart. Mikolka is being both antagonized
and chastised by a sizable crowd of onlookers. The mare, unable to pull the huge load,
and not for lack of e↵ort, is subsequently beaten to death by an angry Mikolka among
others. Several instruments are used in the beating until Mikolka smashes in the mare’s
head with an axe. Through out the entire altercation, Raskolnikov looks on in horror and
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pleads in vain for Mikolka not to abuse the mare and is awaken from the dream shortly
after its death. The implicit meaning of the dream is not immediately known, however,
it is important to consider that “two psychic causes of dreams are evident; 1) Memory
and Association, and 2) suggestion” (Jewel). While Dostoevsky never informs the reader
if this dream was a retelling of events from Raskolnikov’s past, based on the behavior and
activities undertaken by Raskolnikov, it is appropriate to explore the implications of the
dream as a suggestion.

Using modern dream interpretations this essay will explore five specific aspects of the
dream and their importance in the broader scope of the novel. The five elements of the
dream are the weather and environment of the dream, the involvement of Raskolnikov
and his father, the mare, the cart master Mikolka, and the crowd of onlookers. By ex-
ploring the significance of the five elements individually in regards to the events of the
novel (specifically the murder of Aliona and Lizaveta Ivanovna) I seek to demonstrate
that Raskolnikov’s dream is the result of an accumulation of various internal and external
pressures which manifest in his subconscious mind. Furthermore, I contend that Raskol-
nikov’s behavior manifests as a result of these pressures and that the significance of these
pressures is enough to motivate him to act.

Weather and Environment

Weather and Environment plays a central role in Raskolnikov’s dream as it sets the
tone for the entire dream. The weather and environment represents the ‘soul’ of the dream
and impacts the content of the dream along with actual events throughout the novel.
During the dream we learn that “the weather is grey, the day is stifling” (Dostoevsky 54).
Dream analysis reveals, “To dream about the weather signifies an emotional state of mind.
Stormy or windy weather implies conflict and aggression” (Dream Moods). The notion of
conflict plays a powerful role in Raskolnikov’s waking life, the specifics of which will be
explored extensively in later sections of the essay, however, in regards to the weather and
environment itself, the notion of conflict, is integral to the establishment of the tone of the
dream.

One notion that is of particular importance is the portrayal of the weather as ‘grey and
stifling.’ I contend that the description of the weather as stifling alludes to Raskolnikov’s
oppressed spirit. It is evident that Raskolnikov is “numbed by the oppressive feeling of
financial helplessness, he had for some time past been becoming increasingly overstrained,
irritable, and hypochondrical. Having withdrawn from the university, he had isolated him-
self from his former companions,” and that he was “overcome by the humiliation of his
position” (Squires). It is critical not to under-emphasize the e↵ect of such a weight on ones
soul; as such feelings of helplessness can be powerful instigators of action. There is a clear
division in Raskolnikov’s mind as to what he believes himself to be capable of, and the
extent to which he has handled his responsibilities and the ‘humiliation of his position.’
Raskolnikov’s perceived capabilities and responsibilities will play an important role in the
motivation of his subsequent actions.

Raskolnikov and his Father

The presence of Raskolnikov’s father is essential to understanding Raskolnikov’s emo-
tions not only in the scope of the dream but in his waking life as well. “To see your father
in a dream, symbolizes authority and protection. It suggests that you need to be more
self-reliant” (Dream Moods). Several aspects of this interpretation warrant examination.
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First is the notion of protection. It is understood that Raskolnikov’s father is deceased,
and has been since Raskolnikov was a boy. The consequence of the father’s death signifies
a complete failure of protection in Raskolnikov’s life. In the dream, Raskolnikov’s father
fails to protect him from witnessing the horrors of the horse beating. The fathers’ e↵orts
to draw Raskolnikov away from the scene are entirely insu�cient and at the height of
their e↵ort, consist of the father telling young Raskolnikov “they’re drunk, they’re playing
pranks, it’s none of our business, it’s none of our business come along!” (Dostoevsky 59).

The importance of authority in regards to the death of the father can be interpreted
in the following way. “If you dream of a person who has died long ago, then it suggests
that a current situation or relationship in your life resembles the quality of that deceased
person” (Dream Moods). It is universally understood that the role of the father is to be
the provider, and the guardian of the home. The death of Raskolnikov’s father, then,
represents a failure of protection and authority in Raskolnikov’s waking life. Upon his
father’s death, Raskolnikov inherits the role and the responsibilities of his father. At a
young age Raskolnikov became the ‘man of the house’ and was himself responsible to pro-
tect and provide for his mother and sister. This responsibility is of particular importance
to Raskolnikov and the deep-seated belief that he is a ‘care-taker’ is present within him
throughout the novel. Raskolnikov has a big heart and he often sacrifices himself for the
benefit of others. In addition to his mother and his sister, Raskolnikov acquires a feeling of
responsibility for Sonia and her family. Raskolnikov performs numerous acts of generosity,
which serve to support my theory that he feels responsible for the well being of others. He
gives money to the police man to get a cab for the drunken girl in the streets, he leaves
money for Katerina Ivanovna when he brings Marmeladov home drunk, later he gives all
the money his mother sends him to pay for Marmeladov’s funeral, and extends contin-
ued emotional support to the Marmeladov family through non-financial means. The idea
that he is a ‘care-taker’ extends beyond his own family and he appears to feel universally
responsible for many, even at the sacrifice of his own self.

The pressures of his ‘responsibility’ can be interpreted through the aspect of childhood
in his dream. “To dream of your childhood, indicates you wish to return to a life where
you had little responsibility and worries” (Dream Moods). This desire to be free of such
responsibilities alludes to the doubts in Raskolnikov’s mind as to what his true capabilities
are. Even though he refuses to admit it directly, Raskolnikov understands that his belief
in his own capabilities is vastly overstated and that he may be overextending himself. This
will be understood later in the essay when his exact beliefs are examined in detail. Raskol-
nikov’s doubts and his desire to be free of the burden of responsibility are present in the
letter from his mother who writes to him, “remember, my dear, in your childhood, when
your father was alive, how you prattled out yours prayers sitting on my knee, and how
happy we all were then!” (Dostoevsky 39). Raskolnikov is truly stressed and unhappy.
Unfortunately, his desire to be free and the rejection of his true capabilities serve only
to antagonize him and provide him with justification to commit his crimes as a means of
breaking free.

The Mare

In my interpretation of the dream, Raskolnikov plays dual roles. The first is the phys-
ical role which takes the form of his childhood self. The second is a spiritual role, which I
contend is represented by the mare. The mare is described as being a “small, skinny, grey-
ish peasant nag” (Dostoevsky 55). physical similarities aside, it can be understood that
“to see a horse in your dream symbolizes strength, power, endurance, and virility. . . it also
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represents a strong physical energy” (Dream Moods). I contend that the horse represents
Raskolnikov’s spirit. Raskolnikov believes that he is strong and capable, and he possesses
a significant God complex. The importance of his God complex cannot be overshadowed,
“the essence of Raskolnikov is his intense love of self. Overweening vanity is paramount”
(Squires). Raskolnikov’s love of self combined with the belief that he alone is capable
of providing for the betterment of society, are the key forces that drive him murder the
pawnbroker.

Raskolnikov’s God complex, and the justifications thereof, are explained to us through
the exposure of a scholarly essay Raskolnikov authored while in the university. Raskolnikov
presents the argument that men, by nature, are born into one of two classes; ‘ordinary’
men and ‘extraordinary’ men. According to Raskolnikov, “people of the first, or material,
category are by nature conservative, staid, live in obedience and like being obedient. . . that
is their purpose, and for them there is decidedly nothing humiliating in it,” whereas “those
in the second category all transgress the law, are destroyers or inclined to destroy, depend-
ing on their abilities. The crimes of these people, naturally, are relative and variegated;
for the most part they call, in quite diverse declarations, for the destruction of the present
in the name of the better” (Dostoevsky 260-61). Raskolnikov likens the second class to
men such as Lycurgus, Solon, Muhammad, and Napoleon and proclaims that “the first
preserves the world and increases it numerically; the second moves the world and leads
it towards a goal” (Dostoevsky 261). Raskolnikov argues that even though men of the
second category may commit violence and transgress laws, their actions are justified for
their contributions to the greater good of humanity. The world benefits from their actions,
therefore they cannot be proclaimed guilty for their transgressions. The world is better
o↵ in light of their actions than it would be if their contributions were denied.

While Raskolnikov’s God complex is prominent aspect of his sub-conscious mind, his
association of his complex and his ability to benefit mankind are not realized until a
particular moment in the novel. Raskolnikov discovers his purpose in a moment at a tavern
as he listens to a conversation that takes place between a police o�cer and a student. The
student speaks of a particular pawnbroker (Aliona Ivanovna) who he considers to be quite
vile and disgusting. He goes on to explain that the pawnbroker is sure to die and that she
has designated through her will that all of her fortune be given to the church upon her
death. The student goes on to argue that her fortune would be of a great benefit to many
more people than it would be to the church. The student implores the police o�cer do
justify how the murder of the pawnbroker could be considered a crime if it resulted in a
greater benefit for a larger number of people. The o�cer agrees that the woman does not
deserve life, but unless you commit the crime yourself, there can be no justice in it. Upon
the conclusion of the debate, Raskolnikov leaves the tavern and it is revealed that “this
negligible tavern conversation had an extreme influence on him in the further development
of the a↵air; as though there were indeed some predestination, some indication in it. . . ”
(Dostoevsky 66). Raskolnikov realizes that he has found a medium in which he can fulfill
his cause.

In line with the proposition that the mare is a symbol of Raskolnikov’s soul, it is impor-
tant to investigate the murder of the mare. “To see a dead horse in your dream indicates
that something in your life that initially o↵ered strength is gone” (Dream Moods). It is
appropriate to infer that Raskolnikov’s greatest source of strength is his God complex.
The dream of the mare comes to Raskolnikov shortly before he listens to the tavern de-
bate, and even through deep in his mind he understands that he may not be in the second
category of men, he flatly ignores the concerns in his mind. Unfortunately for Raskolnikov,
he only realizes his mortality after it is too late. When confessing to Sonia he tells her,
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“if I tormented myself for so many days: ‘would Napoleon have gone ahead or not?’- It
means I was not Napoleon. . . I simply killed- killed for myself alone, and whether I would
later become anyone’s benefactor, or would spend my life like a spider, catching everyone
in my web and sucking the life-sap out of everyone, should at that moment have made no
di↵erence to me!” (Dostoevsky 419). Raskolnikov feels little to no guilt in regards to the
murder itself, his post facto derangement comes with the realization that he was not as
extraordinary as he believed himself to be. Furthermore his true motive was not to be an
extraordinary man and was purely selfish in nature.

The Cart Master

The cart master Mikolka is a powerful and ominous figure with in the dream. He stands
alone as the single greatest source of oppression in the dream. Especially significant is the
fact that Mikolka violently murders the horse, which I have demonstrated is representative
of the soul of Raskolnikov. The child manifestation of Raskolnikov is helpless in preventing
the murder of the mare and is forced to look on in horror. “To dream you witness a murder
indicates deep-seated anger towards somebody. Consider how the victim represents aspects
of your own self” (Dream Moods). Based on the significance of Raskolnikov’s oppression
it is appropriate that Mikolka represents the source of that oppression which is society
in general. Mikolka overloads the cart to the point that the horse is unable to pull it,
and continues to encourage others to join the cart. The mare thrashes helplessly and
wildly, unable to move the cart or avoid the abuse being inflicted my Mikolka and other
bystanders. Raskolnikov’s soul is a slave to society, unable to carry the burden placed
on his back, and unable to avoid societal abuses that continue to mount. In response
to several outcries, Mikolka continues to proclaim, ‘It’s my property! It’s my property!’
relentlessly assaulting the mare, stopping only because of its death. I believe that this
represents Raskolnikov’s feelings of helplessness, which are literally killing him.

Raskolnikov, a bound slave of society, is compelled to act. The feel of the novel presents
Raskolnikov’s actions as if some outside force guides him. Raskolnikov never seems to un-
derstand the magnitude of his pending actions and has di�culty o↵ering any justification
of his actions. Raskolnikov does however, exhibit a degree of understanding demonstrated
by his God complex and his perceived responsibility to provide for humanity. It seems
though, that of the greatest consequence, is that Raskolnikov is a victim of his circum-
stance, “I su↵ered these deeds more than I acted them, says Oedipus at Colonus, and that
is how Raskolnikov feels, as if the transgression somehow happened to him” (Morson).

The Crowd

The crowd of bystanders plays a central role not only in the environment of the dream,
but because the dichotomy of the crowd presents warnings and motivation for Raskol-
nikov’s actions. The crowd is split, in some unknown proportion, into unruly antagonistic
bystanders, and orderly reproachful bystanders.

“To see an unruly crowd signifies that the worries and problems around you are pressing
in on you” furthermore it signifies that “you will be greatly distressed” (Dream Moods).
The interpretation appears to contain dual meanings that I believe can be applied to
Raskolnikov independently. The first application centers on the worries and problems
aspect of the interpretation. The notion of oppression is a continually recurring theme
within the dream itself. It is clear that the weight of the world is crushing Raskolnikov
completely. His soul is being subdued by everything around him and he feels helpless.
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The notion of being greatly distressed can be interpreted as going hand in hand with the
previous synopsis, or it can be interpreted as yet another warning sign. The interpretation
can be understood to suggest that if Raskolnikov acts on his plans, that he will be distressed
as a result. As the novel continues, it becomes quite clear that he is in fact very distressed
after the murder.

The orderly members of the crowd express quite the opposite. “To see an orderly crowd
denotes assured happiness, pleasant friends, and opportunities for advancement” (Dream
Moods). In the dream, the orderly crowd is pleading for the end of the abuse to the mare;
the orderly crowd wants the mare to be free of the pressure and abuse of Mikolka. In this
way the orderly crowd serves as Raskolnikov’s enabler, allowing him to feel completely
justified in his actions, “his casuistry is complete; there are no rational objections to the
deed which he can find” (Squires).

Conclusion

Raskolnikov’s dream serves as a critical element in the development of Crime and
Punishment as a whole. By analyzing five important aspects of the dream, it was possible
to gain valuable insight into Raskolnikov’s situation. Raskolnikov is mentally broken, and
the implications of his level of distress manifest throughout the novel in the form of his
actions, his attitude, his illness etc. Each of the five elements provides an important level
of analysis, be it through explanation of a unique and substantial aspect of Raskolnikov’s
psyche, or by providing information that works to support the entire argument. The
analysis has shown that one thing is completely clear; Raskolnikov’s love of self along with
his desire to break the chains of oppression created a perfect storm in his brain, causing
him to believe that by murdering the pawnbroker he could free himself from oppression,
and take the others with him. Particularly intriguing were the numerous warning signs
he encountered along the way, especially those that can be taken from the dream itself.
However, Raskolnikov’s mental state was such that he was nearly as deranged leading up
to the crime as he was afterwards. It was as if Raskolnikov himself was not in control of
the situation, essentially, the murder was impossible for Raskolnikov to avoid.
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The End of the Road: Examining China’s Policy of Repatriating North Korean Defectors
in China

Zoe Bernstein

“If you look at satellite photographs of the Far East by night, you’ll see a large splotch
curiously lacking in light. This area of darkness is the Democratic People’s Republic of
Korea” (Nothing to Envy 3).

The citizens of the DPRK, or North Korea, have faced a gradual decline in their
standard of living since the end of the Korean War, when Korea was o�cially divided into
a Communist north, the DPRK, and a Capitalist south, the Republic of Korea. Today, the
DPRK is a failing state; although the North Korean dictator, Kim Jong-Il, retains power,
the government is consistently failing to provide basic services, such as electricity and
food, to its citizens. North Koreans face hunger, unemployment, homelessness, and severe
restrictions to their freedoms on a daily basis. For these reasons, many North Koreans
have chosen to flee North Korean in the hope of finding a better life in China or South
Korea. The Chinese o�cial policy towards these defectors is that they are not refugees.
Although the Chinese are aware of the serious consequences faced by defectors who are
returned to North Korea, the Chinese consider these defectors to be “economic migrants”
(Seoul Train), unworthy of refugee status in China; the Chinese routinely repatriate North
Koreans found in China back to the DPRK, despite the implications for those North
Koreans.

This paper seeks to explore this Chinese policy of repatriation, and to explain why
the Chinese continue this course of action, despite knowledge of the conditions in the
DPRK and international pressure to end the policy. I will first give relevant background
information on the phenomenon of defection from North Korea, and on the situation in
the DPRK for North Koreans who defect and are returned to the state. Second, I will
explain China’s relationship with the Korean peninsula as a whole, and attempt to explain
how Chinese policy makers must take into account the concerns of both North and South
Korea. I will then explain how massive defection from North Korea will significantly
destabilize the regime, and why China and South Korea are both extremely concerned
about what this destabilization would mean for their states, and for East Asia as a whole.
Finally, I will use these themes to analyze why China has not, in fact, ended its policy of
repatriating North Korean defectors in China. Finally, I will assert that it is crucial that
China end its policy of repatriating North Korean defectors, and I will place this situation
in a larger political context.

Large-scale defection from North Korea began in the mid 1990s, when a severe famine
caused the deaths of over two million people (“Nothing Left”). Since the Korean War, the
border between North and South Korea is virtually impenetrable, and heavily guarded
on both sides. The most viable option for North Koreans seeking to defect from the
totalitarian state is to escape either into or through China. Some estimates place 20,000-
30,000 refugees in China, while others estimate that over 200,000 North Korean refugees
live in the People’s Republic of China (Ming).

Defection from North Korea is a serious o↵ense. The customary term that a North
Korean defector will serve in a prison camp is between three and six years (“Nothing
Left”). This sentence, however, becomes significantly more severe as the Korean defector
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increases in political a�liation and prestige; some high profile defectors are tortured, and
even publicly executed to send a message to others who might consider defecting (O’Neill).
Conditions within the prison camps are in clear violation of international human rights
norms. Prisoners are tortured for information, starved, beaten, and sometimes killed.
Pregnant women who are sent to North Korean detention camps are often forced to undergo
abortions against their will (Seoul Train). According to satellite imaging conducted by the
U.S. Committee for Human Rights, the North Korean detention camps cover huge tracts
of land, and house hundreds of thousands of incarcerated North Koreans (Maass).

The Chinese and Koreans have a long history of close political ties. There were several
historical periods during which the Chinese controlled the entire Korean peninsula. At the
outbreak of the Korean War, the Chinese supported the Communist North, which would
later become the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea. Since, the war, the Chinese have
seen their role in North Korea, in part, as defending the state against ideological rivals
like the capitalist United States; this role, however, has changed gradually as the United
States and China have increased their economic cooperation since the Nixon presidency
(Ming).

The Chinese relationship with the DPRK has been “blood cemented” (Ming) since the
Korean War; in other words, the relationship between the two states is extremely tight, and
both states are committed to maintaining that relationship. This bond between the two
states is mostly based in ideological similarity, as they are both founded upon Communist
principles. China is North Korea’s primary patron, and acts as a sort of ideological “big
brother,” protecting North Korea from collapse or interference by the West. Today, China
supplies North Korea with 70% of its oil supply, and most of its food aid comes from China
as well (“Report From the Icy Frontier”). Chinese support is absolutely essential to the
North Korean regime, and China holds the key to breaking its totalitarian policies. With
respect to South Korea, China’s relationship with South Korea has become extremely
close in recent years; today, China has replaced the United States as South Korea’s largest
trading partner (Maass) This economic cooperation has led to greater political discourse
and cooperation between the two states.

“

Both China and South Korea fear
that allowing open emigration from
North Korea will surely bring about
the regimes collapse.

”

A massive migration of immigrants out
of North Korea would greatly destabilize the
North Korean regime, a fact that the Chinese
know very well. The Chinese have political
reasons to fear this destabilization. For one,
the Chinese have historically viewed North
Korea as a bu↵er zone against Japan and
South Korea, who were both backed by the
United States. Today, as China integrates rapidly into the world economy, the DPRK is
no longer seen as a military bu↵er zone, but rather, as a political bu↵er zone; as long as
North Korean human rights abuses exist, the Western world has less of a reason to focus on
human rights issues within China. In essence, the Chinese see North Korea as somewhat
of a distraction to the western countries with whom China has especially close economic
ties, especially the United States (Ming). This characterization of North Korea is also
somewhat beneficial to any state that has a close relationship with the PRC, including the
U.S.; as long as these partner states can point to a country that is “worse” than China,
the political implications of a close relationship with China, whose human rights record is
not spotless by any means, could be less severe.

Both China and South Korea fear that allowing open emigration from North Korea
will surely bring about the regime’s collapse. They base this assertion on examples from
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the former USSR and Eastern Bloc. Within a year of allowing citizens to travel without
hindrance within Germany, East and West Germany voted for reunification (Carnes).
The decision to allow free travel between the two Germanys was greatly facilitated by
Hungary’s acquiescence to East Germans using Hungarian territory as a base while they
sought asylum in the West (Lankov). China sees its role in the Korean situation as
similar to that of Hungary: China, like Hungary, is a third party, attempting to remain
neutral, while maintaining close ties to each of the major parties involved. Unlike Hungary,
however, China recognizes and is wary of the consequences of allowing asylum seekers
temporary refuge in its territory.

Because of the newly close relationship between the PRC and South Korea, some South
Korean concerns have had to be considered by the Chinese government. South Koreans
have mixed feelings about their northern neighbor; while reunification is a stated goal
of the South Korean government and many of its citizens, many within the modern, de-
veloped portion of the peninsula fear the economic, social and political repercussions of
reunification. North Koreans have been subject to half a century of propaganda and fal-
sified history; they have su↵ered political terror, government abuses, and two devastating
famines. Physically, they are extremely malnourished, and often su↵er from physical and
mental conditions due to their lives in the DPRK; in fact, at age seven, the average North
Korean child is a full twelve centimeters shorter than his Southern counterpart as a result
of severe malnutrition (Seoul Train).

Some South Koreans look to the economic decline of Germany after reunification as a
historical example of the issues surrounding reunifying a state whose parts have developed
economically at vastly di↵erent rates (Wolfowitz). While Germany today has a thriving
economy, the prospects for a Korean recovery as successful as that of Germany are some-
what dimmer; the gap between the two Koreas is significantly larger than that between
East and West Germany. Once in South Korea, studies have shown that North Korean
defectors have a di�cult time adjusting to their new lives. Although South Korea gener-
ally has a low unemployment rate, about 50% of North Koreans living in South Korea are
unemployed, and about 80% earn less than half of the national average income per year.
Even so, South Koreans still support the movement to recognize North Korean defectors
as refugees, and to stop China from repatriating North Koreans in China (Lankov).

The Chinese, like many others, view the prospect of large-scale defection from North
Korea as a main factor that could destabilize Kim Jong-Il’s regime and eventually could
lead to the total collapse of the DPRK. The Chinese have several political reasons to fear
this collapse. For one, the Chinese fear losing their regional dominance. The PRC fears
that if Korea was to reunite, the United States would surely back the new, reunited Korea,
as it does South Korea today; the Chinese fear that the possibility of a new, United States
backed Korea would present a real challenge to their dominance in East Asia (“Nothing
Left”). The Chinese also feel that, if North Korea was to collapse, “the vacuum created
by such a collapse might draw American troops and their South Korean allies. . . right up
to [the] border with China. Better to maintain the status quo than bring China’s biggest
potential enemy to its doorstep” (“Report From the Icy Frontier” 41).

Chinese fears, however, are unfounded. Recall that China is now South Korea’s primary
trading partner; as the relationship between China and South Korea has grown stronger,
South Koreans have become increasingly pro-China and anti-United States (Maass 16).
The likelihood that, were the two Koreas to reunite, the new Korea would be dominated
by the interests of the United States is low, especially considering the antagonism and
hatred many North Koreans feel towards the United States after fifty years of intense
anti-United States propaganda. A new Korea would be far more likely to align with China
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because of their close economic partnership, and because of the remnants of the North’s
Communist propaganda. Also, South Korea has promised China that if the two Koreas
did reunite, the new government which would likely be dominated by the existing South
Korean political infrastructure would not allow U.S. troops to be stationed in the area
that is currently North Korea (Ming).

Also, the Chinese fear that the destabilization of the North Korean regime could lead
to an even greater influx of North Koreans into China, a problem with which China has not
the resources nor the desire to concern itself (Maass). The Chinese have a real fear of more
refugees entering China were they to stop repatriating North Korean defectors. This fear
is illustrated in the 2002 crackdown on North Korean refugees in China; after several high
publicity cases of North Korean asylum seekers attempting to run into foreign embassies
in China, the Chinese began to tighten their policy on North Korean defectors to prevent
what they saw as a growing trend of North Korean defectors using China as a transition
point on their path to asylum (Ming). Estimates report that about 60 North Koreans
per year attempt to run into an embassy to attain asylum (Carnes). Additionally, many
North Koreans who defect do not actually leave with the goal of living in South Korea;
their basic reason for leaving the DPRK is survival (Lankov). Once these defectors leave
North Korea and realize the prospects that are open to them in China, many remain; even
though these prospects are limited and often involve illegal activity, they are far better
than any opportunities these defectors would have in the DPRK.

Both the South Koreans and the Chinese fear that destabilizing the North Korean
regime could have disastrous consequences since North Korea has begun to pursue a ura-
nium enrichment program. The Chinese fear that a nuclear capable North Korea will
touch o↵ an arms race that will prompt Japan to arm itself with nuclear weapons as well
(“Report From the Icy Frontier”). This scares China for two reasons. For one, China
and Japan are two of the strongest powers in the region, so there is an aspect of political,
ideological and economic rivalry between the two, especially considering their history of
conflict. The Chinese also fear that if the leadership of the DPRK was pushed to the
brink, the possibility of a nuclear war becomes more urgent, and it has the ability to draw
in any nuclear power in the region. The Chinese feel as though it may be better not to
alarm the leadership in North Korea, for fear of nuclear crisis (Ming).

The Chinese have ideological reasons to repatriate North Korean defectors. However
flawed the regime in the DPRK may be, as a Communist state, it still represents a political
cousin of the regime in the PRC. Communism as an ideology sees strength in numbers, so
the Chinese see ideological reasons not to undermine Kim Jong-Il’s regime. Also, many of
the NGOs and individuals working on behalf of North Korean refugees represent a foreign
element to the Chinese. These organizations are often transnational, and do not represent
Chinese culture, ideology, or interests, yet they work within and without China in an at-
tempt to influence Chinese policy. Often, these groups rally international attention, and
aim that attention and scrutiny at China, which is not appreciated by the PRC (Wak,
Sun-Young and Yong Wook Lee). Also, many of the groups attempting to help North Ko-
rean refugees are Christian groups; some have an express goal of converting North Korean
defectors to Christianity, and some do not (“Report From the Icy Frontier”). In Commu-
nist China, religion, and especially Christianity, is discouraged. Therefore, the fact that
some groups working to help North Korean defectors have an overtly Christian position,
sometimes manifested in missionary activity, is distressing to the Chinese authorities.

These concerns have cause China to continue its policy of repatriating North Korean
refugees in China. The relationship between China and the DPRK is not one of mutual
benefit; China gains little from remaining the patron of North Korea. Even so, the gov-
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ernment in the PRC sees propping up the North Korean regime as a better option than
allowing the regime’s collapse. Massive defection from North Korea would certainly desta-
bilize the regime to the extent that collapse is extremely possible. The Chinese continue
to repatriate North Korean defectors, therefore, because they prefer this policy to the
possibility that North Korea’s Communist government would collapse completely.

Although China has undeniable political reasons to fear such a collapse, these reasons
could be checked by increased international pressure to end this policy. The international
political community has compelling reasons to pressure the Chinese government into end-
ing its policy of repatriation. The Chinese economy has grown extensively, and continues
to grow at an impressive rate; this growth rate puts China on track to having the world’s
largest economy. This growth elevates China’s growing status as a world leader. In this
role, China will have significant influence on other states, an increased ability to be un-
yielding to international pressure, and will have an increased voice with which to set the
international political agenda (although, as a permanent member of the United Nations
Security Council, China already wields influence in this area). The issue of the North
Korean defectors in China is only one among many issues that mars the human rights
record of the PRC. It is important for activists and policy makers to act now to influence
China with respect to North Korea before this is no longer possible.

Also, this issue is especially pertinent to the United States. China is a leading trading
partner to the U.S. The close relationship between the two states leads each to be influenced
to an extent by the internal and external politics of the other. Such a human rights
situation, is, at its most basic, a political liability for policy makers in the United States,
who will have to eventually answer the question of why they did nothing to influence
Chinese policy on human rights issues. On an ideological level, the United States cannot
profess its status as a protector of freedom and democracy, yet partner with a state who
so clearly violates basic human rights norms. Finally, it is certainly within the interests of
the United States to facilitate an end to the regime of Kim Jong-Il in North Korea. Not
only is Kim Jong-Il a repressive dictator who stands in direct opposition to the American
ideals of freedom, liberty and democracy, but he is also a nuclear aggressor, who threatens
the security, not only of the United States, but of some of the U.S.’s leading economic
partners, like China, Japan and South Korea.

The human rights situation within North Korea is absolutely deplorable. The state
has been described as the “world’s largest concentration camp” (Seoul Train). Even with
this knowledge, the Chinese refuse asylum status to North Koreans, and will not even
acknowledge North Korean defectors as refugees. The Chinese routinely and intentionally
repatriate North Koreans in China back to the oppressive and failing regime from where
they came. This policy must end. China, as the main patron of North Korea, has the
power to end the repressive Communist regime in the DPRK. By allowing North Korean
defection through China, the Chinese would strike a major blow at Kim Jong-Il’s regime.
Though this would likely cause temporary regional instability, the collapse of the DPRK
could likely secure East Asia in the long term, and would ultimately serve the best interests
of the PRC, South Korea, Japan, and the United States.
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How Does an Art Museum Curator Change the Relationship Between the Audience and
a Piece of Art?

Ligia Duarte Botelho

Abstract

This essay will critically analyze the relationship existant between the audience
and a piece of art in an art museum, and how a museum curator influences changes
on this relationship. The purpose of this essay is to explore the challenges a curator
undergoes to allow the spectators to go through an authentic experience at an ex-
hibit. The process of investigation includes a comparison of an art museum to Plato’s
allegory of the cave, and another comparison of a museological system to cultural rel-
ativism. This essay concludes that it is critical for the curator to lead the audience
through a process of the dialectic. And ultimately through this process, the audience
capably achieves authentic meaning making. It is also concluded in this essay, that
cultural relativism does not reflect the job of a curator as successfully as Plato’s alle-
gory of the cave, because it limits the audience’s and the curator’s dialectical skills,
therefore simultaneously limiting the full exploration of the topic.

Introduction

Art museums play a great role in education all over the world. To assure an enlighten-
ing experience, curators have the responsibility of making sure that all audiences explore
art, looking beyond just the art piece and making personal connections. But why is it
important to do so? How does a curator change the relationship existing between a piece
of art and an audience? The goal of a curator lies in assuring that the museum specta-
tors go through an authentic experience, an experience which allows viewers “to become
independent producers of interpretations” (Mayer), leading to connect art and life. The
curator determines whether the crowd will go through an authentic experience or not.
The dialectic plays an essential role in the relationship between a piece of artwork and a
viewer; through the dialectic the audience can achieve personal insights, connecting art
to life and experience. The di↵erence between a good and a bad museum curator ex-
ists in how one uses the dialectic to guide the audience through an authentic experience.
The good one understands how to explore the Platonic concept of inquiry in such a man-
ner that successfully directs the viewers to true meaning making. Plato’s allegory of the
cave adequately fits the concept of art museums and how the relationships between the
audience, the curator, the piece of art and the artist work. Furthermore, a comparison
between cultural relativism and Plato’s cave emphasizes the intriguing challenge a curator
undergoes to accomplish the ultimate objective. Nevertheless, what is the importance of
reaching a valid experience? The gain of true knowledge; the kind of knowledge that can
be applied to individuals’ everyday lives, guiding one to make the right choices.

Chapter I: Art Museums and the Cave

In his Republic, Plato first introduces the cave in Book VII; chained individuals who
have lived all their lives imprisoned in a cave, face a wall unable to see anything else.
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Behind the prisoners, puppeteer masters use a fire and di↵used light of the sun (coming in
through the entrance of the cave), to cast shadows on this wall. The shapes and outlines
cast, pertain to the prisoners’ reality, it is all they know. One day, a prisoner breaks out of
the chains and turns around, realizing what cast the shadows. The prisoner slowly manages
to find the way out of the cave. Outside, blinded by the sun at first, the individual can only
look at the shadows cast by the forms. Ultimately, after some time, the prisoner adapts to
the sun, and can clearly see the true forms illuminated by the sunlight, understanding the
hyperreality of the cave life. The individual decides to go back to the cave, to enlighten
the chained prisoners about the truth. By realizing one’s duty to enlighten the rest of the
people, one has now become the philosopher king.

An art museum fits into Plato’s allegory of the cave. The relationships existent between
the audience, the curator and the artist (including the artist’s piece of art) correlates to
the associations between the prisoners, the puppet masters and the philosopher king.
Being ignorant to the pieces of art, the audience enters a museum with the intention of
gaining and exploring knowledge through the inquiry of art. The moment these spectators
walk into an art museum, they become prisoners to the hyperreal. The audience becomes
blind to what exists beyond the shadows cast by the curators. Everything in an art
museum is controlled by the curator; from the staging of the artwork in each exhibition,
to the curator’s plaque notes. In this manner, they capably manipulate and influence the
audience just like the puppet masters cast the shadows to persuade the prisoners that they
perceive reality. But how is the audience chained? Don’t the spectators have a choice,
whether to believe or not in these shadows cast by the curators? This is not how the world
works. We are taught, in society, to rely upon the opinion of experts to believe or not
in the evidence provided; curators, considered experts, use the art of speaking or writing
e↵ectively (rhetoric) to pull the audience into the hyperreal.

With the curator corresponding to the puppet master in Plato’s cave, the artist also
correlates to the analogy, drawing a parallel to the philosopher king. Just like the latter,
who has climbed out of the cave and witnessed the true forms of the good, the artist makes
“the practice of discussion [the dialectic] more honorable instead of more dishonorable”
(The Republic of Plato 539d). Although, what is it that makes it more honorable? While
the curator imposes and manipulates the spectator to believe in the hyperreal, the artist
attempts to drag the audience to the sunlight, to the truth of what one’s piece of art
truly means. Unlike the appointed expert who interprets a piece of art for the audience,
the artist attempts to bring the audience closer to the truth, by allowing the viewers to
openly interpret the piece of art as they wish, making personal connections and therefore
achieving an authentic experience.

In the essay “The Longing for Authentic Experiences” Maaria Linko discusses crafted
versus authentic emotion (Researching Visual Arts), which captivatingly supports my ar-
gument that curators provoke inauthentic experience instead of true emotions. To explore
the argument I will use a personal example of experiencing inauthentic emotions. When
visiting the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York City, I entered the European Paint-
ings exhibit and saw the curator’s note in the entrance of the display. Almost as an
instinct, I read the note; it essentially explained how the museum held “one of the great-
est collections in existence,” organized by country, and within each country, by artist.
After reading the note, curiosity and desire to explore these pieces of art filled me. The
question here consists of: were these feelings authentic or were they indirectly ignited by
the curator’s note?

Although it could be argued that emotion always pertains to true authentic experiences
because of the impossibility to imitate it, through personal experience, I believe that the
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desire and curiosity were both provoked by the curator’s note. The expert used logos to
persuade me of the excellence of the exhibit, and as part of an audience, I became sightless
to the manipulation of thought. Consequently, I allowed the curator to craft my interpre-
tation of the European paintings. When I looked at Picasso I saw the excellence of the
painting, and not the authentic emotions that connect the painting to my past experiences,
allowing me to interpret it based on those. I didn’t create a personal connection to the
painting; on the contrary, I barely created a connection. On the other hand, had I entered
the exhibit without reading the curator’s note would it have been an authentic experience?
Primarily looking at the situation, since I interpreted and connected Picasso to personal
previous experiences the answer to the question would be yes. However, “museological
stagecrafts (and museographical argument) generate a paradoxical, enigmatic and inde-
terminate field of legibility” (In the Aftermath of Art 61). Therefore the experience still
pertains to inauthenticity as the curator creates the environment itself so that it chains
the audience, making them prisoners of the hyperreal. Consequently, emotions generated
in hyperreality classify as unreal/crafted, because the value of art lies in the true beauty
of authentic experience that generates authentic meaning making.

“

The expert used logos to persuade
me of the excellence of the exhibit,
and as part of an audience, I be-
came sightless to the manipulation of
thought.

”

Nevertheless the perspective of the curator
must also be considered. In an article pub-
lished by the New York Times, the co-curator
of an exposition called “A Woman’s Wit: Jane
Austen’s Life and Legacy,” Clara Drummond,
claims that a curator’s job is to guide the au-
dience through the exhibit in an interesting
way (Vogel); allowing them to get closer to
the truth of a genuine experience, which will

eventually lead them to understand the piece of art through personal connections (Schick).
When setting up the exhibit, Drummond put Austen’s letters in frames on the walls be-
cause “in glass cases [the audience] feels distanced from them (Vogel).” The expert, in
this case, tries to help the audience comprehend the truth within the art by guiding the
spectators to independent and insightful connections to life. Considering Drummond’s
perspective and going back to the parallel existent to Plato’s cave, who becomes the
philosopher king and who becomes the puppeteer master? Neither the artist nor the cura-
tor become the puppet master; both become philosopher kings in the sense that the two are
attempting to bring the audience outside of the cave. Together the artist and curator guide
the viewers through the process of original meaning making. So who becomes the puppet
master? I believe that the only factor impeding the development of a true experience now
would be ignorance and close-mindedness. Hence through Drummond’s perspective as a
curator, the philosophers are both the artist and the curator combining their knowledge to
enlighten the spectators, while ignorance becomes the only barrier blocking the audience
from the truth.

As Drummond’s standpoint essentially states, in theory, art museum curators set the
progress of authentic meaning-making and interpretation as their target. However, in prac-
tice, do they really influence an authentic experience or do these curators simply generate
other art historians with the same opinions in art as the experts? In Melinda M. Mayer’s
essay “When Little Girls Become Junior Connoisseurs: A Cautionary Tale of Art Museum
Education in the Hyperreal,” she tells a story about a little girl who had to present her
interpretation of a painting in front of her schoolmates and family as a homework assign-
ment. Mayer explores how the little girl sounded like a junior art historian, “appearing
to copy the style of art historical talk more than its content” (Mayer). Fundamentally,
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the girl had become a little robot, simply repeating the words of other art historians but
not truly connecting with the painting: crafted meaning making. Seeing that I have gone
through an inauthentic experience like the little girl has, I feel obliged to agree with Mayer.
So now the question is: how does/should a curator come about conducting the audience
in a system that will lead them to authentic meaning-making? How does the curator stop
being the puppet master?

Chapter II: The Role of the Dialectic in the Cave

To evoke a real experience instead of crafted meaning making, the curator needs, in my
point of view, to create a system in which the dialectic becomes the core of the exhibit. To
approach this perspective I will use Plato’s definition of the dialectic, which is the concept
of gaining knowledge through inquisition and dialogue. The di↵erence between a curator
who grows to be the puppet master and one who does not, lies in the understanding
of how to apply the dialectic. A good curator, one who becomes the philosopher king,
knows how to set up an exhibit so that the audience experiences true meaning making;
an exhibit that enables the spectators to raise questions which allows them to achieve
genuine connections to a piece of art. A bad curator doesn’t explore the dialectic but
simply crafts the audience to become replicas of other experts. Therefore how does a good
curator provoke a righteous dialectical experience?

Individuals that enter an art museum come in with the purpose of gaining knowl-
edge. The job of the expert consists of facilitating the genuine achievement of knowledge
through the dialectic. To explore how a curator encourages the audience to pursue knowl-
edge through authentic experience, I will use another personal example. I do not truly
believe that something exists beyond abstract art and as a result I tend to dislike this
style. Therefore I usually enter an art museum with an extremely narrow-minded view
when it comes to abstract art. So how can a curator help me to open my mind as a spec-
tator? Are there limitations to what can be done? Well, the expert has to think about
everything; from the staging of the artworks to the color of the walls, lighting, music, no
music. . . Overall everything needs to be set up in such a manner that draws my attention,
even if only for one second, and which will lead me to ask questions about the abstract
pieces of art. By asking even simple questions, I would be entering the dialectical world
and therefore achieving to some extent authentic experience. But for this to become true,
the curator needs to set everything in such a manner that will engage the audience (which
is, in this case, me).

So far it seems that everything the curator has to deal with pertains to sense perception
and igniting authentic meaning making through the five senses. However, is it exclusively
through sense perception that a good curator provokes legitimate experience? Although
it appears to be so, curators must also consider, but not rely upon, the public’s general
knowledge (Researching Visual Arts). The challenge in the job lies in combining the
audiences’ various culturally diverse backgrounds; to be able to find a mean between so
many di↵erent backgrounds and combine all of them into one, so that it allows every
individual to achieve an authentic experience through the dialectic. But how does the
curator achieve that? I believe that it is by finding a balance between the ignition of sense
perception and the consideration of background knowledge, like balancing between reason
and emotion to find the truth in between. Emotion being ignited by the sense perception
and the interpretation of a piece of art based on one’s senses, while reason is ignited by one’s
background information combined with the curator’s knowledge. Nonetheless, limitations
exist; how much knowledge should the expert share with the audience? The curator’s
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responsibility is to share no more than the essential knowledge necessary to understand
the origin of the painting, but nothing that can alter original meaning making.

So, going back to my personal example of my disdain towards abstract art, what would
be the best means to present a piece of such art that allows me as part of an audience
to pursue the dialectic? Although I had concluded that the best way of dragging a spec-
tator (me) to the outside of the cave would be by drawing attention to the artwork in a
balanced manner, I have come to a new end. After pondering on the previous conclusions
and arguments, I considered the idea of having the curator actually start the dialectical
process himself. Accordingly, the curator should simply include the name of the painting,
the artist, the time period in which it was created, and some very basic background in-
formation about the artist’s life perhaps; but before revealing all of this information, the
audience first faces a question that connects the spectator to the piece of art, a question
that leads the audience to not only a basic level of critical thinking, but also to ask even
more questions. In this manner, the expert presents room for the audience to expand on
its own and develop authentic experience. Although, specifically what types of questions
should the curator ask the audience so that no crafted meaning is given away? When
walking through an abstract art exhibit, I remember coming across a painting that con-
sisted of a white background with two di↵erent sized squares in the corners; the bigger
square was blue, and the smaller one was yellow. It was positioned in a white wall and
around it there were other paintings and sculptures. At the time, I recall thinking “this
isn’t art; anyone can create something like this. . . ” Now that I think about it, I wish
the curator had helped me to at least attempt to pursue meaning within the painting.
Perhaps if the expert’s note had included a question similar to “how does this make you
feel?” I would have reached a basic level of genuine emotion behind the artwork. By ask-
ing questions, the broad diversity of cultures does not have to be considered as much as if
simply using statements. And questions always generate more inquiry, which is how one
obtains authentic knowledge; questions are the essence of the dialectic and the dialectic is
the essence of an authentic experience.

Chapter III: Possible Factors A↵ecting the Dialectic

In addition to the previous perspective, it could also be stated that the curator creates
art when setting up an exhibition. So is that how the expert stops being the puppeteer
master? By becoming the artist itself, one turns into the philosopher king. Although
this possibility could only exist, if one can find that balance and lead the audience to
the dialectic so that the spectators are capable of achieving an authentic experience. The
dialectic will bring the audience to true knowledge, which is the goal of a curator, but does
it solely depend on the latter whether or not the prisoners escape the cave? Although the
expert does have a strong influence upon the audience, I believe that the spectators as
individuals also have a choice to make. In essence, through the perspective of an individual,
two choices exist: ignorance, versus authentic meaning making. Even though, it could be
argued that the individual enters a museum with the purpose of gaining knowledge, then
the previous statement would never apply. However, what if it pertains to a case like the
individual who doesn’t like abstract art? This individual could chose not to intake an
authentic experience from the abstract art exhibit, like I did. So isn’t it the job of the
curator to bring the audience’s attention to a piece of art leading them to the dialectic?
Yes, but I think that simultaneously the job of the individual to make the choice of refusing
to intake the expert’s work or not.

Another aspect to consider pertains to the staging of the pieces of art in an exhibit.
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First, how should the artworks that have already been categorized into subcategories
get separated and staged? Essentially, how should European paintings, for example, be
grouped together in di↵erent spaces? Or should they even be grouped at all? How can
the curator stage the exhibit without creating a hyperreality? My perspective reflects
that staging one isolated piece of art becomes more e↵ective in creating an authentic ex-
perience, rather than grouping di↵erent artworks. When many pieces of art get grouped
together in a room, the audience gets so busy attempting to explore every single piece of
art that the experience isn’t fully discovered. For that reason, when a spectator looks at
one single painting the experience becomes more authentic because more questions can be
raised and fully explored. However, the comparison between paintings also has an impor-
tant role in building genuine meaning making. Once again, the curator must then find
a mean between the too extremes. The audience cannot become limit meaning making,
which happens when encountering too many pieces of art in one space; too many ques-
tions on various paintings, does not allow the experience to be fully explored. Nor can it
explore one single piece of art too much; the lack of comparisons to others also limits the
experience and knowledge obtained.

Chapter IV: Art Museums and Cultural Relativism

Although all of the previous arguments seem well fit to art museums and the job of a
good curator (as the philosopher king), when considering cultural relativism the parallel
existent between Plato’s cave and art museums becomes unreliable. In essence, cultural
relativism states that “what makes an action right is that it is approved by one’s culture”
(Doing Philosophy). Since museums provide reliable sources of knowledge, according to
society, the action of going to one of these facilities to pursue knowledge becomes morally
permissible. If society thinks it is right, then it becomes right. In the case of art museums,
every country in the world not only holds various museums but also encourage the people
to explore these facilities. After all, part of the main attractions in immense cities like
Paris and New York consist of art museums. How many people dream of visiting the
Louvre for example? Society demonstrates the approval and importance of art museums
starting very early in life; children visit them in school field trips, and people frequent
them in every day life as well.

Spectators enter art museums because society formulates that they are morally correct.
Since the curators are the experts on these morally right institutions, they directly relate
to them, therefore becoming morally correct as individuals within the art museums. Given
that these experts chose to exhibit the artworks, the audience consequently already enters
the museum with the mentality that everything in it must be considered art. Thus, no
matter how the curator stages the art, or changes the notes that explains the pieces of art,
or even asks questions, the achievement of an ultimate authentic experience could never
possibly exist seeing as society determines the acceptance of art museums as righteous
moral standards. How can a spectator as an individual go through the process of the
dialectic if the essential question “Is this art?” becomes obscured by the acceptance that
everything in the museum has to be art? One could argue that the previous statement
is not completely true because, as I said earlier in this essay, the individual also makes a
choice whether or not to believe in the curator. But the question still befalls obscurity con-
sidering the fact that society as a whole negatively influences individual thought. Thought
can only be perceived through the lens of the acceptance of the whole. So now what role
does the artist play through the perspective of a cultural relativist? And how does this
oppose to Plato’s allegory of the cave and its correlation to art museums? I would say
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that the artist doesn’t really have an influent role in the cultural relative world, because
what makes the individual an artist or not pertains to the approval of the curator. But the
latter doesn’t truly control the achievement of an authentic experience any longer, since
what the expert puts in the exhibit must be considered art no matter what.

Conclusion

Through a cultural relativist perspective, if society determines what is morally per-
missible or not, the only way the curator can become the philosopher king is through the
inquiry of culture itself, and then the inquiry of art. Starting from there, the curator looks
at the reflections of the forms at first, and begins having an understanding that there
is a hyperreality being created. But who creates this world of shadows? The audience
itself? In theory I would state that the audience imprisons themselves by not allowing the
dialectic to develop. Although, the audience cannot be the puppet master and the chained
individuals simultaneously, because if they realized they lived in an inauthentic reality, this
would not happen. Even though cultural relativism exposes another perspective of the role
of museums and museum curators within society, I think the first argument proposed, fits
museums better. Cultural relativism limits the exploration of the relationship between the
audience and a piece of art, because it limits the dialectic. The arguments presented in
the comparison of the museums to Plato’s cave present a better fit to the considerations
made, demonstrating that it depends on the curator if the audience achieves an authentic
experience or not.

The expert’s job is to facilitate genuine meaning making through the dialectic. In my
opinion, inquiry opens more doors to authentic emotions and connections to a piece of art.
And the importance of going through an authentic experience lies in the understanding of
the self. For me it is all about expanding thought and applying the knowledge obtained
from this experience on everyday life, decision making. In addition to being helpful when
making the right choice, knowledge brought by an authentic museum experience generates
curiosity and the desire for more knowledge. True knowledge will never be enough; our
minds constantly need new information so that we can grow as individuals.
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Cultural Conflicts and the Role of Religion

Steven Brown

Abstract

Religion plays a vital role in culture by providing a framework which people use as
an interpretive model of the world. People create religion, religion creates culture, and
reciprocally, culture socializes people. Humans are the creators and interpreters of
the symbols of religion, and interactions between symbols and people within societies
lead to cultural mores and folkways. These constructs of culture ultimately determine
how people are socialized within a particular society. Unfortunately, the resulting
cultural schema can be a source of conflict when contact is made between opposing
worldviews.

The first section of this essay will establish a theoretical framework that will
contextualize later examples. Examples seek to elucidate the idea that societal inter-
pretations (e.g. perceptions) of the world are not static, nor an end-all typology. This
discourse intends to authenticate the misunderstandings that emanate from contact
between two drastically di↵erent worldviews - the likes of which can only be under-
stood through accepting that no particular cultural worldview is inherently superior.

The theoretical lens of the symbolic-interactionist assumes that all humans have mutual
a↵ect upon one another through a reciprocal interaction between society, groups, and
individuals (Roberts 70). While humans are socialized by society, we are also direct
creators, enforcers, and interpreters of culture, and ultimately, our surrounding world.
“Everyday life presents itself as a reality interpreted by men and subjectively meaningful
to them as a coherent world” (Berger 19). Objects and events have no inherent meaning;
instead meaning is attributed by a socially constructed reality (Roberts 70). With regard
to religion, the interpretation of the world by ‘man’ may lead to associations that, rational
or not, explain what seems to be the unexplainable. ‘Non-rational experiences,’ or the
events that defy rationality, are often interpreted in such a manner due to a ‘creative
consciousness’ (Otto 73; Roberts 72). “. . . all other forms of religiosity are generated from
this non-rational religious experience” (Robert 72). This creative consciousness evolves
into several crucial defining features of religion.

Religion is comprised of symbols, myths, rituals, and belief systems. All of these pieces
are extremely integrated with each other. Symbols are arbitrary associations between
the signifier (that which is used to refer to the signified) and the signified (that which
is referred to by the signifier). Myths are “symbolic statements about the meaning and
purpose of life in this world” (Roberts 77). Ferdinand de Saussure would argue that neither
the signifier or signified exist prior to their fusion (Leitch 847). Likewise, a myth cannot
exist without some need to give life purpose, and purpose in life cannot exist without it
being expressed through myth. From arbitrary associations, any number or assortment
of myths can develop to give life meaning. Myths may also be reinterpreted and change
over time. They are symbols of sacred events in the form of stories and are passed on and
evolve through the system of language.

Ritual develops as a tradition that symbolizes respect towards a myth. Rituals de-
fine the sacred and are acknowledged and interpreted through myth (Roberts 72). Like
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anything else in this world, the sacred has both beneficial and harmful potentials. In
turn, orthopraxy serves to relieve anxiety related to the sacred. The associations made
between non-rational experiences and subjective interpretations (i.e. myths), along with
orthopraxy (to quell anxiety), evolve into belief systems. These belief systems permeate
culture through the process of symbol creation, thereby initiating the development of these
symbols into the other defining elements of religion.

“

Like anything else in this world, the
sacred has both beneficial and harm-
ful potentials.

”

The transformation of an object into a
symbol requires the creator of the symbol to
acknowledge the object of inquiry as distinct
from himself (Berger 18). This is an impor-
tant consideration because the separation of
the idea from the creator allows the created
associations (actions or beliefs) to live beyond
the creator’s finite existence. In other words, the meanings and sentiments of the sym-
bol resonate, while the origin and initial interpretations become ambiguous (thus open to
interpretation) and lost in time.

One way in which symbols are communicated from generation to generation is through
the use of myth. Regardless of validity, “Myths have a powerful impact on the subjec-
tive or mental orientation in persons because they communicate and reinforce a particular
worldview or a particular outlook on life” (Roberts 77). This impact highlights the im-
portance of myth in the creation of social realities; It uncovers the socialization process
by which myth influences the people of that culture; It reveals the sentiments attached
to myth that allow for the creation of ritual. According to Roberts, “Ritual may involve
the enactment of a story or myth, or it may symbolically remind one of the mythology of
the faith by moving participants through a series of moods” (81). Myth is where ethos
originates, and ritual is how ethos is evoked. “Myth and ritual provide the security of the
familiar in the face of the potential chaos of the unknown. Myth structures the unknown;
ritual assures that even in the most insecure areas of life behavior will be predictable”
(Roberts 84). Viewing ritual in these terms places it in the context of myth. “The myth
systems associated with church rituals need to capture the imagination of the attendees”
(Roberts 80). Ritual allows the ‘attendees’ to understand their actions in terms of sacred
emotions and beliefs. Specifically, religion (in terms of myth - constructed by people) has a
strong influence on cultural traditions, and ultimately, on the perceptions of people within
the relative societies.

Like religion, culture can be analyzed by discussing its various aspects. Traditions,
worldviews, and ethos will be used as the defining elements of culture. Each one of these
components are interconnected and influence (if not, determine) the manifestation of each
other. Tradition created through ritual (and therefore created by people) influences the
worldview of a society. As mentioned, a culture’s particular interpretation of the world (in
a subconscious sense) can be generated through myth, but is revealed and made relevant
via ritual and the ethos that are produced. Here, these ethos are the emotions that a
culture associates with its worldview, vis-à-vis the symbol-myth-ritual cycle (Roberts 86).

Progressing from this theoretical introduction, the contextualization of the above logic
will be accomplished through real world examples. In order to shed light on the problems
that may arise from conflicting cultural worldviews, the worldview of Anglo-American
Protestants and that of the Native Hawaiians will be compared. More specifically, the
insights provided by Max Weber that pertain to ‘Western’ worldviews exemplify the pro-
gression of religious philosophies into cultural perceptions, and the discourse provided by
Greg Johnson will be used in the analysis of Native Hawaiian spiritual salvation.
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To better understand the dominant American zeitgeist that is defined by capitalism,
individuality, meritocracy, and formal rationality, it is useful to examine the progression
(and origin) of Protestant ideals in light of the fact that the founders of the United States
were largely influenced by such trains of thought.

Protestant values are best interpreted in terms of rationality. Originally, formal ra-
tionality was practiced by Martin Luther in his ethical analysis of the Catholic Church.
Luther felt cognitive dissonance between how the Catholic Church reigned and how he
thought a Christian should live. Through a rational approach to the interpretations of
biblical scriptures, Martin Luther criticized the current state of the Church and began to
form his own new dogma based on his new interpretations.

Of the many qualms Martin Luther had with the Catholic Church, two in particular
pertain heavily to this analysis; one is his criticism of indulgences and the other is his
criticism of the power conflict between the readers of scriptures and those who were in-
formed of them. Viewing indulgences rationally, Luther concluded that God is the only
one who can determine who may be saved. This led to the idea of predestination coupled
with a strong distrust towards authority (an idea still relevant today). Viewing the power
conflict between those who were able to read scriptures and those who were not, from a
rational perspective, led to values pertaining to individualism coupled with the need for
public education (again, values that can still be seen today). To Luther, individualism
was the isolated individual relationship with God. In other words, the individual should
be solely answerable to God. As a result, Luther believed that every man must read the
Bible himself in order to reach salvation, thus requiring the public to be literate. This
ultimately resulted in a broader desire for public education. Luther’s ideas began to be
identified through the event known as the Protestant Reformation which evolved into what
Weber identified as The Protestant Work Ethic.

John Calvin took the ideas stemming from the Protestant Reformation and expanded
on them. Predestination, as an overarching philosophy of Calvinism (an o↵shoot of Protes-
tantism), matured from further rationalization of a myth that was reinterpreted by Luther.
Predestination rests on the assumption that because God is an omniscient being; He al-
ready knows who will be saved and who will not. The means to such ends are not neces-
sarily predetermined by this logic, however fate was no longer in the hands of man. This
ambiguity of fate resulted in anxiety for Calvinists because of the perceived helplessness
associated with predestination (Roberts 204). In addition, predestination led to a ques-
tioning of the meaning of life on Earth. With no explanation for the purpose of life on
Earth, Calvin concluded that the glorification of God could be the only possible purpose
(ibid.).

Work was one of the most central themes of human existence to Calvin, so he concluded
that the glorification of God occurred through one’s work (Prothero 57). Due to God’s
omniscience, Calvin also assumed that God had a specific purpose for each individual on
Earth (Roberts 203). This idea, coupled with work as the means for glorying God, led to
the philosophy that in order to glorify God best, one must find (or create) the job that
suits them best; their ‘calling’ (ibid.). This idea was referred to as his doctrine of vocation
(ibid.), and it also stated that one knows they have found their calling if they are successful
through it: To be successful was an act of piety (Prothero 57; Ritzer 59; Roberts 203).

With such a strong emphasis on God’s glorification, it was assumed that self-indulgence
was a distraction from life’s purpose. Thus, a life devoid of excessive material possessions
was idealized (Roberts 203-4). This concept is referred to as asceticism, and through it,
laziness was seen as wasting time that should be devoted to God (ibid.). Consequently,
giving to those of lesser socio-economic status was seen as undermining the work ethic
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of others (Roberts 204). Social darwinism and meritocracy were birthed; the poor were
inferior, or damned worse yet. It would therefore be immoral to want to aid in the
continuation of such legacies.

Once success was achieved, followers of this faith found they could do nothing with
their accumulating wealth. To give to charity was in support of laziness (or sacrilegious
to be more specific), and to self-indulge was detracting attention from the meaning of life.
So, Calvinists were left with the option of reinvesting one’s money into theirs or another’s
work (ibid.). Since “. . . religion may influence people by direct impact on individual be-
havior or through shaping larger cultural values over time” (Roberts 207), and Puritans
(i.e. Calvinists) are the founders of our country, their worldview had an influence in the
development of capitalism in the United States (Roberts 205).

Criticism through formal rationality persisted beyond Luther’s time. This logic was ap-
plied to religion itself (as opposed to only scriptural interpretations) and di↵used through-
out the rest of society. Weber argued that through formal rationality “. . . enchantment
would be hounded further and further from the institutional centers of our culture. Car-
ried to an extreme, this process would turn life into a tale which, whether told by an idiot
or not, would certainly signify nothing, having been evacuated of meaning” (Schneider xi).
Hence, American culture became gradually more secularized. In the creation of American
culture, rationalization first led to new interpretations of the Bible which justifying criti-
cisms of the Catholic Church, but this provided a framework that evolved into an overall
critical view of religion - for some, the point of atheism.

As secularism evolved from Calvinism, good taste became indicative of salvation in
addition to success through work. Colin Campbell expands on this idea in The Roman-
tic Ethic and the Spirit of Modern Consumerism, stating that sentiments grew in focus.
Pleasure-seeking was associated with character and “. . . good taste simultaneously dis-
played good character” (Ritzer 60). This contradicted the initial Calvinist values, but was
induced by disenchantment. Campbell argued that “fantasies can be far more important
and rewarding than realities” (ibid.). Through disenchantment, religious fantasies were
rationalized out of existence and material fantasies replaced them. The inherent problem
with this thought process is that material fantasies are much more attainable, and once
one fantasy is fulfilled, another takes its place (ibid.). A culture defined by consumption
was born and became acceptable, while ethos pertaining to economic success persisted.
Capitalism flourished.

The discussion above epitomizes the process of how scriptural interpretations lead to
myths, myths simultaneously result in rituals, rituals develop into a worldview, and a
worldview evolves into a culture. Diverging from the discussion of American cultural
evolution, the focus will now turn to Anglo-American Protestant values; the purpose of
which is to consider potential consequences of the former exploration. Specifically, the
following discourse reveals how contact between Anglo-American Protestants and Native
American cultures has resulted in conflicts and power struggles.

To reiterate, the interpretation of scriptures has led to cultural ethos. One example
of this is seen in American exceptionalism. Anglo-American Protestants related them-
selves to the Israelites leaving Egypt because they too were seeking religious and social
freedom (Martin 160). This also led to the Anglo-American Protestants associating their
arrival in North America with the stories in the Bible that depicted the Israelites’ arrival
in ‘The Promised Land’ of Jerusalem (Ibid.). “Specifically, they compared Indians with
the Amorites, Hittites, Perizzites, and Canaanites that the Lord blotted out so that Israel
could enjoy a land flowing with milk and honey” (Ibid.). These interpretations dictated
the perceptions of Native Americans by American colonists. The Anglo-American Protes-
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tants e↵ectively viewed themselves as entitled heirs to the land via reinterpreting Biblical
scriptures, (Ibid.). In turn, Indians were seen as a bunch of non-believers that stood in
the way of freedom of (Christian) religion (Ibid.); “To be an Anglo-American one had
to come to terms with the wilderness, and the wilderness was represented by Indians”
(Martin 164). This sense of entitlement, coupled with the capitalistic spirit, has resulted
in contemporary conflicts.

Shifting attention to another cultural analysis, the next section of this paper will il-
lustrate how the worldview and ethos of one culture can lead to misunderstandings of the
worldview and ethos of another. Contact between cultures has an e↵ect on one another,
which all too often ends in conflict. Native Hawaiians, represented by the advocacy group
Hui Malama, have found themselves fighting for the repatriation of funerary objects in a
contemporary American court setting. In Sacred Claims, Greg Johnson identifies Hawai-
ian values that have led to conflicts with American ‘Western’ culture based on the two
opposing worldviews. According to Johnson Hawaiians believe that:

Attracting and manifesting mana (power) is the goal of the Hawaiian religions.
Mana is understood to be regulated by deities, many believed to be deified
ancestors or ancestral ‘aumakua (spirits). The ‘aumakua must be cared for,
the ‘aumakua are believed to grow out of the iwi (bones) to nurture the ‘aina
(land) and the people. . . Hawaiians are not whole until the ancestors and the
living are lokahi (united). . . . . . improper burial and desecration of burial sites
are believed to disrupt this cycle, with possibly dangerous consequences. (33)

Through examining funerary objects in a religious context the ethos attached to a
worldview are revealed; the likes of which originated in myth. This has led to rituals that
serve to relieve anxiety related to the purpose of Hawaiian life through the orthopraxy of
caring for ancestors so that they will care for you.

In one specific contemporary debate Native Hawaiians and a museum curator were
fighting over an object used in battle. The rights of the object are up for debate because
the object was excavated from a grave site by archeologists. The museum claimed rights
based on discovery. Hawaiians claimed rights by declaring the object as sacred. The
importance of which is in an attempt to satisfy NAGPRA (the group that oversees many
of these legal battles) legislature, which requires religious groups to prove that a funerary
object of interest is a sacred in order to rule that it be repatriated.

Problems have arisen between these two cultures because American worldviews ex-
pect empirical data to accept something as truth (i.e. rational evidence) where as Native
Hawaiians’ culture exists in the form of oral tradition. In such cultures, traditions are
shaped by passing on repeated ceremonial behaviors, songs, and stories from person to
person, generation to generation (Zerubavel xiii). Tradition is maintained by folklore that
resides in the collective knowledge of the group in oral cultures. In contrast, Christians
rely on scriptures to determine religious beliefs. “White people have the old book of God,
and therefore they know it. We Indians do not have it and are unable to read it. . . . . . The
Indians know it without a book; they dream much of God, and therefore they know it”
(Martin 158). This is where two worldviews clash. The Protestant ideals tend towards
rationality whereas the Hawaiians follow their ancestors who communicate with them.
These are issues of “reconciling Western scientific ideology and Indian spirituality” (John-
son 60). More specifically, this presents a problem as American courts try to maintain
religious freedom while still operating by the logic that developed from Protestantism.
For example, one law distinguishes unidentifiable remains as un-repatriable, thereby ex-
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cluding oral tradition from relevant knowledge (Johnson 52). Here lies the struggle of the
Hawaiians in attempting to convey the ethos attached to the object of inquiry.

Unfortunately, the burden of validation rests in the hands of Native Hawaiians because
of unequal power relations that have resulted from colonization (and the values identified
above). Indeed, the “expansion of the U.S. nation-state [occurred] at the expense of In-
dian peoples” (Martin 170), and as a result, “. . . white, Protestant nationalism had become
the dominant cultural orientation. Public Protestantism blurred the boundary between
the values of the state and those of Protestantism“ (Martin 174) - allowing the partic-
ularism being addressed to become the inevitable outcome (Fanon 1440). The Natives
are attempting to “find cultural expressions for and to give new values to native culture
within the framework of colonial domination” 1 (Fanon 1444). American culture (founded
in colonialism) became the dominant culture, and Hawaiians needed to convey the ethos
associated with the funerary object to those in power.

Debates over these objects began relatively recently considering how long Natives have
been oppressed. This delay can be attributed to the “Uneven power relations [that] have
a↵ected diverse religions, and left Indians among the poorest, most disenfranchised people
in country” (Martin 180). Increased rationalization resulting from the Civil Rights move-
ment has opened up the opportunity for Natives to fight back; “. . . as [Native] secular
power has risen, so has their freedom to express themselves as Indians, without fear of dis-
crimination” (Martin 170). Thus, Natives are more able to fight for religious (and therefore
cultural) freedom now that cultural oppression has loosened. The opportunity for native
religion (and therefore native culture) to return has presented itself, and is attempted by
the Hawaiians via the established mores and folkways of the dominant group.

This debate is representative of the power struggle between worldviews more so than
the outcome of the specific conflict at hand. “Repatriation was regarded by most of the
involved parties as metonymic of the relationship between the nation-state and native-
peoples” (Johnson 46). These are the sentiments that allowed the Hawaiians to regard
their actions as beneficial to the cause of restoring their religion, and ultimately, their
culture. It is these actions that are combative to the inevitability that will result from the
extinction of tradition; the extinction of the Native. Traditions “exist and survive only
insofar as people act them out and hold them up” (Johnson 91), so many Natives view the
death of Native traditions as the death of the Native. Thus, we are left with “. . . a clash
between religions of postcolonial resistance and religions of neocolonial appropriations”
(Martin 178).

The examples above are intended to evoke emotions consistent with the conflicts that
emerge from contradictions between two cultural worldviews. A worldview become the
matrix of religion’s influence on culture. Through myth, religion provides people with the
emotional attachment associated with traditions (rituals). These ethos strengthen moral
obligation to such traditions and summon a strong commitment to the fights emerging
from cultural opposition. Religion constructs the cultural worldview and ethos, thereby
having a vast influence on the socialization of people within a given culture and the things
that are meaningful to them. Unfortunately, it becomes quite di�cult for a person of a
particular vantage point (i.e. worldview) to view their relative position from an external
point of view.

Postmodern philosophies began to identify the relativism and subjectivity of perspec-
tive, but the institutions in place by a dominant standard can be misguiding for those

1Fanon views these methods as paradoxical and distracting, but acknowledges the frequency of this
“mistake” - labeled as such through his claim that a ‘national consciousness’ is the only means of achieving
‘international dimension.’
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who hold the power and burden of decision making. A result from a “field of vision that
it has controlled for a few millennia, especially in the West, to the point of being now
able to produce its own dislocation and itself proclaim its limits” (Derrida 1690). These
limits have created a burden for the oppressed that is as great as the upheaval necessary
to allow the dominant to dislocate its hold on itself, for these groups have the responsibil-
ity of maintaining their own cultural heritage and beliefs while simultaneously defending
them in terms of a perspective that is quite di↵erent and even obstructive of their own.
Through a greater public acknowledgment of this perspectivism one can only hope that
the struggles of the oppressed can be minimized for the sake of the survival of an entire
history of peoples.
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The Derridian Reader

Steven Brown

The location of meaning in relation to a text has been a major focus for literary
criticism, dating all the way back to Platonic philosophy. Today, discussions on how
meaning is contrived from a text have taken on a very di↵erent perspective from Plato’s
time. To Plato, the gods were not only seen as the source of inspiration, but also as
the source of ultimate meaning (Plato, Ion). The author and his ability, or lack thereof,
to represent ‘ideal’ types was the area of critique. After some progression of ideas (and
much time) critique began to focus on the text itself. As Plato had stated, the author
of a text cannot defend himself once the text has been written, and while Plato was
making his point to empower speech the logic turned to a focus on the text. Derrida
provides a prime example of an analysis from a textual perspective, and one ‘thread’
from his text is based on the embodiment of all the history of language that has ever
been and ever will be; diachronically supplemented meaning within the text itself. This
reflexive essence can be seen in some reader-response theorists, such as Wolfgang Iser.
Reader-response theorists attribute meaning through the point of view of the reader. Iser
identifies the process through which meaning is constructed in [an] Interaction Between
Text and Reader ; through ‘reciprocal reflectors’ used to fill blanks. This process is one that
embodies Derridian supplementation, but from the perspective of the reader, the results
of which highlight the ambiguity of perspective in general.

“

The author of a text cannot defend
himself once the text has been writ-
ten.

”

Reciprocal reflection is how a reader con-
structs the meaning of a text through the fill-
ing of “blanks.” The reader fills the blanks
by comparing referential fields. These blanks
arise from the necessity to interpret implicit
meaning. Iser is quick to point out that all
human interaction is guided by interpretation

and how we perceive ourselves as being perceived. More importantly, the need to fill in
blanks is exacerbated when moving the focal point from a face-to-face interaction into a
literary text (Iser 1526)1. With a text, the physical words on the page provide the ‘ex-
plicit’ meaning and the reader is forced to connect these textual elements and segments
through interpretation of the ‘implicit;’ the ‘blank;’ the ‘no-thing’ that inherently arises
out of all interaction; written, spoken, and more (Iser 1526). More specifically, there are a
series of blanks that develop, and through a feedback loop the interpretation that evolves
influences the interpretations of the blanks to come.

As the reader moves through ‘perspective segments,’ textual elements are given mean-
ing by the segments of the book. The narrator, the characters, the plot, and the fictitious
reader are put into context through the segments of the text by the reader. Here is where
the first blank is filled. The connection develops into a referential field that, when in
accordance with other referential fields, provides the reader with an initial framework to
interpret what has, is, and will be said (Iser 1528). These connection are made from a very
early point in the reading (Derrida might argue that they began once the text was written,

1A phenomenon commonly referred to as ‘the looking-glass self’ in the social sciences - coined by
Charles H. Cooley (1902).
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and have evolved in harmony with language (1692)), and develops into a framework that
the reader must continually adapt in accordance with and for interpretation as he pro-
gresses. The irony is he is only able to do so vis-à-vis the lens of the current framework.
This framework is applied to perspective segments that, when interpreted through this
framework, develop into themes. The new segment of focus becomes the theme of focus,
and as the reader moves to a new theme; the interpreted theme becomes the background
for the theme in focus. This ‘marginal theme’ in which the reader resides (the background,
or ‘void’ theme) becomes malleable yet influential as meaning is supplemented onto and
through (i.e. spatially and temporally) it by the theme of focus, while simultaneously
taking on a “determinate relationship with it” (1529).

Thematically vacant positions remain present in the background against which
new themes occur; they condition and influence those themes and are also
retroactively influenced by them, for as each theme recedes in the background
of its successor, the vacancy shifts, allowing for a reciprocal transformation to
take place. (1531)

The framework is the syntagmatic position (the present location and perspective) within
the text, and the reciprocal reflection through the ‘theme-and-background structure’ is the
process by which the framework diachronically evolves. This operation could be thought
of as erasure without erasing. The old themes are erased from view, but their influence
on the new is inescapable. The interpretation of the new theme of focus contains within
it the essence of the interpretation of the original theme, but also an external nature as
something distinct from that which had come before; “being enough the same and enough
other so that it can replace by addition” (Derrida 1733).

The supplementary nature of writing is like placing writing in the context of the phar-
makon. Like writing, interpretation is a drug, too. Through it, the reader has the remedy
for obtaining meaning (and thereby creating meaning) in a text, while also being poi-
soned by the ambiguity that is inherent in all perception. Maybe Plato was aware of this
polysemy when he used the word pharmakon. How could he only imply one use of the
word (i.e. a poison), or is that just our western interpretation of his essay? How can I be
certain that the meaning I got out of these texts is accurate? The answer: irrelevant, as
my interpretation has led me to conclude that perception is inherently an interpretation.
“Wherever we are: in a text where we already believe ourselves to be ” (Derrida 1696).
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Life History and Current Status of the Atlantic Bluefin Tuna

Megan Cruise

Recent changes in the globalization of fish markets, industrial scale fisheries along with
increased accessibility and popularity of sushi, has led to fishing bluefin tuna far beyond
sustainable levels. Bluefin tuna consumption has changed from primarily occurring at
the local level to predominately taking place for export consumption. Fisheries have a
strong economic incentive to exploit the large-bodied bluefin tuna, and as a result there
has been overexploitation of this fish on a multinational scale. This decline is exemplified
by the fact that global populations of bluefin tuna have declined in some cases to as low
as 3% of unfished population levels (Boustany). While all three bluefin tuna species have
faced serious population declines, in this paper I will primarily focus on the life history
and current status of the Mediterranean Atlantic bluefin tuna (MABT). As a result of
population declines, the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species, or
CITES, recently proposed that Atlantic bluefin tuna be added to the list banning interna-
tional trade of endangered species for commercial purposes (Webster). Yet this proposal
met fervent resistance by the countries benefiting from the MABT trade. These coun-
tries argued that the International Commission for the Conservation of Atlantic Tuna’s
(ICCAT) regulations are capable of managing populations. After decades of overfishing
of MABT populations and little regulation to protect the fish, the detrimental e↵ects of
overexploitation will only continue to increase.

MABT are highly susceptible to overexploitation due to an assortment of life history
traits. Bluefin tuna can weigh more than 500 kilograms and live for forty years (“Looting
the Seas”). Most evident is the long generation length and late average age of reproduction
for individual tuna. This makes them sensitive to overfishing because turnover of the
species is slow (Boustany). Thus, recovery or rebuilding depleted populations takes notably
longer than a short-lived and quick to mature species. It is generally believed that MABT
reach adulthood between ages 3-5. However, some researchers hypothesize that some
proportion of the MABT population do not mature until much later than five. This group
is recorded to first begin spawning between the age 8 and 9. With fishing pressures so
high, it can be di�cult for bluefin tuna to reach their spawning age before being captured
by fisheries (Boustany).

Another life history quality that increases the susceptibility of the MABT population
to overfishing is spawning behavior. Bluefin tuna have geographically restricted spawning
sites, as well as a short spawning period lasting between 1 to 2 months with a frequency
of spawning events occurring every 1 to 4 days (Boustany). Also, MABT have some of
the greatest individual ranges of any fish because they have the ability to keep their body
temperature warm relative to other tunas. Physiologically they are well suited to survive
in the cold waters that comprise their ranges and they are not geographically limited by
environmental factors, like water temperature. The older and larger fish have the strongest
ability to elevate their body temperatures and therefore they have the largest ranges. As
a result of their large ranges, bluefin tuna must make long migrations from colder waters
to warmer waters where spawn viability is higher. Once in warmer waters, bluefin tuna
lay a massive number of eggs with a high mortality rate. Therefore, it is critical that they
spawn in regions with a low variability of water temperature to increase spawn survival.
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They also spawn in areas with moderate eddy activity because eddies are able to pull in
and suspend larvae in a manner that is apt for viability. Overfishing MABT populations
limits the amount of individuals contributing to the complex spawning process. The last
critical life history characteristic of MABT is that the seasoned reproductive adults play
the most important role in reproduction growth. The abundance of eggs produced by
spawning increases with size and age of the fish, therefore the larger, more mature fish
have an amplified impact on the total output for bluefin tuna populations (Boustany).
Sadly, these more mature fish have the highest economic value in the fish market due to
their large size. Thus, they are targeted by fisheries, which are motivated to gain the
largest profits.

Exploitation of MABT populations is not the result of any one vessel, nation, or even
any single multinational organization. The problem has been exacerbated at multiple
levels for decades. As a market good they are incredibly valuable. A single fish can fetch
more than $100,000 in Japan (“Mind the Gap”). ICCAT is currently responsible for the
preservation of MABT because CITES failed in their attempt to place Atlantic bluefin tuna
on the endangered species list. The CITES listing would have been extremely successful in
terms of preservation of Atlantic bluefin tuna because it would have inhibited the market
forces driving of overexploitation (Webster). ICCAT has struggled with regulation and
management of bluefin tuna for many reasons. First, population assessments and data
are complex preventing a completely simple picture for management decisions. There are
major di↵erences that exist between scientific assessments in how they are conducted and
in how the results are interpreted. For instance, the age of species maturity that are
used to make population estimates on the lower end of the range will result in population
assessments that show higher growth rates than those estimates that are on the higher end
of the range. This is detrimental to bluefin tuna success because lowering reproductive age
provides a more optimistic result and suggests that higher catch rates could be sustainable
(Boustany). A second reason for ICCAT regulation problems is that their implementation
of catch limit measures has been relatively unsuccessful. Beginning in 1974, ICCAT passed
measures to limit catch. But because ICCAT has never implemented these measures,
management has remained ine↵ective (Webster). Since then, national quotas have been set
up but the enforcement of national quotas remains in the hands of the member governments
of MABT fisheries (Boustany). Therefore, even if individual vessels are fishing above their
quota, individual governments are left up to enforcing regulations despite the detrimental
e↵ect enforcement may have on their economy.

“

Exploitation of MABT populations
is not the result of any one vessel,
nation, or even any single multina-
tional organization. The problem has
been exacerbated at multiple levels
for decades.

”

Even though ICCAT has established some
regulations, spawning stock biomass, or SBB
is estimated to have declined 81% from 1970.
It has remained at this level for more than
3 decades and there has been little indica-
tion of SBB increases in MABT populations
(Boustany). Although this percentage may
seem staggering, in reality, the largest catches
of bluefin tuna occurred before 1970s, so the
decline of MABT populations can be much

greater than the estimated 81% (Boustany). Moreover, it can be di�cult to regulate
MABT populations because there is a high level of mixing between the MABT species
and the Gulf of Mexico species in feeding grounds. Fisheries operating in the mixed ter-
ritories may catch fish from both populations. Thus, setting sustainable catch levels for
either population is complicated by the murky nature of the catch (Boustany). Despite
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ICCAT attempts at regulation, large amounts of harvested bluefin tuna go unreported.
For instance, global market sales indicate that bluefin tuna harvest in 2011 was 141 percent
above the set quota. Roger Del Ponte, a French fishing captain facing criminal charges for
ignoring regulations admits, “Everyone cheated” (“Mind the Gap”). France is just one of
many countries accused of ignoring ICCAT regulations.

Regardless of these discrepancies and regulation di�culties, ICCAT has consistently
ignored scientific advice in their management plans (Webster). Legal catch levels are
higher than the maximum sustainable yield levels calculated by researchers. As RAMAS
Ecolab modeling has indicated, bluefin tuna abundance with current levels of harvesting
will continue to decrease populations until reaching extinction levels. This will have a
direct impact on the bluefin tuna fish market because it will result in less tuna harvested
over time. Moreover, harvest rates need to be even lower than the maximum sustainable
yield in order to allow for bluefin tuna populations to grow and recover to historic levels.
If ICCAT decreased quotas to the optimal harvest rate, this change would allow for the
MABT population to slightly increase over time while allowing for some fishery harvest.
At the same time fishery harvest levels would also rise over time as the MABT population
increases. In the long run, the optimal harvest rate is the best economic and sustainable
decision because this rate will produce more kilograms of MABT than either the actual
harvest rate or the maximum sustainable harvest rate.

Despite the fact that the CITES listing failed, the attempt could temporarily improve
ICCAT management (Webster). The proposal resulted in an increase of awareness, which
has resulted in an increase of economic and political pressure (“Looting the Seas”). Mod-
eling demonstrates that decreasing bluefin tuna harvest down to the optimal harvest rate
would benefit bluefin tuna species numbers as well as add to fishery profits in the long run.
While decreasing harvest percentages would likely be very unpopular with many fisheries
and nations, it would be to the benefit of the economy and MABT.
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Interpretations of Cloud Atlas’ Structure

Brandon Figliolino

David Mitchell distorts conventional narrative structures in his novel, Cloud Atlas.
However, his choice of structure cannot simply be defined as being one specific style.
Rather, Mitchell composes Cloud Atlas in such a way that the overarching structure can
be interpreted in several ways, which, when each structure is analyzed, serves a di↵erent
purpose and sparks a di↵erent reaction in the reader. Mitchell gives away these structures
with two sentences composed by Frobisher in a letter to Sixsmith. This essay will work
toward dissecting the two sentences to uncover the structures of the novel and bring forth
evidence throughout the novel to support the structures hidden within the sentences.

In a letter addressed to Rufus Sixsmith, Frobisher the aspiring composer writes:

Spent the fortnight gone in the music room, reworking my year’s fragments
into a “sextet for overlapping soloists”: piano, clarinet, ‘cello, flute, oboe, and
violin, each in its own language, key, scale and color. In the first set, each solo
is interrupted by its successor: in the second each interruption is recontinued,
in order. (445)

With these two sentences, Mitchell unveils Cloud Atlas’ structure. He uses the imagery
of the sextet to join three arrangement-oriented interpretations. These three ways of
understanding the structure evoke alternative meaning and emotion. A reader can look
to the novel as being a compilation of “fragments,” “additions,” and “reversals.”

Frobisher’s sentences allude to the disjointedness of the novel, as well as its coalescing
at the end, through the sextet he composes. He says he’s been composing fragmented
music, which mirrors what Mitchell has done throughout the novel. Through Frobisher
claiming he’s compiling the fragments into an “overlapping sextet,” Mitchell hints that
the novel’s fragments will also join in the end. This illustrates that not only do the paths
of each story cross, much like the soloists, but the final novel culminates into a cohesive
story, similar to how the six soloists join to create a single piece of music.

Fragmentation is the first apparent form of the novel a reader sees. The novel is essen-
tially composed of six novellas, since there are six main characters Mitchell writes about,
with each one’s story taking up the length of a novella. Yet, Mitchell takes those novellas
and halves them and arranges them separate from their complements. For example, the
novel’s first chapter, “The Pacific Journal of Adam Ewing,” ends mid-sentence and contin-
ues several hundred pages later (39, 475). “Letters from Zedelghem,” the second chapter,
ends after a series of letters with no real conclusion (86). The fifth chapter, “An Orison of
Sonmi-451,” ends mid-interview (236). These sections, along with “Half-Lives: The First
Luisa Rey Mystery” and “The Ghastly Ordeal of Timothy Cavendish,” tell the stories
of their characters in two parts, all split apart from one another. The only exception to
this fragmentation is the novel’s sixth chapter, “Sloosha’s Crossin’ an’ Ev’rythin’ After,”
which is a coherent narrative left unbroken and parted from itself. The significance of this
shall be discussed in analysis to come.

Mitchell o↵ers many clues within the text to illustrate this notion of fragmentation.
For example, during the second chapter of the novel, Frobisher discovers Adam Ewing’s
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journal inside Ayrs’ library, but finds it is missing its second half (64). He later finds
the second half of the journal has been used to balance out a wobbly part of his bed
(460). Timothy Cavendish takes with him on his journey to Hull, only to find out the
second half is missing (357). The second half is later recovered during Cavendish’s second
chapter (387). Letters written by Frobisher to Sixsmith are also fragmented, only to be
fully complete in the second half of Luisa’s story (435). Lastly, Sonmi-451 requests prior
to her execution the disney of “The Ghastly Ordeal of Timothy Cavendish” so she may see
the parts she couldn’t when she and her companion were bombarded by the corpocracy
(349). Including these internal fragments creates a parallel between what the reader and
characters feel: incompleteness. Each character expresses discontent for not having the
entire book, movie or letter collection in their possession, especially Frobisher who asks
Sixsmith to locate a completed copy of Adam Ewing’s journal and Timothy Cavendish
who wonders if there is even a part two to the Luisa Rey mystery (64, 357). The reader
feels the same anxiety and frustration when one narrative ceases and another begins.
At the same time, however, it also mirrors the satisfaction both characters and readers
have when the fragmented parts rejoin as both completed novellas and, collectively, an
overarching narrative. These multiple references to fragmented itemsbooks, a movie and
lettersall reinforce Mitchell’s disjointed structure, and the analysis of Frobisher’s letter, by
reiterating the concept of brokenness in many of the narratives.

This disjointedness has implications for the reader. Splitting the novellas in half and
then placing them in di↵erent parts of the novel breaks a reader’s stream of thought.
It makes him put the previous section aside, only to pick back up with it after gaining
insights from other sections. Timothy Cavendish puts it well when he says, “Behold my
bifocals” while reading Luisa Rey’s novel (363). This structure makes the reader think of
the story in two ways: one, through the novella’s as single entities and two, through the
novel as a collection of novellas, thus making the reader look through “bifocals” or two
lenses.

Fragmentation also makes the reader place past sections of the novel in limbo. They are
left in the back of a reader’s mind while the focus becomes a new character, time, setting
and plot, only to be brought back in with clues embedded in the proceeding sections and
their second halves. For example, between the first and second chapters, which have huge
gaps in time and place, a reader may become encapsulated with Frobisher’s letters and
completely forget Adam Ewing until Frobisher mentions in one letter he has found Adam
Ewing’s journal. Then, the reader’s mind is brought back to Adam Ewing’s journals and is
forced to make a connection between the two. Overall, the fragments become a “sextet of
overlapping soloists” at the end of the novel, and a sort of challenge to the reader, making
him or her work harder to weave the pieces together (445).

Frobisher’s sentences also illustrate another structure within the novel: “overlapping”
or addition. Frobisher takes the fragments and overlaps them, using the previous solo to
build o↵. This depicts the image of matryoshka dolls; one soloist enveloping the other until
all are consumed, just like the Russian dolls themselves. This mirrors the music Frobisher
sees at the beginning of the novel titled “Matryoshka Doll Variations” by Bosendorfer,
which is composed of music that builds within itself (52). Thus, a new way of interpreting
the structure of Cloud Atlas is uncovered: the addition of one narrative to the other.

Mitchell provides much evidence to support the claim that Frobisher’s overlapping
sextet mimics the progressive structure of the novel. Each character’s actions a↵ect the
following character’s actions. For example, by saving the slave, Autua, he in turn is saved
and able to publish his journals (27, 500). These journals get into the hands of Frobisher,
who finds inspiration through them (64). Rufus Sixsmith’s adoration for Frobisher compels
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him to carry a portion of his letters with him, which Luisa Rey finds and uses to lead her to
hearing the Cloud Atlas Sextet (11, 408). Luisa Rey’s uncovering of the Swannekke nuclear
power scandal leads to a novel written about her, which is sent to Timothy Cavendish, who
publishes it (387). Lastly, Sonmi-451’s part in the production put on by the government
in attempts to repress possible anxieties the elites have against the fabricants, though
ambiguous, certainly could have caused the “Fall” in which Zackry (Zackary) lives in
based on Sonmi-451’s final answers in her orison, which suggest the government’s plan
could cause panic (241, 438). All of these character’s decisions in the scenes the reader
sees, not only a↵ect the character themselves, but also the characters of the future. Prior
to blowing up the plane he’s on, Isaac Saks suggests that one model of time is looking at
it like it is:

An infinite matryoshka doll of painted moments, each “shell” (the present)
encased inside a nest of “shells” (previous presents) I call the actual past but
which we perceive as the virtual past. The doll of “now” likewise encases a
nest of presents yet to be, which I call the actual future but which we perceive
as the virtual future. (393)

This interpretation of time coincides well with the cause-e↵ect relationship Mitchell con-
veys within Cloud Atlas by illustrating each action causes a chain reaction, which is what
happens with each character’s choices in their own novellas in relation to the characters
of the other novellas.

The implication this view of the novel has on readers is that it forces the reader to pay
close attention to even the minutest detail. If the stories are all connected in some way or
another, the reader has to discover that through close reading. Symbols and imagery are
embedded within the novellas and unless one looks closely at how each part connects to
the whole and to the preceding sections, meaning will be lost.

Looking at Cloud Atlas this way makes the reader think di↵erently than fragmenta-
tion does. Instead of seeing fragments, the reader sees hyper-connectivity between the
sections. It creates a paradox of sorts; while one structure urges separateness, another
pushes the reader towards unity between parts. Luisa Rey notes, “It’s a small world.
It keeps recrossing itself” (418). So, while completed fragments isolate themselves, the
matryoshka-like nesting of each section within the other promotes total intertwining of
actions and consequences.

“

It creates a paradox of sorts; while
one structure urges separateness,
another pushes the reader towards
unity between parts.

”

Frobisher’s sentences reveal one last
structural explanation of the novel: “re-
continuation.” His sextet begins with one
soloist, and then another soloist interjects and
develops a solo based on the previous. This
goes on for five solos until it reverses. Then,
the soloist who was interrupted becomes the
interrupter, so to speak. If one were to draw
it, the image would represent a boomerang, with the music going in one direction and then
reversing back to the starting point. Therefore, the final structural interpretation Mitchell
o↵ers the reader is that of a boomerang: a story that starts and ends in the same place.

Lots of evidence supports the suggestion that Mitchell’s world “spins backwards” (400).
Cloud Atlas begins with “The Pacific Journal of Adam Ewing” and ends with “The Pacific
Journal of Arthur Ewing.” If one were to write down the order of each novella half, he or
she would see they are symmetrical. Thus, reading forward to the midway point and from
the midway point back, will have the same placement of the novella halves. Just like the
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spit that Zachry aims at Old Georgie and “boom’rangs” back on him, so does the novel
itself (281). Complementing the novella’s halves are also the times and settings each take
place. Since the novellas stay relatively in the same location, (Luisa Rey does travel but
the core of her story takes place in Swanneke) and the same time, they represent a forward
and backward motion when charted.

Looking at this structure aids the reader in piecing together the fragments. Fragments
leave the reader wondering what to make of the sections, and whether or not they will
conclude. When this boomerang e↵ect takes place, it resolves any questions the reader
may have by joining together the fragments into a coherent novella.

This interpretation also di↵erentiates itself from the previous. While the matryoshka
doll view of the novel shows that actions linearly a↵ect the future, the boomerang shows
otherwise. Timothy Cavendish notes “time’s arrow becomes time’s boomerang” (147).
Instead of time moving forward, it moves forward and then backwards. Timothy also
notes “time grows inward,” which also suggests this analysis of the structure.

David Mitchell’s Cloud Atlas is a myriad of di↵erent structural elements. Though they
may be di�cult to uncover at first, the two sentences Mitchell inserts into Frobisher’s
letter to Sixsmith illustrates all three of the structures he employs. Separately, these three
structural features, fragmentation, addition and reversal, all have di↵erent uses and take
the reader through di↵erent ways of thinking. Joined collectively, however, Mitchell is able
to create six solos that work in perfect collaboration to form a melodic sextet.
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How the Intersectionality Critique May Win the Battle for Equal Rights

Kerry Gallagher

The problem with past and current forms of activism is its need to clump its advocates
into one big group: as women, African Americans, the working class, etc. As the saying
goes, there is strength (or, interchangeably, safety) in numbers. Despite activism’s former
successes, such as the black and/or female vote, it is clear that the strategy of lumping
humans together as a single, definable unit is not entirely without holes. There still exists
a wage gap between the sexes, for example, and stereotyping is rampant in our culture.
This is why I will be arguing for the intersectionality critique, which Trino Grillo, author
of “Anti-essentialism and Intersectionality,” sees as a means to the end of unequal rights
in the Western world.

According to Grillo, the way that we legally and socially view people leaves them
“fragmented” and “capable of being only one thing at a time.” Take the feminist move-
ment, which was spearheaded by middle class white women with access to money, each
other’s support, and the hired child care necessary to give them time to organize. Left
behind were women of any other racial or social standing. This phenomenon could be
why women of all backgrounds still do not have the ideal equality that they set out for.
Had first wave feminists been as widely diverse as American women truly are, we could
be experiencing broader political representation today. By having a larger variety of col-
ors, economic classes, religious backgrounds, etc., represented by female politicians means
more knowledge of the battles that they fight and the paths to equality. Grillo states it
aptly: White, middle-class women are subordinate, “but their experience of oppression is
not interchangeable with the oppression of non-white, non-middle-class women.”

“

The omission of a dominant group
from our concept of society means
that none can be greater than an-
other.

”

Some may argue that intersectionality does
not recognize the dominant paradigm of white,
Christian, young, middle-class males as privi-
leged, and therefor misrepresents our society.
However, I believe that this “misrepresenta-
tion” is ideal. The omission of a dominant
group from our concept of society means that
none can be greater than another. Therefore,

no one is privileged; none are Othered. All exist at the same level, giving each a truly
equal opportunity in a culture that so values competition. Grillo quotes Adrienne Davis
for assistance in expressing this outlook: “You cannot get rid of the subordination without
eliminating the privilege as well.” In fact, many feminist intellectuals support the inter-
sectionality critique as a means to accomplishments beyond basic social and legal equality.
Having similar recognition for all groups and individuals has been touted as a way to
improve society in general. With equal representation and consideration, the dominant
group will no longer be able to “suppress the knowledge produced by subordinate groups”
(Collins), making for a broader collective pool of knowledge available for society’s use.

Another objection to the intersectionality critique comes from an assumption that many
activist-minded individuals hold: that subordinate individuals need unity in order to fight
for civil rights. The belief is that people of varying backgrounds need a single flag to stand
under in order to achieve recognition and, again, the strength that exists in numbers.
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However, this strategy is historically inaccurate. Under the title “feminists,” women in
the first and second waves fought solely as women, which resulted in females of any other
background that did not match “white” and “middle class” being misrepresented, or not
represented at all. Yet one may wonder how it is possible to form a resistance when
each member identifies di↵erently. The necessary approach must surely be di↵erent and
willing to include all individuals. According to Audre Lorde, “The need for unity is often
misnamed as a need for homogeneity.” What she is saying, I think, is that feminists
can fight as women, however, it is unnecessary and damaging to fight as the same kind of
women. If African American, multiracial, working class women, etc., all present themselves
as women under varying constraints and concerns, they will still have the power and
representation of a large, homogenized group. Only this time, attention is drawn to all
areas and forms of subordination, giving feminists a voice made strong by many di↵erent
speakers.

The intersectionality critique, although inherently di↵erent from any form of activism
in the past, gets its strength for that very reason: being di↵erent. Clearly, the way
that subordinate groups have been fighting for rights is not having the desired success
necessary to elevate people to acceptable standards of living, equal representation, etc.
Because of this, dominant and subordinate groups are experiencing larger gaps between
their means of existence. The rich are only getting richer, and the poor are struggling
more for basic survival. It has been time to change things up for decades, and many
feminists are beginning to find their voices through the intersection of their socially un-ideal
characteristics. In this way, the possibility of a well-represented population is strengthened,
with the harmful idea of a dominant group being simultaneously weakened.
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Conservation Di�culties for Hylobates lar : White-handed Gibbons and Thailand’s Illegal
Pet Trade

Shalana Gray

Abstract

White-handed gibbons (Hylobates lar) are currently listed as Endangered on the
IUCN Red List and populations continue to decline rapidly. In Thailand, the pri-
mary threat to this species is hunting for the purpose of capturing infants. Many of
the infants are kept as pets in distressing conditions with no contact with other gib-
bons. Others are used as photography props and tourist attractions around Phuket’s
popular beaches, bars and restaurants. The Gibbon Rehabilitation Project (GRP)
is undergoing the di�cult, lengthy task of rehabilitating rescued gibbons and rein-
troducing them into the wild. However, the majority of gibbons in the pet trade are
denied essential facets of normal primate development and thus develop severe psy-
chopathologies and behavioral abnormalities that prevent them from being released.

INTRODUCTION

Like most primates, the white-handed gibbon
(Hylobates lar) is a highly social, cognitively com-
plex creature. It thrives among its family group high
up in the rainforests of Southeast Asia, swinging be-
tween branches with unparalleled agility as its elabo-
rate songs echo through the trees. Unfortunately, this
picture is becoming increasingly rare. Wild popula-
tions are rapidly disappearing as hunters shoot adults
and capture infants for Thailand’s flourishing illegal
pet trade. Once in captivity, young gibbons are com-
monly used as photo props and tourist attractions
around Thailand’s popular beaches, bars and restau-
rants. The pristine image of an infant clutching its
mother’s chest as she soars through the canopy is
fading. It is more likely for one to catch a glimpse
of the infant gibbon clad in baby clothes, scamper-
ing through the streets of Phuket for the exploitative
tourism market.

If a gibbon is fortunate enough to be rescued or
confiscated by authorities, it is likely to be sent to a wildlife rescue sanctuary or rehabilita-
tion center. The steadily rising captive populations at the Gibbon Rehabilitation Project
(GRP) and Wildlife Friends Foundation of Thailand (WFFT) Release and Research Cen-
tre exemplify the immense scale of the problem. Of the sixty-seven gibbons currently
housed at GRP, the large majority were once pets kept in cages, homes or temples. The
treatment of these animals prior to rescue varied greatly. Some were well cared for and
allowed to roam freely through their owners’ home; others were chained outside of busi-
ness establishments amongst busy crowds; a few were virtually isolated from all human
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and animal contact; and in the worst cases, physical abuse was so severe that individuals
su↵ered irreversible injuries and deformities. Most pet gibbons are abandoned or turned
in once they reach sexual maturity and become aggressive and more di�cult to care for,
while others are confiscated by authorities after receiving complaints about maltreatment
or noise. In some cases, well-meaning tourists buy the gibbon from its owner and bring
it to the sanctuaries. Unfortunately the large sum of money involved in such transactions
only reinforces the trade.

In all cases, the illegal pet trade’s negative e↵ects on white-handed gibbons’ overall
wellbeing rapidly become apparent. The psychological and behavioral changes gibbons un-
dergo during captivity appear to be a significant obstacle for conservation e↵orts. While it
is no doubt that the pet trade has severe implications for wild populations of white-handed
gibbons, it is likely that the very nature of the trade poses even further repercussions for
individuals that may or may not have the ability to be reintroduced into the wild. Ob-
stacles to successful rehabilitation are compounded by the complexity of primate learning
mechanisms and behavioral flexibility. Normally, primates in the wild spend an extended
period of time– often a number of years– learning from their parents and other group
members. When denied this opportunity, young gibbons in their critical developmental
period learn to cope in an entirely di↵erent environment. Unfortunately, the majority
of these coping mechanisms and other learned responses prove to be maladaptive during
the socialization, rehabilitation and reintroduction processes. The ease with which white-
handed gibbons can be successfully rehabilitated is therefore hindered by the very learning
curve that characterizes primate intelligence.

It has long been noted that primates who undergo maternal separation, social isolation
and stressful captive conditions often exhibit abnormal and detrimental behavior (Harlow
1951). As we will see, many gibbons captured for the illegal pet trade experience compa-
rable circumstances. It is thus likely that young gibbons undergo a similar disruption in
normal development that inhibits natural behavior and social adequacy. This may conse-
quently decrease the likelihood of successful rehabilitation and reintroduction to the wild.
The question, then, is what e↵ects does the pet trade have on white-handed gibbons’ be-
havioral health? Can they make the necessary social, behavioral and physiological changes
that will allow them to lead an independent life in their natural habitat?

What is a White-Handed Gibbon?

The white-handed gibbon (Hylobates lar) is a small, monogamous and highly arboreal
ape with close phylogenetic proximity to other great apes and humankind. As a result of
this close evolutionary relationship, similarities and di↵erences in hominoid brain struc-
ture have been topics of much discussion (Uylings and Von Eden; Finlay and Darlington;
Schenker et al.). Semendeferi and Damasio (2002) found remarkable homogeneity in the
relative size of many large sectors of the hominoid brain. Compared to most other mem-
bers of the primate order, hominoids have relatively larger, more complex brains and are
capable of greater cognitive abilities (Nystrom and Ashmore). Though gibbons do have a
relatively smaller frontal lobe than the great apes, they are highly encephalized primates
with a brain larger than predicted by their body size. The gibbon neocortex, the area of
the brain involved in higher cognitive functions, is also well developed (Cunningham).

White-handed gibbons are found throughout the tropical rainforests of South and
Southeast Asia. This includes most of Thailand, Laos, Myanmar, Peninsular Malaysia,
northern Sumatra, and China’s southern Yunnan province. They occupy the upper canopies
of deciduous monsoon and evergreen rainforests, spending most of their time foraging for
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food. Gibbons are primarily frugivorous but also eat immature leaves, flowers, stems,
shoots, buds, insects, and birds’ eggs (Brockelman and Geissmann).

Like other hylobatids, white-handed gibbons are relatively small and are thus referred
to as a lesser or small ape rather than a great ape. They are highly adapted for arboreal
locomotion, usually moving through their environment using brachiation and other types of
suspensory locomotion. In fact, Hylobates actually means “dweller in the trees.” Gibbons
undoubtedly live up to the name– their physiology alone exemplifies the specialization
they have evolved for life in the trees. They have the longest forelimb proportion of any
living primates, with long, curved digits on their hands and feet as well as a long muscular
pollex and hallux (Fleagle). This allows them to swing through the trees with stunning
agility and speed, with the hand acting as a hook to propel the gibbon from branch to
branch.

Within-group social behavior varies throughout the year, sometimes taking up only
a small percentage of time but occasionally taking up nearly one fifth of the activity
budget (Bartlett 2009). The most common social interactions are grooming, playing and
physical contact. All group members engage in grooming, with some bouts lasting up
to one hour. As in many other primates, this is an indispensable behavior in promoting
hygiene, maintaining group cohesion and creating social bonds. Play behavior wrestling,
chasing, slapping, and biting is primarily exhibited in juveniles and adolescents, although
adults of both sexes occasionally partake (Bartlett 2003). It is during this time the young
develops social skills and motor coordination. Gibbons are well-known for their melodious
song bouts and elaborate duets which are believed to strengthen pair bonds and maintain
territory. Like most primates, social interaction among gibbons is essential for normal
development, survival and successful reproduction.

It is these facets of gibbon behavior and ecology that best exemplify the importance of
a natural existence promoting adequate social skills, a healthy well-functioning body and
further species propagation. A gibbon removed from its family unit and natural habitat
undergoes changes in physical health, diet, social structure, and environment that alter
its behavior, welfare and learning experiences. Understanding a gibbon’s needs during
and after the rehabilitation process is essential to conservation e↵orts, for Hylobates lar
populations are declining rapidly even with legal protection.

Unfortunately, the white-handed gibbon is currently listed as Endangered on the IUCN
Red List due to a rapid reduction in population size. It is believed that the white-handed
gibbon’s population has declined by more than 50% within the past three generations or
45 years (Brockelman and Geissmann). According to Brockelman’s and Geissmann’s Red
List assessment, hunting is a major threat to this species and has replaced even habitat
destruction as the primary threat. Though the white-handed gibbon is nationally pro-
tected in all countries it inhabits, its range is presently confined to protected conservation
areas. Hunting and selling gibbons has been outlawed in Thailand since 1968 (Berkson
et al.), yet their wild populations continue to be decimated and their habitats rapidly de-
stroyed. Despite legal protection, white-handed gibbons today are still hunted, captured,
traded, and exploited. Existing in plain sight yet simultaneously well-hidden from view,
Thailand’s prolific pet trade poses an especially great risk to the survival of this species.

THAILAND’S ILLEGAL PET TRADE

The trade in illegally captured wildlife is an ongoing threat to conservation e↵orts
worldwide despite the monitoring, confiscations and education e↵orts of non-governmental
organizations and local authorities. Primates in particular make appealing pets when
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young, perhaps as a result of long periods of dependency (Eudey) or due to humans’
attraction to apes’ similarity to our own species. Treesucon reports that gibbons were
at one point the “favorite pet for Thais,” a bold claim that may unfairly generalize the
country’s people but is nonetheless supported by the widespread presence of pet gibbons in
both rural and urban parts of Thailand as well as in animal markets and other commercial
businesses.

“

Primates in particular make appeal-
ing pets when young, perhaps as a
result of long periods of dependency
or due to humans’ attraction to apes’
similarity to our own species.

”

Gibbons in the illegal pet trade are al-
most always born in the wild. Since infants
are preferred, they are captured by killing the
mother. The young are taken after the mother
has fallen with the infant still clutching to
her chest or, in other cases, when the infant
comes to the ground to investigate what has
happened (Cheyne 2009). However, it is esti-
mated that only one in three gibbons actually

survives the initial fall (“Gibbon Update News”). Because gibbons typically travel with
their family unit, it is likely for the other adults within the group– an aggressive and
defensive father, for example– to be shot as well. Even if they are not killed, the pattern
may severely a↵ect the population dynamics of the species.

The subsequent conditions in captivity and transport in tiny, inadequate cages cause
at least half of the infants to die in transport (Bennett; Cheyne 2004). Conditions at the
market further add to the mortality rates, often the result of grossly inadequate care or
in relation to the severe and sometimes fatal stress the infant experiences upon separation
from its mother (Cheyne 2009). Therefore, every individual infant gibbon that actually
reaches the market signifies a much greater loss to the species’ wild population. It is
estimated that for each gibbon kept as a pet, nine others have died (“Gibbon Update
News”).

Infant gibbons are sold between US $10 and $500 on the black market (Cheyne 2009),
an amount that represents a great deal of wealth for the average Thai family. The large
sum of money o↵ered for the infant itself, in addition to the profits it incurs throughout
adolescence, thus perpetuates the trade in endangered white-handed gibbons despite leg-
islation against hunting throughout its range. Once in captivity, young gibbons are often
used as a tourist attraction on popular beaches and in bars and restaurants where a pho-
tographer may charge 200 baht (US $6.34) for one photo with the gibbon (Polo, personal
communication 2010). However, it is more common now for the gibbon to be in people’s
arms in the street, allowing the owner to move around more quickly and avoid negative
tourist opinions or attention from authorities. It is not out of the ordinary for the gibbon
to be wearing baby clothes, eating candy or even smoking cigarettes and drinking alcohol.
In some cases, it may be sedated during the day and given amphetamines during late
hours of the night for cooperative measures and thus maximum profit (“Gibbon Update
News”).

Implications

While Thailand’s illegal pet trade clearly has a dire e↵ect on wild populations of white-
handed gibbons, it also has significant consequences for captive individuals. Conditions
in captivity are far from those in gibbons’ natural existence and long evolutionary history
in the high forest canopies with their family unit. Individuals are often kept in unsuitable
living conditions, housed individually in small cages with no conspecific contact and no
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opportunity to find a mate. The early maternal separation, followed by a lack of social
experience, disrupts young gibbons’ normal development which is further hindered by
abuse, unnatural diets, drugs and alcohol. Even in cases where the gibbon is well cared
for, allowed to roam freely and engages in play behavior with dogs or humans, learned
behavioral patterns are not adaptive to the rehabilitation and reintroduction process.

In order to understand why these unusual behavioral patterns developed and how they
may be alleviated, I turn to hylobatids’ close primate cousins and examine trends observed
in both field and laboratory contexts. After that I return to some of the individuals at
the Gibbon Rehabilitation Project, using previously explored knowledge to assess their
behavior and rehabilitation prospects.

PRIMATE DEVELOPMENT AND SOCIALIZATION

Comprehensive studies have highlighted primates’ impressive behavioral flexibility, cog-
nitive abilities and social complexity. Much focus lies on primate development, stressing
the importance of having a juvenile period with extensive social contact and plentiful expe-
rience with the surrounding environment. Some of the most substantial facets of infancy
and adolescence include forming a bond with the mother, receiving su�cient physical
contact, playing with peers, and exploring the natural world. Grooming, too, plays a
significant role in primate socialization and welfare. In addition to studying the purposes
of grooming, many researchers have highlighted physical contact’s beneficial physiological
and neurobiological e↵ects which promote both good health and closer relationships.

In comparison to other mammalian orders, primate life histories are characterized by
later weaning, prolonged periods of dependency, slow growth rates, heavy investment in
altricial o↵spring, and large absolute and relative brain sizes. While the mother-infant
relationship is fundamentally important to immature primates, development does not end
abruptly with weaning. The later stages during the extended juvenile period are especially
important to primate development, for prolonged immaturity enhances the amount and
complexity of learning possible while the large growing brain facilitates the learning that
must occur. Sherrow and MacKinnon stated that one of the most important results of
primates’ increased encephalization and enhanced learning abilities is greater behavioral
flexibility. While behavioral flexibility has allowed some species to occupy a wide range
of habitats through behavioral modification rather than morphological adaptation, it has
also determined that primates are highly dependent on learned behaviors. During the
long growth period, individuals undergo experiences that shape behavioral patterns to
e↵ectively meet local habitat and social conditions. It is during this time the young
learn many critical social, behavioral and sexual responses necessary for survival and
reproductive success in the wild. Most of all, the juvenile period is crucial to developing
social skills and establishing a�liative relationships with peers. The young primate is not
merely a passive organism that receives nurture and socialization from its mother and
conspecifics. Rather, it is active in seeking out stimulatory experiences that aid in the
development of its own skills and social competence (Baldwin).

Equally important to learning is the opportunity for young primates to partake in ex-
ploration and play behaviors. A recent review by Burghardt listed the primary purposes
of play: motor development, physiological development, perceptual-motor coordination,
adult species-typical behavior, social-communicative skills, learning social roles, informa-
tion gathering, neural development, and enhancing cognitive abilities. Though play be-
havior includes solitary play and object play, social play remains the focus of many recent
tests of adaptive hypotheses. Numerous social benefits to play have been suggested in-
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cluding enhancing social skills, strengthening social bonds, reducing aggression, refining
social assessment, and learning cooperative behavior (Fagen; Lee; Beko↵; Sussman et al.;
Beko↵ and Pierce). As the young primate explores the world around it, other group mem-
bers and interpersonal experiences teach valuable social skills. Play behavior facilitates
close contact with conspecifics, helping the infant to learn the appropriate sending and
interpreting of visual and auditory signals (Dolhinow; Fedigan). E↵ective communication
skills and the subsequent development of cooperative relationships are heavily intertwined
with all aspects of primate socialization, survival and reproduction.

Exploration and play also have a significant role in nonsocial learning related to the
self and the surrounding environment. Spinka et al. proposed that mammalian play can
be explained in terms of training for unexpected events by allowing an animal to develop
flexible kinematic and emotional responses to events that involve stress and sudden loss
of control. Specifically, play may function to increase the versatility of movements used to
recover from sudden shocks. In the case of primates, this may include breaking or unstable
tree branches that cause an individual to lose balance or fall from dangerously high heights.
In addition to the development of locomotor versatility in unanticipated situations, Spinka
et al. hypothesized that animals in play learn how to deal with the emotional aspect
of being surprised or temporarily disoriented or disabled. This is particularly relevant
when fleeing from a predator, for an emotional overreaction may lead to aimless panic
and decrease an animal’s chances of survival. Since playing involves unexpected, loosely
organized elements, it enhances behavioral flexibility and partially frees the individual
from tight stimulus-response patterns (Miller). Learning to improvise behavior during
rapid bouts of chasing and grappling may help primates to cope with later situations in
which their lives are at stake.

The predominant emphasis on play’s adaptive functions has recently been strengthened
by increased evaluation of the phylogenetic aspects of play and the healthy development
of young primates’ physiological mechanisms. While it has long been noted that physical
exercise is indispensable for muscle growth and an overall healthy, well-functioning body
(Brownlee), more recent research has found that sensory input from both the environment
and the play behavior itself also enhances neural development and stimulates the central
nervous system. In fact, Byers and Walker suggested that playing during sensitive develop-
mental periods might facilitate the development of appropriate skeletal muscle fiber types
and enhance cerebellar synaptogenesis. Furthermore, these specific neurobiological mecha-
nisms can be significantly modified by experience only soon after birth, and changes in this
stage appear lifelong in e↵ect. Fairbanks xtended these findings to primates, showing that
the peak times of solo, object and social play in vervet monkeys (Cercopithecus aethips)
coincide with periods of maximal responsiveness to experience in development of the neo-
cortex. Since schedules for play behavior correlate closely with windows of opportunity
in brain development, Fairbanks proposed that play behavior is designed specifically to
promote adult competence in coordinated locomotion, food handling and fighting through
early, permanent e↵ects on the developing nervous system.

Play has long been identified as a potential indicator of the current welfare state of an
animal and is commonly linked to the experience of positive emotions in animals (Barnard;
Burgdorf and Panksepp). Because many animals actively seek out and work for oppor-
tunities to play, it has been proposed that it is an emotionally exciting, rewarding and
pleasurable experience (Spinka et al.). Neurobiological evidence supports this claim, for it
has been found that the subcortical brain areas and opioid neurotransmitter systems that
mediate reward properties overlap with those involved in social play (Panksepp; Vander-
schuren). Thus, Pellis and Pellis proposed that play may be a way of self-administering
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endogenous opioids as a means of self-medication.
These endogenous opiate systems — which are also activated by nursing, social groom-

ing and physical contact — play a significant role in stress and mood regulation and
even in immune system functioning. Although the exact mechanisms are unknown, it is
increasingly evident that evocation of powerful social emotions is capable of modifying
physiological processes that modulate susceptibility to disease. Opioids have been shown
to facilitate natural immunoresponsive cell activity (Mathews et al.) and animals with
higher endogenous opioid levels exhibit reliable resistance to neoplastic disease (Thomp-
son et al.). Endogenous opioids may also alleviate detrimental psychological states like
distress and depression (Panskepp et al.).

The magnitude of this crucial developmental period is exemplified by consequences
that arise in the absence of a normal rearing environment. Primates raised in aberrant
settings, particularly those prematurely separated from their mother and raised with lit-
tle to no conspecific contact, tend to develop severe behavioral abnormalities which may
manifest themselves as observable behavior, social inadequacy or neurobiological deficien-
cies (Harlow 1958). Socially deprived, individually housed and abused primates tend to
develop harmful eating conditions, an inability to bond with conspecifics, chronic health
issues, inadequate maternal behavior, and harmful self-injurious behavior. In compari-
son to mother reared primates, nursery reared monkeys also exhibit reduced a�liative
behaviors and increased aggression.

Captive primates from laboratories, zoos and private homes also provide insight into
the e↵ects of deprived stimulatory experiences or exposure to stressful events. Stereotyped
behaviors such as repetitive rocking, self-clasping or self- injury are common and have been
consistently linked to social and environmental contexts during an early age (Novak et al.;
Cheyne 2006). Although stereotypies may or may not be harmful, their presence is of
concern. They often serve to calm the individual and may also reflect a physiological,
psychological or behavioral dysfunction.

CASE STUDIES FROM THE REHABILITATION PROJECT

Owart Maprang, the Ecological Science Manager and Research and Rehabilitation Co-
ordinator of GRP, described to me typical rescue procedures as well as common conditions
the gibbons arrive in (personal communication, January 18, 2012). Unfortunately, GRP
does not have the authority to take gibbons from their owner; only the government – the
police or the Forestry Department sta↵ – has the authority to do so. While the police
arrest most gibbon owners using their pet as a tourist attraction, some owners who keep
pet gibbons do so in a more secretive manner. Many are frightened by the law and would
prefer to give their gibbon directly to GRP. Because this is not possible, it is common
for an owner to simply abandon their gibbon and stop taking care of it. In these cases,
GRP gets a report from police or a neighbor that a gibbon needs to be rescued. Then,
together with the Forestry Department, the sta↵ at GRP will take the appropriate rescue
measures.

Of the fifty-three gibbons described on the GRP website, six (11.3%) arrived prior to
one year of age and twenty (37.7%) arrived between one and two years of age. Taken
together, nearly a half of the gibbons arrived at GRP prior to the natural weaning age of
two years. Though it is very likely that the majority of gibbons were captured at such
a young age, the lucrative nature of the pet trade prevents researchers and volunteers
from uncovering a complete detailed history of each individual. Gaps in information
are prevalent and I was unable to obtain dates or age at rescue for eleven gibbons with
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descriptions, in addition to fourteen gibbons that have very recently arrived and do not
yet have general information published about them.

According to the information gathered, nineteen gibbons had been used as tourist
attractions, caged outside of bars or used as a photography prop. Sadly, four of these
were infected with Hepatitis A or B, most likely contracted when the owner injected them
with drugs to keep them awake at night (“Gibbon Update News”). Twenty-five were
kept as non-commercial pets in homes or temples, four of which were reported to have
been very well cared for. However, seven of the gibbons were described as malnourished,
weak or emaciated upon arrival. Similarly, six gibbons arrived in other types of distressing
physical conditions: filed teeth, missing fingers, matted coats, cuts and scars, and deformed
skeletons. Most of these descriptions were not exclusive to one another but overlapped; it
was not uncommon for a single individual to fit multiple categories.

Trends in behavioral patterns, too, tend to reveal themselves at the rehabilitation site.
Two mothers rejected their infants that were born at the project, forcing the sta↵ to nurs-
ery rear the infant gibbons rather than allowing the preferred mother rearing environment.
Multiple news updates report gibbons that occasionally ignore food and lose weight; two
of the gibbons actually developed enduring eating conditions that are not easily reversed.
Numerous exhibit stereotyped behavior such as digit sucking, rocking and self-injury and
many are reported to have experienced occasional hair loss known as alopecia. While some
gibbons do form strong social bonds with other gibbons, many are incapable due to human
attachment or the inability to sing.

The harsh reality not seen on the streets is observed daily by the sta↵ and volunteers at
GRP. Maprang reported rescuing numerous white-handed gibbons in distressing mental
and physical conditions: “most of the gibbons that arrive at the GRP are in a poor
to very poor condition. Especially the ones used in the tourist industry are in a very
poor condition. In some cases they have a serious disease, like herpes or hepatitis or
[malnutrition].” Sadly, many of the white-handed gibbons rescued will never be released
into the wild due to severe psychopathologies and physical injuries they developed in
abusive captive conditions.

Rumthai is one of many gibbons that developed se-
vere psychological and physical abnormalities as a
result of the pet trade. c� Laetitia Masip

Tam, for example, is now a permanent
resident at GRP due to her severe physi-
cal disabilities. Prior to arrival at GRP, she
was beaten so brutally that her subsequent
caretakers judged it necessary to amputate
her right hand and left foot. She was then
placed in a cage with other gibbons with-
out proper introduction. The group was un-
surprisingly aggressive toward the perceived
intruder and bit o↵ all but two fingers on
Tam’s remaining hand. She was eventually
brought to GRP, where she receives extra
daily care and gibbon companionship. Sta↵
applies daily talcum powder between her
two remaining fingers to keep them from be-
coming raw and cuts her food up into small

pieces so that she can pick it up more easily. Unfortunately, Tam’s distressing story is
hardly unique.

Rumthai, a female born wild in 2001, arrived at GRP only a year later as one of the
most distressing cases the sta↵ had ever seen. As an infant, she was locked inside of a tiny
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bird cage with virtually no room to move. When she was finally rescued, her spine and
arms had grown deformed, her stature small, and her muscles weak and deteriorated. In
addition to her physical disabilities, Rumthai initially displayed numerous symptoms of
depression. In August 2009, reports revealed that Rumthai was not showing much of an
appetite and often left food behind after feeding. Despite e↵orts to give her a special diet
that included her preferred fruits, rambutan and mango, her appetite did not appear to
improve.

She was also quite inactive, spending an overwhelming amount of time resting on
bamboo substrates instead of interacting with other gibbons. Fortunately, Rumthai has
since improved greatly. Though she still prefers to pick things up with her feet, she can now
use her arms for minimal brachiation and swings gently through her enclosure. Over time,
her appetite also improved and she began singing more frequently. She has recently formed
a bond with Jep; they often groom each other through the enclosure wires. Her skeletal
deformities are too advanced to be reversed, however, and she still cannot brachiate well.
Since a gibbon cannot thrive in the wild without swift movement through the high forest
canopies, it is unlikely she will ever be released.

Endoo, meaning ‘sympathy’ or ‘pity’ in Thai, was born wild in 1998. She was severely
mistreated as a pet– both physically and psychologically abused– until her owner’s neigh-
bors managed to acquire her and bring her to GRP when she was just a year old. Upon
arrival, Endoo consistently exhibited a disturbing self-harming condition and appeared
incapable of coping with stress or change. Almost every day, she bit and scratched her
arms until they bled. She also had occasional bouts of appetite loss that contributed to
stunted growth. Fortunately, Endoo has benefited from socialization and environmental
enrichment. She has made excellent progress since her arrival; she appears less agitated,
her coat is healthier and her appetite has increased. Sta↵ has attributed the appetite
improvement to daily enrichment puzzles where food is hidden in leaves or coconut shells.
Endoo also seems to be forming a bond with Brittany, one of the new infant arrivals. In
fact, when Brittany escaped during a routine weight check, she ran straight to Endoo’s
enclosure where Endoo held her protectively until sta↵ caught up with her. Though it is
a slow process, Endoo’s behavioral health continues to improve.

Sam, a 24-year-old male born wild in 1987, arrived at GRP in 2004 when he was seven
years old. Since he was only six months old, he was kept as a pet in Bangkok for six and
a half years without ever seeing another gibbon. As an infant he lived freely inside his
owner’s house, but as in most cases, he became more aggressive as he grew older. He was
consequently locked inside a small cage that was tied to a chair on the balcony. From the
age of three, Sam never left that cage except for two escapes. Unfortunately, Sam’s story
is not unusual. Pet gibbons may or may not be well treated until they approach maturity.
With large canines and exceptional strength, the gibbon becomes increasingly threatening
to both the owner and their families. A single bite or aggressive episode often results in
tooth filing, heavier sedation or social isolation.

During Sam’s second escape, his owner’s neighbors came home to find him in the
kitchen holding a knife. Both fearful and sympathetic, the neighbor urged Sam’s owner
to give him a better home. Shortly thereafter his owner traveled from Bangkok by bus
and train to voluntarily give Sam to GRP. After arrival, it became clear that Sam was
unable to sing. He was housed individually in an enclosure adjoining two maturing female
gibbons, but showed no interest in them nor they in him. Sta↵ then moved Sam to a new,
larger cage with plentiful enrichment and conspecific contact in the hopes that it would lift
his spirits and encourage more singing. Unfortunately this was unsuccessful; Sam never
began to sing and remained socially inept amongst other gibbons. Since he could not
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partake in normal gibbon behaviors such as attracting a mate or defending his territory,
the sta↵ at GRP determined he could not be released but did their best to ensure he had
a happy, healthy life. Though Sam never learned to duet, he was energetic and curious;
he often quietly “whooped” while watching humans and gibbons outside his cage.

During March 2010, Sam began displaying signs of alopecia and lost large patches of
fur on his arm. On May 24, 2010, volunteers at the rehabilitation site noticed that Sam
wasn’t his usual self. Sitting motionless in the corner, he had not eaten his lunch from
the previous day nor was he showing interest in his breakfast. He was quickly moved to
the clinic, but continued spiraling into lethargy, his mouth held open as if it were di�cult
for him to breath. Sadly, Sam died of pneumonia on the evening of June 27. Pneumonia
becomes a significant problem for the sta↵ every year during the wet season.

Sam is exemplary of the consequences of severe social deprivation. As we have seen,
primates isolated from conspecifics between six months and two years of age are at very
high risk for social incompetence, stereotypies, sexual inadequacy and human attachment.
Sam’s lack of gibbon parents or role models may be a partial reason for his inability to
learn the critical social, behavioral and sexual responses necessary for survival– the species-
specific repertoire and the establishment of a�liative relationships, for example. Though
Sam was allowed to roam and play during his infancy, his exploratory opportunities were
ceased completely as a juvenile and adolescent. In a cage by himself, Sam was unable to
move and received no physical contact even from his human counterparts. With no play,
physical activity or grooming, Sam may have experienced a severe decrease in endogenous
opioids and a marked increase in cortisol. Because these e↵ects tend to last throughout
a lifetime are not easily reversed, Sam likely arrived and resided at GRP in the same
physiological state. In addition to his overall social inexperience, endogenous opioids’ role
in the initiation of social relationships may provide a clue about Sam’s inability to bond
with another gibbon. Furthermore, Sam’s lack of social bonds at the rehabilitation site
likely perpetuated the physiological state he initially arrived in. This may have led to a
weakened immune system and increased susceptibility to pneumonia. His hair loss, though
it is typically a multietiologic phenomenon involving a combination of many factors, was
consistent with and likely related to his deteriorating psychological and physical states.
Steinmetz et al. found levels of faecal cortisol metabolites to be significantly correlated with
alopecia, suggesting a relationship between HPA axis activity and hair loss. In addition to
stress, alopecia in nonhuman primates has been linked to bacterial and parasitic infections
(Novak and Meyer).

Sadly, Sam was denied nearly every facet of normal primate development and socializa-
tion. By the time he was rescued, Sam’s juvenile period was over and his neurobiological
and behavioral plasticity had decreased. Though he may have been cared for to some
extent during infancy, the e↵ects of abuse and deprivation during adolescence were so
strong that he was never able to recover socially nor physically. I thus believe that it was
a combination of neurobiological and social deficiencies which interacted with one another
in a self-perpetuating loop that ultimately led to death.

CONCLUSIONS

While Thailand’s illegal pet trade clearly has a dire e↵ect on wild populations of white-
handed gibbons, it also has significant consequences for captive individuals. Conditions
in captivity are far from those in gibbons’ natural existence and long evolutionary history
in the high forest canopies with their family unit. Individuals are often kept in unsuitable
living conditions, housed individually in small cages with no conspecific contact and no
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opportunity to find a mate. The early maternal separation, followed by a lack of social
experience, disrupts young gibbons’ normal development which is further hindered by
abuse, unnatural diets, drugs and alcohol. Even in cases where the gibbon is well cared
for, allowed to roam freely and engages in play behavior with dogs or humans, learned
behavioral patterns are not adaptive to the rehabilitation and reintroduction process.

Despite numerous obstacles, illnesses, behavioral pathologies, and deaths, the Gibbon
Rehabilitation Project has successfully released five family groups – or 22 individuals –
into the Khao Phra Theaw Non-hunting Area. Most of the gibbons are thriving and eight
infants have been born into the wild since the first family release in 2002.

Thailand’s illegal pet trade represents a complex mosaic of interrelated elements that
must all be considered for successful conservation e↵orts. While hunting adults and cap-
turing infant gibbons is the most visible aspect of the illegal pet trade, the root of the
problem and possible solutions must be researched in more detail. Rehabilitation and rein-
troduction are viable conservation e↵orts, but this process necessitates the preservation of
forest habitats and e↵ective law enforcement. Local education is an indispensable piece of
conservation e↵orts, but it is also important for international travelers to be aware of the
e↵ects of their actions and spending behaviors In turn, local populations must be provided
with sustainable economic alternatives. Though it is a di�cult, time-consuming process,
all issues must be addressed in order to ensure the conservation of white-handed gibbons.
If we are successful, Thailand’s forests may sing again.
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An Ecocritical Pact with Homi K. Bhabha’s “The Commitment to Theory”

Jade Hagan

Following the publication of Edward Said’s work Orientalism in 1978, an explosion of
postcolonial1 scholarship has swept the sphere of literary criticism. Contemporary scholars
absorbed in postcolonialism continue to provide fresh theoretical perspectives on literary
texts, both canonized and new. In the meantime, other nascent critical theories have
begun to garner attention, among them the field of ecocriticism. Similar to postcolonial-
ism, ecocriticism has sprung from recent significant shifts in cultural and global politics.
The pairing of postcolonialism with ecocriticism provides a novel lens through which to
interpret the dialogic roles of the environment in a postcolonial framework.

“

The human drive to assert its supe-
riority over the physical environment
has manifested itself in a myriad of
contexts; these have evolved from the
will to survive, or the desire to have
access to natural resources, to the
rise of empires and the excessive de-
sire to own natural resources.

”

The human drive to assert its superior-
ity over the physical environment has mani-
fested itself in a myriad of contexts; these have
evolved from the will to survive, or the de-
sire to have access to natural resources, to the
rise of empires and the excessive desire to own
natural resources. In tracing this trajectory,
the equation of land with authority may be
seen as one of the original bases of di↵eren-
tial power dynamics. The ability to own or
conquer land has long been a rubric for the
formation of class hierarchies and has perpet-
uated landowners’, and then nations’, fever for expansion. The plight of the feudal tenant
has given way to that of the colonial subject, and in each stage of progression the subject
without land ownership has been tenaciously subdued. As it has developed over the last
three decades, postcolonialist theory necessarily invokes the tenets and principal inquiries
of ecocriticism. The question of how a postcolonial identity is shaped and informed by
its relationship to its physical territory has undoubtedly undergone investigation, however
it has rarely, and only recently, ventured into the topos of the environment. Ecocritical
examinations of the extent of environmental exploitation, its destruction of human and
non-human habitats, the resulting senses of displacement, homelessness and double con-
sciousness and how these motifs are expressed or disguised in a text may be readily applied
to the existing body of postcolonial theory. As a focal point for explication, this essay
will employ ecocritical strategies to address hypotheses raised in Homi K. Bhabha’s essay,
“The Commitment to Theory.” Specifically, this merger has the potential to illuminate
hybridity and the theory of cultural di↵erence to demonstrate the mechanisms with which
ecocritical analyses produce an utterance within a Third Space.

Regarding ecocritical terminology and method, Mikhail Bakhtin’s nuanced discern-
ment between a landscape and an environment serves to elucidate their discrete functions
within ecocriticism. He defines a landscape as “‘nature conceived as horizon (what a man
sees)” and the environment as “the background, the setting” (McDowell 378). Ecocritics

1I have followed Joanne Sharp’s model of distinction between postcolonialism and post-colonialism.
Postcolonialism refers to the body of theory concerned with the cultural consequences of colonialism;
post-colonialism refers to the period following a colony’s liberation. (Geographies of Postcolonialism 4)
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frequently use the term “landscape” to reference either a physical place or a conceptual
system. Indeed, as James Duncan argues in “Re-presenting the Landscape: Problems of
Reading the Intertextual:”

The landscape is a text in the language of built form which is explicitly read or
subconsciously apprehended by those who live and work within its presence.
The power of landscape features lies in the fact that they are easy to grasp both
emotionally and intellectually, for they can be visited, touched, venerated, and
often most importantly, taken for granted as right and natural. (Sharp 56)

For each examined text, the “plural landscape thesis” of ecocritic Barry Lopez is per-
tinent, as analysis reveals each narrative as “wrought by the interplay between ‘outer
landscape’ and the story-teller’s ‘interior landscape,’ which by implication is mediated by
the cultural landscape” (Buell 39). In a concerted e↵ort to reterritorialize their cultural
identities, postcolonial texts encode distinct worlds in conversation that allow a critique
of the discursive modes imposed upon the region as a result of colonialism and endemic
exploitation.

The particular implications faced by a colonial subject versus an imperialist subject
warrant a distinction between “imperialism” and “colonialism.” As Edward Said distin-
guished them, imperialism is “the practice, the theory and the attitudes of a dominating
metropolitan centre ruling a distant territory” while colonialism, “which is almost al-
ways a consequence of imperialism, is the implanting of settlements on distant territory”
(Ashcroft, Gri�ths, and Ti�n 46). Accordingly, Bhabha’s notion of hybridity is exem-
plified in colonial and post-colonial subjects, as the physical occupation of the colony
produced a double consciousness that requires a negotiation with the discourse of the col-
onizers. Bhabha understands the condition of hybridity to entail “the rearticulation, or
translation, of elements that are neither the One (unitary working class) nor the Other
(the politics of gender) but something else besides, which contest the terms and territo-
ries of both” (2362). Therefore, because hybridity is a result of both the physical and
hegemonic presence of colonizers, it becomes an irrevocable outcome of colonialism.

Because Bhabha argues that there should be no real separation between theory and
political activism, he emphasizes “that the dynamics of writing and textuality require us
to rethink the logic of causality and determinacy through which we recognize the ‘po-
litical’ as a form of calculation and strategic action dedicated to social transformation”
(2357). Ecocriticism may respond by submitting the power dialectic of landscapes as pro-
foundly political. The positioning of an environment outside of a colonizing nation as an
inexhaustible source of raw materials and as a geographical expansion of the colonizer’s
political boundaries is grounded in political and economic tactics to control the flow of
resources. Additionally, the colonization of an environment has extended into the cultural
landscapes of the colony, thereby producing a heterogeneous colonial subject.

With colonialism came the transplantation of European languages, clothing, customs,
belief systems and a rigid class hierarchy. Thus, the colonial landscape was “saturated by
traumas of conquest” and forced to adapt to the multiple fronts of attack it encountered
(DeLoughrey, Gosson, and Handley 2). Those who survived the diseases were summarily
forced to work in the fields in yet another procedure implemented by the colonizers to
secure and maintain their exhaustive power. An apparent goal of such tactics was to erase
the residual memories of a previous identity, as shown in an essay written by Caribbean
author Cyril Dabydeen:
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The adults, villagers – including some who were relatives – would go out in
the fields to harvest the cane, backbreaking work that had to be done: their
wielding the machetes – literally cutlasses – across whole fields of cane in the
searing tropical heat. In the afternoon I watched the workers coming home,
faces blackened with ash, unrecognizable as they seemed [. . . ] King Sugar was
lord and master: its economic impact was worldwide – with its own particular
social and political consequences or resonance, always shaping the environment,
if only ours; and maybe in faraway England, as well. (Caribbean Literature 61)

Tracing the root of the word “diaspora” to “seed” illuminates the fact that “the colonial
process involved a simultaneous uprooting of plants and peoples” (DeLoughrey, Gosson,
and Handley 18). Using the Greater Caribbean Basin as an example, not only were
entire groups of people dispersed through colonialism, but crops commonly associated
with this region, such as sugarcane, co↵ee and nutmeg, were also dispersed via the Middle
Passage (DeLoughrey, Gosson, and Handley 18). Therefore, not only were the colonized
peoples initially estranged from their knowledge of distinct animals and plants, the contact
they were permitted to have with their surroundings was characteristically laborious and
foreign to them. For example, Dabydeen’s rhetoric of “King Sugar” exposes his disdain
for the crop as well as his aversion to the plantation owners’ use of the plant to overtly
abuse their power. Colonizers of the New World were thus concerned with capitalizing
on the Greater Caribbean’s environment, suspending the pre-colonial rhythms of culture
and beliefs, and fostering the colonized peoples’ loyalty to their new mother countries.
Certainly, they irrevocably altered the way of life in the Caribbean as it had previously
existed. Unfortunately, the case of the Caribbean is merely one example among many of
colonial catastrophes.

In “The Commitment to Theory,” Bhabha calls for a theory of cultural di↵erence to
“rehistoricize the moment of ‘the emergence of the sign’, or ‘the question of the subject’,
or the ‘discursive construction of social reality’ ” (2366). Rather than expounding on
cultural diversity, “a category of comparative ethics, aesthetics, or ethnology,” Bhabha
champions a theory of cultural di↵erence, which is “the process of the enunciation of
culture as ‘knowledgeable’, [. . . ] a process of signification through which statements of
culture or on culture di↵erentiate, discriminate, and authorize the production of fields
of force, reference, applicability and capacity” (2368). In practicing cultural di↵erence –
translating one culture’s signs into another – Foucault’s term, episteme, proves useful. In
the context of postcolonialism, the untranslatability of the episteme illuminates Bhabha’s
conception of “negotiation”, a process that the hybrid subject must undertake:

I would define the episteme retrospectively as the strategic apparatus which
permits of separating out from among all the statements which are possible
those that will be acceptable within, I won’t say a scientific theory, but a field
of scientificity, and which it is possible to say are true or false. The episteme
is the ‘apparatus’ which makes possible the separation, not of the true from
the false, but of what may from what may not be characterised as scientific.
(Power/ Knowledge 197)

Thus, the episteme of a culture compels an unconscious parsing out of received infor-
mation into that which does pertain to the cultural discourse and that which does not.
In the case of the hybrid post-colonial subject, Bhabha’s conception of “negotiation” is
demanded by the assumption of the colonizers’ episteme. The process is two-fold; the sub-
ject must first become assimilated into the colonizer’s episteme, and then he must adapt
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his previous episteme with the new. An ecocritical approach to postcolonialism seeks to
ascertain the process of cultural di↵erence by probing the variegated relationships between
a post-colonial character and its environment within the episteme of that culture.

In representing the environment as a responsive figure, ecocritics have endeavored to
channel a kind of ecological unconscious in a literary or theoretical text. In this post-
colonial era fraught with environmental crises, the importance of interpreting social values
in relation to any given landscape is paramount. Bhabha maintains that “culture only
emerges as a problem, or a problematic, at the point at which there is a loss of mean-
ing in the contestation and articulation of everyday life, between classes, genders, races,
nations” (2368). Thus, Bhabha hopes that through an exploration of cultural di↵erence,
a “Third Space of enunciation” is created to “ensure that the meaning and symbols of
culture have no primordial unity or fixity; that even the same signs can be appropriated,
translated, rehistoricized, and read anew” (2371). As ecocriticism has expanded its gamut
of texts for analysis, likewise, ecocritics have realized the need for a broadening of the term
“environment.” In Beyond Nature Writing: Expanding the Boundaries of Ecocriticism,
the editors present a new interpretation of the word that includes “cultivated and built
landscapes, the natural elements and aspects of those landscapes, and cultural interactions
with those natural elements” (Armbruster and Wallace 4). By recognizing, theoretically,
the connections between the destruction of the environment and the destruction of a pop-
ulation we can begin to develop strategies for the reclamation of identity in post-colonial
subjects. Therefore, the incorporation of an ecocritical approach into the reading of post-
colonial literature pro↵ers an intricate interpretation that bolsters the importance of a
text’s evocation of the environment in constructing a Third Space.
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The Imperative of Physicality: A Construction of Slave Bodies in Eighteenth Century
British Literature

Jade Hagan

As the eighteenth century progressed and initial fascination with revelatory remarks
about the body subsided, writers grew increasingly curious about the limitations of the
body in myriad contexts. By the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century, British lit-
erature reflected a growing anxiety about the body’s involuntary actions that may betray
hidden emotions as well as the societal and physical implications of a body’s disabilities,
as the former is evidenced in Elizabeth Inchbald’s A Simple Story and the latter in Mary
Shelley’s Frankenstein. Therefore, within the eighteenth century, British literature pro↵ers
an evolution of the body from its natural capabilities to a spectrum of incapacities. One
specific condition of incapacity in eighteenth century British literature occurs through the
processes of servitude and slavery. The tacit objective in literature involving servitude and
slavery is that of preserving the power dynamics in favor of the dominant white British
classes. The justification for subordination has invariably rested on the conferral of di↵er-
ence upon the subjugated individual or group. Despite the distinct connotations slavery
and servitude carry in contemporary rhetoric, in seventeenth and early eighteenth century
discourse, these terms were frequently interchanged (Wheeler 851). Yet by the eighteenth
century, James Curtis Ballagh asserts, “The distinguishing mark of the state of slavery is
not the loss of liberty, political or civil, but the perpetuity and almost absolute character
of that loss” (Patterson 9). Thus, although the categories of di↵erence changed over time
and provoked a scale of antipathetic reactions, the eighteenth century showed a marked
prejudice against black slaves as compared to white slaves and servants. The procedure of
enslavement required that slave bodies first be rendered uncivil and subsequently stripped
of their mental faculties and souls, leaving a skeletal frame of existence based entirely on
the slave’s physical body. Through these processes, the humanity of the body is deposed
and replaced by a symbolic mechanization. As this ritual is most severely ascribed to
black slave bodies, an examination of representations of black slaves in eighteenth cen-
tury British literature will illuminate the progression of hegemonies that produced these
racial divisions, the impact they had on eighteenth century society and how they a↵ected
contemporary thought.

As the dawn of the next millennium was nearing, John Locke’s publication of An Essay
Concerning Human Understanding in 1690 laid the philosophical foundation for much of
eighteenth century thought and literature on the human experience. In four volumes,
Locke’s Essay delineates the breadth of human capabilities, the methods of acquiring
knowledge and the internal and external applications of the resultant understanding. In a
noteworthy divergence from his rationalist contemporaries, Locke’s theories revolve around
the assumption of empiricism as the basis for inquiry regarding the processes the mind
undergoes; that is, sensation and reflections are obtained by external sense experience and
internal operations (Locke 33). In short, the body is touted as the vessel of experience,
and the mind receives and applies the knowledge gained through any given experience
(Locke 33). Their dependence upon one another is implicitly assumed. Thus, Locke’s
Essay presents a compendium of possibilities within the reach of a unified mind and body.
The significance of Locke’s revolutionary theories cannot be overstated, as they beheld the
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body as the ultimate repository for meaning and therefore paved the way for the external
world to judge and manipulate its value. His chapter on power is particularly applicable
to bodies in servitude or slavery. Locke’s notion of freedom promptly eliminates servants
and slaves:

So that the idea of liberty, is the idea of a power in any agent to do or forbear
any particular action, according to the determination or thought of the mind,
whereby either of them is preferred to the other; where either of them is not in
the power of the agent to be produced by him according to his volition, there
he is not at liberty, that agent is under necessity. (Locke 95)

Therefore, though a person may be under necessity, as in the bonds of servitude or
slavery, said person should retain his mental abilities to sense and reflect, the gate keys
to human knowledge and understanding. In the case of white bodies in British literature,
this proves to be the case; however, African, Carib and other “savage” bodies were denied
the ability to reason.

“

Power relations are the underlying
discourse that permitted the institu-
tion of slavery to arise and flourish.

”

Power relations are the underlying dis-
course that permitted the institution of slav-
ery to arise and flourish. In Orlando Patter-
son’s seminal text Slavery and Social Death,
he reveals that slaves face miserable alienation
from their immediate families, ancestry, cul-
ture, and the new society surrounding them.
He posits three types of power dynamics: the first type of power relation is purely social
and entails coercive force by one person to control another, the second type is psycho-
logical, involving the ability to convince another person to alter his perceptions, and the
third type consists of the cultural authority that is able to dictate obedience and duty
(Patterson 1-2). It is precisely the British cultural authority that allowed slavery to exist
in the eighteenth century, despite a perceptible apprehension that the institution may be
an a↵ront to the time-honored traditions of English liberty and justice. Certainly, the
circumstances of the Middle Passage and plantation slavery traumatized the consciences
of the slaves forced to endure them. Deprived of liberty and the pursuit of happiness, he
maintains that slaves underwent a social death:

The slave was a dominated thing, an animated instrument, a body with natu-
ral movements, but without its own reason, an existence entirely absorbed in
another. The proprietor of this thing, the mover of this instrument, the soul
and the reason of this body, the source of this life, was the master. (Patterson
4)

Auctioned o↵ like animals for a price hardly worthy of a human being, the physicality of
a slave body became the only visible component. The construction of the “Other” was first
based on religion, with Christians prevailing over non-Christians, and later determined by
race (Patterson 7).

These religious and racial tensions are present in Daniel Defoe’s groundbreaking novel
of action, Robinson Crusoe. The account is often read by all ages as a tale of adventure,
peril, and triumph. However, embedded within this early eighteenth century narrative are
tropes of colonial conquest, enterprise, racial complexity, and the anguish of authority.
Interestingly, Crusoe is both slave and master in di↵erent sections of the text, but he
inevitably emerges as the master. The young, malcontented Crusoe voyages down the
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western coast of Africa, only to be captured by Turkish pirates and forced into slavery on
board their ship. Yet Crusoe manages to cleverly maneuver his escape along with a Moorish
slave, Xury, whom he sells to the Portuguese ship that saves him with an assurance that
the boy will be Christianized (Defoe 30). After another failed slaving voyage and Crusoe’s
estrangement on a tropical island, he declares himself the ruler of the island and begins
a twenty-eight year process of industrious subsistence. Upon the arrival of indigenous
cannibals on his island, Crusoe quickly saves one from death by consumption with the
ulterior motive of gaining an enslaved companion, and “in a little time I began to speak
to him, and teach him to speak to me; and first I made him know his name should be
Friday, which was the day I sav’d his life [. . . ] I likewise taught him to say Master, and
then let him know, that was to be my name” (Defoe 174). Shortly after this introduction,
in allusion to Friday, Crusoe wonders why God would

Take from so great a Part of the World of his Creatures, the best uses to
which their Faculties, and the Powers of their Souls are adapted; yet that
he has bestow’d upon them the same Powers, the same Reason, the same
A↵ections, the same Sentiments of Kindness and Obligation, the same Passions
and Resentments of Wrongs, the same Sense of Gratitude, Sincerity, Fidelity,
and all the Capacities of doing Good, and receiving Good, that he has given
us. (Defoe 176)

Thus, though Crusoe and Friday are castaways both literally and metaphorically, Cru-
soe is allowed dominion over the non-European slaves and maintains his mental capabilities
throughout the book. Factors such as whether the person was European, savage versus civ-
ilized and clothed versus naked all contribute to the intensity and likelihood of enslavement
in the novel and in eighteenth century hegemony.

Though Crusoe makes numerous remarks about his fear of Negroes and Carib can-
nibals, “Neither complexion nor a category such as ‘slave’ explains the power relations
represented in Robinson Crusoe adequately (though they both emerge as more signifi-
cant representational issues later), but a focus on ‘savage’ and ‘Christian’ is much more
applicable” (Wheeler 828). Therefore, during the eighteenth century, before race had sur-
faced as a definitive category, Robinson Crusoe is indicative of the inferred savage to slave
corollary predominant in Britain during this time. In Roxann Wheeler’s “‘My Savage,’
‘My Man,’: Racial Multiplicity in Robinson Crusoe”, she argues that the issue of race is
far more complex than a black and white dichotomy. While Europeans nurture a bond
based on shared religious beliefs, clothing, weaponry, fair skin and national economies,
foreign peoples are judged by cultural norms such as cannibalism and religion, as well
as their industries, dark complexion and degree of civilization (Wheeler 839). For ex-
ample, Amerindians were distinguished from cannibals due to the former’s citizenship in
an established nation and the latter’s perceived savagery, and Africans were considered
a natural choice for enslavement (Wheeler 836). However, as Wheeler argues, Robinson
Crusoe ambiguously blurs the boundaries of savage and slave, at times using the words
alternately but also insinuating the possibility of saving slaves, like Xury and Friday, from
divine punishment vis-à-vis conversion to Christianity and discipline.

However, the propensity to target African bodies for slavery was blatant, and the view
that they were mentally inferior widespread, as Thomas Je↵erson’s comment substanti-
ates, “It appears to me, that in memory they are equal to the whites; in reason much
inferior, as I think one could scarcely be found capable of tracing and comprehending the
investigations of Euclid; and that in imagination they are dull, tasteless, and anomalous”
(Boulukos 241). In a radical pro-slavery pamphlet published in 1788 called “Slavery No
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Oppression,” the author claims, “It is well known that the eastern and western Coasts of
Africa,” “are inhabited by stupid and unenlightened hordes, immersed in the most gross
and impenetrable glooms of barbarism, dark in mind as in complexion,” “profoundly ig-
norant, unteachable, lazy,” “a people, thus uncivilized and turbulent,” “without trade,
without manufactures, without navigation, without industry,” concluding that, “in this
lamentable state the Europeans found the abject race” (12). Yet black slaves claimed that
racial di↵erences were not essential; rather, “Might it not naturally be ascribed to their
situation?” (Boulukos 243). Regardless of these brutal descriptions, a number of fortunate
African slaves and white sympathizers spoke out against such discrimination.

In “A Speech made by a Black of Gardaloupe, at the Funeral of a Fellow-Negro,” the
anonymous author appeals to the equality of human creation in the eyes of God. He
argues that God “furnish’d Man with Facultys necessary to so kind and glorious a Design.
He gave him the Powers of Perceiving, Deliberating, Judging [. . . ] And as God made
of the same common Mold all People [. . . ] he left them all free to use and follow the
Conduct of that Divine Ray of Reason” (17). Moreover, he argues that slaves have more
than repaid the costs of their bodies with their labor and pain, and that slaveholders
have taken recourse to greed instead of rationality. He ends his speech by reversing roles,
proclaiming, “Thus, our Lords who call themselves Christians, led by their Avarice and
Luxury, commit the blackest Crimes without a Blush, and wickedly subvert the Laws of
Nature, and the Order of Creation” (31). Indeed, though the practice continued, early
eighteenth century documents evince that the institution of slavery was diametrically
opposed to the liberties, justice, and order upheld by the English government and courts.
The apparent reason for such inequities and curtailing of judicial prudence was to reify
the slaveholder’s position of power. The author frequently cites the corruption of the
slaveholders in passionate outcries: “Good God! What have we done? What Right have
these cruel Men thus to oppress, insult, and inhumanly butcher their Fellow-Creatures?”
(19). In particular, inappropriately harsh punishments, bodily mutation and trials without
juries were endemic in the English colonies but not practiced in England (Paton 926-939).

In The Interesting Narrative of the Life of Olaudah Equiano, the former slave reca-
pitulates the terrors of slavery that his experiences corroborate in order to publish his
abolitionist contentions. As a child he was taken from his African home and purchased
as a slave in the Virginia colony. The Interesting Narrative is merely one tale of a black
slave’s life and his struggle to gain his freedom, and the publication of his life story is
a testament to his success. Nevertheless, he recognized the cruelty of the black slaves’
treatment, decrying practices such as placing iron muzzles on the mouth to keep one
from speaking or eating (Equiano 65-66). Multitudes of other slaves’ stories will never be
heard, yet Equiano prosecutes the white Europeans’ taking advantage of the debilitated
and displaced slave bodies through enslavement:

For it raises the owner to a state as far above man as it depresses the slave below
it; and, with all the presumption of human pride, sets a distinction between
them, immeasurable in extent, and endless in duration! Yet how mistaken is
the avarice even of the planters. Are slaves more useful by being thus humbled
to the conditions of brutes, than they would be if su↵ered to enjoy the privileges
of men? The freedom which di↵uses health and prosperity through out Britain
answers you — No. When you make men slaves you deprive them of half
their virtue, you set them in your own conduct an example of fraud, rapine,
and cruelty, and compel them to live with you in a state of war; and yet you
complain that they are not honest or faithful! You stupify them with stripes,
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and think it necessary to keep them in a state of ignorance; and yet you assert
that they are incapable of learning; that their minds are such a barren soil or
moor, that culture would be lost on them. (Equiano 161)

Similar to the “Speech made by a Black of Gardaloupe,” Equiano avows the equality
of black and white humans and denies the supposed mental inferiority of the black race.
Furthermore, as a freed black man, he represents a monumental step in the abolition of
slavery.

Assuredly, late seventeenth, eighteenth and nineteenth century documents display co-
gent arguments against slavery based on the immorality and legal quandaries it indelibly
creates. Two satirists in the American colonies, John Trenchard and Thomas Gordon,
famously assailed the English government for its inhumane judicial abuses and fiendish
imperialism (Conservapedia). Under the pseudonym of Cato, they wrote to the London
Journal in 1720:

Few men have been desperate enough to attack openly, and barefaced, the
Liberties of a free People. Such avowed Conspirators can rarely succeed: the
Attempt would destroy itself [. . . ] They will be every contriving and forming
wicked and dangerous Projects, to make the People poor and themselves rich;
well knowing that Dominion follows Property; that where there are Wealth
and Power, there will be always Crowds of servile Dependents, and that, on
the contrary, Poverty dejects the Mind, and fashions it for Slavery, and renders
it unequal to any generous Undertaking, and incapable of opposing any bold
Usurpation. (Trenchard, Gordon)

In one fell swoop, the satirists mockingly criticize the English government and denounce
the pitfalls of slavery that both the slaveholders and slaves encounter. Trenchard and
Gordon warn that colonial enterprise “will promote Luxury, Idleness, and Expence, and
a general Depravation of Manners [. . . ] From Immorality and Excesses, they will fall into
Necessity, and from thence into a servile Dependence upon Power” (Trenchard, Gordon).
The remainder of the letter to the editor enjoins the English government to halt their
unjust wars lest they resemble other guilty European nations.

As Locke’s Essay confirms, each human being is born with a mind that is a blank
slate with no innate ideas (Locke 14). That is, barring medical disabilities, each person is
inherently born with an equal opportunity to gain knowledge and experience. In Locke’s
1689 publication of Two Treatises of Government, he strongly contends that no man is the
property of another man except for himself. His chapter “On Slavery” insists that slavery
should not exist because no man would enter into such an uneven social compact:

This freedom from absolute, arbitrary power, is so necessary to, and closely
joined with a man’s preservation, that he cannot part with it, but by what
forfeits his preservation and life together: for a man, not having the power of
his own life, cannot, by compact, or his own consent, enslave himself to any
one, nor put himself under the absolute, arbitrary power of another, to take
away his life, when he pleases. (Chapter 4, Section 23)

The cognitive dissonance between entrepreneurship and justice sat heavily on the minds
of Englishmen and slaves alike. However, the issue of race continued to elude clear bound-
aries, as the unease of Defoe’s Robinson Crusoe demonstrates. Wheeler’s article supple-
ments a racial reading of Robinson Crusoe by demonstrating the di�culty of categorization
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for enslavement in the novel. Patterson’s Slavery and Social Death illuminates the phys-
ical, psychological and cultural upheavals that slaves experienced as a result of slavery,
thereby equating enslavement with a death to society. The “Speech made by a Black of
Gardaloupe” and The Interesting Narrative of the Life of Olaudah Equiano o↵er firsthand
accounts of slavery’s horrors and include persuasive arguments for the wholesale elimina-
tion of the slave trade. Finally, Cato’s letter to the London Journal rejoins the defense
of English liberty and justice by sardonically hypothesizing the failures associated with
the vicious and deprecatory cycle of insatiable greed intrinsic to the institution of slav-
ery. As the slavery debate raged on throughout the eighteenth century, recollections of
John Locke’s treatises resiliently influenced popular thought and writings. Endowed with
the same mental and physical abilities, white and black slave bodies should receive the
same treatment. However, many would su↵er unspeakable injustices for decades before
the dignity, cultural traditions and mental acumen of black slaves was rightly restored.
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Money: the one religion modern society truly believes in?

Luke Honeythunder

It is written in the New Testament: “No one can serve two masters, for either he
will hate the one and love the other; or else he will be devoted to one and despise the
other.” Arguably the master that many are serving today is money, in the way that
it influences our everyday lives and decisions. Philip Goodchild o↵ers one definition of
religions: “Religions are patterns of life through which it is claimed that life is enriched,”
and this could easily be attributed to our view of money. We ascribe to money the godly
power of omnipotence, and give it a transcendent value far beyond what it is intrinsically
worth. It is for many the purpose of life, and for the rest what provides life. Thus as
such, is it so far from the truth to say that the use of money can be regarded as today’s
dominant global religion?

If money is seen to be a religion it is on the basis of whether it contains its own
principles according to what time, attention and devotion it is allocated. To a great extent
our society is organised primarily by money, the concept and use of which takes up much
of our time, attention and devotion. The purpose of production shifted once the finitude
of money was overcome, and rather than for the sake of use, the sake of production is now
profit and money. This is in contrast to the ancient world where the economic sphere was
bounded by the finitude of money in circulation. Now signs of monetary value are treated
as themselves valuable, and thus the value of newly created money is ensured by issuing
it in the form of loans attached to debts. And so began the gradual process of how money
came to be such a necessity of life.

In today’s society, money has gone beyond being merely a necessity however, and
people have attached almost godly powers to its use, and while money’s necessity makes
it dominant and global, it is its deification which makes it like a religion. Money today is
omnipotent, eternal, and requires faith, and it is in this way it can be seen as a religion.

Money’s unlimited power is founded in its property of buying everything, and yet also
the property of appropriating all objects. The universality of its property can be ascribed
to many things, but ultimately comes down to the omnipotence of its being. It is the
procurer between man’s need and the object of his desire, between his life and his means
of life. Shakespeare accurately notices this:

Gold? Yellow, glittering, precious gold?. . .
This yellow slave
Will knit and break religions, bless the accursed;
Make the hoar leprosy adored, place thieves
And give them title, knee and approbation
With senators on the bench. . .

The extent of one’s power is only limited to amount of money one has, and in today’s
world money’s properties are the possessor’s properties. If one wants to have food but
desires not to cook it, money will fetch it for you. It converts one’s wish from something
in the realm of the imagination, translates it from the mediated, imagined or desired
existence into their sensuous actual existence. From imagination to life, from imagined
being into real being. In e↵ecting this mediation, money now has the power of creation.
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Money is also eternal, without start and finish, and many people today could not
imagine a time without it. Money’s value is determined by expectations of future interest:
“the transcendence of capital is its appeal to the future.” This finite expectation is then
combined with the violence of coercion, the infinite demand, to ensure the power of capital.
Money seizes ‘sovereignty’ by a combination of debt, the finite threat of future reparation,
and the infinite threat of exclusion from the means of subsistence. They are created by
money, and in turn, money is only ‘value in motion.’ This is because the value of assets
is not determined by intrinsic worth but by expected yield and rate of return. Moreover,
if these anticipations about the future prove misguided, at every stage the value of assets
is determined by the next wave of anticipations about the future. Therefore the ‘future’
never comes, and it is transcendent and purely ideal. Religions are supposed to transcend
material and social reality, and yet at the same time the pivot around which material and
social is reconstructed over and over again. One could easily replace the word “religion”
with “money,” and that sentence would still hold true, revealing in some way how money
is the modern religion, and the transcendent principle of the social order. Indeed Mary
Douglas talks about how the metaphor of money is similar to what some religious rituals
represent: they both provide external signs of to confused operations and internal states,
they mediate transactions and experience, evaluate worth and situations, and make links
between the present and the future. “The more we reflect on the richness of the metaphor,
the more it becomes clear that this is no metaphor. Money is only an extreme and
specialised type of ritual.”

In today’s world, people have great faith in this ritual. There are two parts to having
faith in something, the first is belief. The value of money is transcendent: ask most people
what they consider money to be, and the majority will simply tell you that it is the notes
and coins in your wallet. However, the fact of the matter is that money is a complicated
phenomenon, di�cult to explain and which, especially in its modern context, seems almost
impossible to define. It can be seen in a plethora of ways: a medium of exchange, a means of
payment, a measure of wealth, a unit of account or merely a standard of deferred reciprocal
altruism even. There are many di↵erent ways to see money, but the most universal aspect
of it in modern society is how it represents a debt-relation. Money is essentially credit,
something which is a promise or obligation which exists between human beings and cannot
be identified independently of its institutional usage. What is clear therefore is that the
value of money does not correspond to its intrinsic value, and in that way, by using money
we ultimately “have faith” in it. There is nothing special or elusive about money, it is
a promise taken on faith and only realised to the extent that this faith is acted out in
practice in its exchange. One cannot hold the value of money in one’s hand, and Mitchell
Innes explains well that, “the eye has never seen, nor the hand touched a dollar. All that
we can touch or see is a promise to pay or satisfy a debt due for an amount called a dollar.”
This is similar to having faith in God: faith can be described as believing in the power of
something unproven, and although clearly the e↵ects of money are observable, its value is
transcendent and not physically present.

The second part of to faith is trusting in that which you believe. In the use of money,
by valuing it we trust in its power. Money is not only a way of paying for something, but
also a measure of prices. As a measure of price, money endows all things with a universal
value: the price is the same whoever the buyer. However, as a means of payment money
only grants the power of e↵ective demand to those with money, and thus to achieve what
one values, one must value money first as the means of access to what one desires. Money
posits itself as the supreme value since it is the means by which all other social values
may be realised, and in this way it takes the place of god and its use the place of other
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religions since it is universal and necessary in the modern world.

“

Clearly even the
government is pow-
erless to resist the
demands of money.

”

If money can be treated as a religion, the next question one
must ask is how it is dominant and global within our lives. It
is certainly dominant: money is pursued vehemently because
of its necessity, universality, and perpetual nature. With this
constant devotion, accumulation of money leading to wealth can
be inevitable. Money gives us power, and yet ironically it is
money which has power over us. On the one hand, with much
money one is “liberated” from the constraints lack of money brings. However, wealth can
only grow if one is devoted to profitability and paying back debts, rather than fulfilling
social responsibilities and taking care over the environment. Because it is the proviso for a
decent society, it can certainly take precedence over religion. This creation and circulation
of money requires permanent debt: so long as we are in debt, so are we bound to it. The
trouble is that no matter how much we produce, how e�ciently and cheaply production
is overall we will be in debt, and the money supply demands it. Everyone is tied to the
‘religion of money.’ Indeed the solution might be for consumers to limit what they buy
to what little disposable income they have. However this option of ‘cutting back’ is not
available: the nature of money demands that su�cient debt be undertaken to maintain
circulation of money. Thus if consumers all tried to economise expenses then, apart from
the fact that much of the market would collapse, prices and incomes would have to adjust
to the point at which su�cient people were forced back into debt to continue money supply.
Thus no matter how much we try, we must go into debt, the nature of money demands it.

Money’s dominance therefore is its nature as debt which continually holds people in its
power. Production and profitability is only possible with money, and increased production
can only lead to the repayment of debts if there is more money to pay for them – and yet
money can only be created in the form of further loans which gradually enslaves us all
into an increasing spiral of debt. Thus we are always dependent on the vicious circle of
money. Money can be seen as religion in its drive for growth and power, its progressive
colonization of all dimension of life and its commitment to growing debt.

The final question one must ask is how money is a global phenomenon. Money, in
many cases, is now the alternative organising principle in today’s world for social values
and relations. Ethics has been captured by money, and society is in a position where
“in order to coordinate heterogeneous evaluations, valuing money as a general equivalent
takes priority for it gives value to scales of virtue.” Indeed, Philip Goodchild takes up
Nietzsche’s argument that “God is dead.” This famous phrase depicts the emergence of
atheism which equals a more “radical formulation that is at once more materialist and
more spiritual.” God today can certainly be seen as no longer the organising idea behind
all aspects of daily life. God no longer is required to play a foundational role in organising
humanity’s activity in relation to reality. Debatably money is now the foundation of our
ordered existence, and has become the dominant global religion of today. Our conversion
to religion of money can be seen in our progressive reorganisation of daily life: life used to
be organised according to obligations to God, for example stopping work on Sundays was
purely for a break for the Sabbath, rather than today where some will even serve money
on the weekends. And yet even in the workplace, the purpose used to be producing for
one’s community or God, but now it is for money and the economic market. Daily life is
now regulated by money, and economic rationality is said to function now as a substitute
for religious morality.

There are many examples of this in today’s world, where it is more rational for every
decisions to be based on market values rather than care for one’s neighbour. Whereas
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traditionally care of people and care for the land was under-pinned by non-monetary
value systems, rationality by money is considered more e�cient than personal judgements
based on notions of right livelihood and personal responsibility to the local community.
The issue at hand here is not only how money does e↵ect people’s decisions, but also the
fact that the examples range the individual to the international scale. Money a↵ects those
in healthcare. In 1997 a journalist wrote of how his 88 year-old grandmother su↵ered a
stroke and her subsequent treatment in hospital: there were no free beds, no drip to be
given, sheets could not be changed, and the patient was left lying in appalling conditions.
The problem here was the amount of money that the hospital had available.

On the international level, money has the power to push morality to the side-wings.
In 1965 in Indonesia, under President Suharto around one million of the country’s citizens
were massacred in a purge of all who openly opposed his regime. Up until 1999, Indonesia
occupied East Timor and more than 200,000 Timorese are reported to have died as a
result due to famine, disease, and fighting. Despite this known fact, Britain in the early
nineties ignored please for justice in East Timor and announced a deal to supply 24 Hawk
aircraft to Indonesia. This was endorsed by the British government on the grounds it
would provide employment for British industry, and because it could maybe gain access
to Indonesia’s vast reserves of oil, minerals, timber, and its huge supply of cheap labour.
Clearly even the government is powerless to resist the demands of money.

Indeed our moral responsibility to the world and our environment is ignored when
profit is at stake. Arguably humanity would rather kill and destroy natural ecosystems
than risk losing money. The use of chemicals on the land to kill weeds and insects entails
less labour time and thus more profit, however inevitability , chemicals run o↵ the land
polluting water courses and destroying natural ecosystems. From these examples one can
see how it is money today which provides access to truth that in longer limited by religious
and moral restraints. One no longer has a moral responsibility for one’s own actions: a
calculation determines the most “appropriate” conduct.

Money has arguably replaced God, and having done so firmly established itself as
dominant and global. Money in people’s lives often takes centre-place in terms of time,
attention, and devotion, and Michael Rowbotham argues that humanity is now a slave
to economic growth. We work and live in order to satisfy money: our jobs are bound
to us by the fear of debt, lack of purchasing power, and fear of unemployment. The
pressure exerted by money throughout the economy has been su�cient to entirely alter
the economic culture of many countries. People today have worked so hard that their
combined e↵orts have altered the physical structure of their society beyond recognition.
People have been obliged to keep pace with rampant industrial change: they will alter
their working methods, go through constant retraining, and even uproot themselves from
their homes to follow employment. Those who are not so faithful to money and fail in its
principles are often punished into poverty. There is this culture of perpetual desire with the
fact that goods are so tantalising and yet always financially out of reach. People’s desires
are merely proportional to how much money they have, and thus are never fulfilled, and
so therefore, a “newly ascendant god, visible nowhere, emergent from the future, executes
the murder of God.”

Where God promises eternity, money promises the world. Where God o↵ers a
delayed reward, money o↵ers a reward in advance. Where God o↵ers himself
as a grace, money o↵ers itself as a loan. Where God o↵ers spiritual benefits,
money o↵ers tangible benefits. Where God accepts all repentant sinners who
truly believe, money is accepted by all willing to trust in its value. (Theology
of Money)
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Anthropology and Development

Sarah Hughes

Anthropologists should approach the concept of “development” with caution, recog-
nizing the ways in which it perpetuates the discarded cultural evolutionist notions of early
anthropological theory. The foundations of development work are rooted in unilineal,
ethnocentric conceptions of progress which homogenize diverse cultures into a uniform
representation of the “Third World.” The power structures inherent in the construction of
identities, problems and solutions are reminiscent of imperialism, expressed subtly through
the discourse surrounding development. Reducing poverty to merely an economic situa-
tion ignores the varied cultural contexts which are inevitably a↵ected by development
work. This should be of fundamental concern to anthropologists, making the separation
of anthropology and development morally problematic. Therefore, anthropology’s role in
development may lie in its very questioning of the developmental approach, so it can work
to transform its current levels of ethnocentricity.

Cultural anthropology was founded on the same concepts as development and should
therefore be able to learn from and recognize its mistakes. In the early nineteenth century,
cultural anthropologists worked within the framework of social evolution, placing cultures
in di↵erent developmental stages moving in the single direction of “progress.” They re-
garded cultures individually, attributing cultural di↵erences to di↵erent positioning on the
unilineal development path, which was centered on technological advances. This perspec-
tive was inherently teleological and assumed a single endpoint that of Western civilization.
In that respect, this approach was highly ethnocentric, calling into question whose per-
spective from which the story was being told. Retrospectively, it is a bit ironic that at
the time, this theory of cultural evolution was referred to as “the development theory”
(Ferguson, “Evil Twin” 153-155).

In the early twentieth century, evolutionist theory was discounted in anthropology,
leaving only the vestige of the conception of “primitive” and “modern” societies as a dual-
ism. Anthropology continued to focus its studies on these “primitive” or “less developed”
cultures, placing it in an unavoidable relationship with the implementation of develop-
ment programs due to location. The return of development ideology began after World
War II, this time primarily infiltrating the field of economics. Notably, this was during the
process of decolonization, and was therefore seeking to situate new nations in an interna-
tional framework. The concept of unilineal progress reemerged with the idea that through
economic development, all societies could eventually participate in the modern world (Fer-
guson, “Evil Twin” 155-159). The ethnocentricity inherent in using Western society as
the measure of progress should be of concern to anthropologists. Development became a
universal standard for measuring progress and was expressed explicitly in Rostow’s Stages
of Economic Growth, which classified cultures into one of five stages along the linear path
to development (McMichael 1). This stance reflects the familiar teleological notion that
all cultures will eventually reach this form of modernity, but unlike early anthropology the
West would provide assistance in reaching this endpoint (Escobar 53).

The need for development became a hegemonic way of thinking in Western culture.
Arturo Escobar provided an epistemetic critique of development, arguing the very notions
of “development” and “underdevelopment” to be social constructions of the West. It is
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important to note the power structures inherent in the discourse of development as the
perception of the world is filtered through the Western worldview. The terminology used
in representing the world implies a spatial power: “First World” versus “Third World,”
“Center” versus “Periphery,” “North” versus “South” and the “Developed World” versus
“Underdeveloped World” all situate the West as primary to, more central than, above or
complete in relation to the rest of the world, which I will refer to as the Third World
(Escobar 9). This framing also supports a “Self versus Other” mode of thinking, which is
exactly what anthropology is trying to move past.

“

The terminology used in represent-
ing the world implies a spatial
power: “First World” versus “Third
World,” “Center” versus “Periph-
ery,” “North” versus “South” and
the “Developed World” versus “Un-
derdeveloped World” all situate the
West as primary to, more central
than, above or complete in relation
to the rest of the world.

”

Escobar argues that the very notion of the
Third World exists through representations
controlled by the West (10). In constructing
the Third World, a diverse world was crammed
into a uniform vision (McMichael 8). Devel-
opment and anthropology both rely on rep-
resentation, but while anthropology seeks to
do so ideographically, highlighting the di↵er-
ences between cultures, development serves to
reduce cultural di↵erences, presenting a singu-
lar image of the Third World (Escobar 215).
Developmental representations are created en-
tirely from the outsider perspective, going di-
rectly against the central tenet of anthropol-
ogy of “letting the native speak.” While both may be seen through the power structure of
who is in control of the act representation, anthropology seeks to give cultures autonomy
over how they are represented through ethnographies, while development constructs the
representations themselves (Escobar 7).

Development is perceived in the image of the West, which implies that progress be
measured by monetized commerce (McMichael 7). Looking at annual per capita income to
provide a “standard of living,” two-thirds of the world’s population were transformed into
impoverished states (Escobar 23). Never mind that other cultures operated by di↵erent
means than monetary relations, such as those practicing subsistence agriculture; money
was taken as a measurement of progress which could be universalized. Anthropologists
should have been able to shed some light on this ethnocentric view by now, and yet poverty
is still represented with language like “people living on less than one dollar a day.” This
is representative of the epistemic privilege of market calculus, serving as a reminder of the
modern endpoint to which “impoverished” cultures must aspire (McMichael 3). Western
ways of knowing are repeatedly treated as superior.

In discussing poverty as a “problem,” the question arises of whose problem it is and by
what standard, which can only be answered with more ethnocentric definitions (Escobar
160). Escobar argues that “problematizing poverty” through terms of insu�cient income
led to the positioning of economic growth as the solution (24). Poverty came to be under-
stood as the lack of development, making the implementation of development a seemingly
simple answer. Development experts considered planning to be the means through which
“underdeveloped” countries could advance along the path of progress (Escobar 194). These
plans were made from the outside, much like the armchair-style approach to anthropology
by cultural evolutionists. Development experts knew very little about the specific contexts
of a culture, since cultural aspects were ignored in the process of reducing poverty to eco-
nomics (Ferguson, “Anti-Politics Machine” 274). The approach of development planning
limits the ability of Third World cultures to model their own behavior (Escobar 95). The
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homogenized culture of the Third World lent itself nicely to a homogenized vision of de-
velopment. Despite being without context, general development knowledge from Western
experts is privileged over local agricultural knowledge (Ferguson, “Anti-Politics Machine”
275). Denying the power of local ways of knowing silences cultural values and knowledge,
serving the opposite function of anthropology (McMichael 3).

Escobar argues that development is an extension of imperialism through the ways in
which the West has both representational power over, and therefore also has influential
power over, the Third World. By representing the relationship as being about having or
lacking access to development mechanisms, power relationships were maintained (162). It
situated Western technologies as not just greater than those of the Third World, but as an
innate Truth. This created a strong relationship between knowledge and power; “Technol-
ogy was seen as neutral and inevitably beneficial, not as an instrument for the creation of
cultural and social orders” (Escobar 36). Technological and scientific knowledge is a cen-
tral marker of a culture’s “progress,” representing a singular solution to the multifaceted
“problem” of poverty. But with it comes significant cultural changes, creating hybridized
cultures which have been infused with Western ideologies.

Reducing development to the realm of economics minimizes and even ignores the inher-
ent cultural aspects which mark a society as “underdeveloped.” The World Bank neglected
social factors when constructing Structural Adjustment Policies, which sought to restruc-
ture the economy, but did so with great cultural impacts (Gow 305). Economic livelihood
is fundamentally connected to a broader way of life (Escobar 162). Therefore, any changes
to the economy are accompanied by a variety of social and cultural changes (McMichael
235). Economy is itself an aspect of culture in that it is “a way of producing human
subjects and social orders of a certain kind” (Escobar 59). By introducing the capitalist
economic system to countries and cultures that had not yet been exposed to it, the West
extended its hegemonic power over the Third World, substituting a more subtle form of
imperialism in place of overt colonial control.

Ferguson highlights the significance of development work in relation to its side-e↵ects,
not necessarily the success or failure of its explicit development goals. He points out
that failure “. . . does not mean doing nothing; it means doing something else” (“Anti-
Politics Machine” 284). He focuses on the fact that these side-e↵ects often turn out to
be exercises of Western power, although not those intended by development plans. He
argues that by reducing development to a technical problem, both poverty and the state
are de-politicized, since any political e↵ects are hidden under the neutral, technical mission
of development. Ferguson likens the suspension of politics to the suspension of gravity,
referring to the system as the Anti-Politics Machine (“Anti-Politics Machine” 273). He
positions development work as being primarily about state control rather than economics,
saying “. . . it is a machine for reinforcing and expanding the exercise of bureaucratic state
power, which incidentally takes “poverty” as its point of entry launching an intervention
that may have no e↵ect on the poverty but does in fact have other concrete e↵ects”
(“Anti-Politics Machine” 273). While this is imperialist by its very nature, he is claiming
development to be a channel through which state power happens to be exercised, not
one which the state is specifically in control of. It is important to note the distinction
Ferguson makes between individual intent and systematic results; he is not suggesting
some sort of conspiracy theory, but rather is simply observing the e↵ective forces of the
Machine. He considers planning to be only part of the machine rather than the source of
the results, positioning the two as having “. . . an anonymous set of interrelations that only
ends up having a kind of retrospective coherence” (“Anti-Politics Machine” 283). He is not
associating the imperialist undertones of development with the intentions of development
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experts, or even of development as a whole, but instead situates it as what happens in
the meantime while development projects are being implemented. Ferguson argues that
even when development projects fail to achieve their planned goal, they still leave behind
Western cultural values, namely the hegemonic ideology of the capitalist economy.

Escobar examines the more overt ways in which development mirrors colonialist impe-
rialist relationships. Referring to the vast amounts of money which Third World countries
pay for development, he argues that “. . . whereas Europe was feeding o↵ its colonies in the
nineteenth century, the First World today feeds o↵ the Third World” (83). Historically, de-
colonization coincided with the rise of development ideology, providing a seamless transi-
tion from colonialism to universal development (McMichael 233). Although development
may be a more subtle form of imperialism, the discourse is filled with colonialist termi-
nology. Escobar highlights how development projects are referred to as “missions” sent
to “rescue” the Third World from poverty and lead them into “salvation” (159). These
notions are based on the assumptions of the West existing in a power relationship “above”
the Third World, serving to guide the way to modernity. Situating the West as being in
possession of knowledge which the Third World lacks, development is framed as a moral
obligation to intervene in problems to which it possesses the solutions (Escobar 159).

The development ideology has become so naturalized that even critiques of the current
system still call for alternative forms that still exist within the development framework.
Escobar argues that development has “. . . achieved the status of a certainty in the social
imaginary” (5). While it is problematic for the West to feel entitled to intervention in
the Third World, it is also problematic to be aware of su↵ering and do nothing, when one
has the ability to help another human. The notion of development as a moral obligation
has become the central argument for the involvement of anthropology. Despite the colo-
nial power structures implicit in the constructed nature of the concepts of “poverty” and
“underdevelopment,” and despite the exacerbated nature of many of the accompanying
circumstances, there are global conditions of human su↵ering which are not as subjective
as notions of “standards of living,” which positions the values of development in moral
terms rather than political or economic ones (Gow 310). This is a fundamental ethical
dilemma in anthropology, posing a dichotomy of either becoming disconnected from reality
or supporting a model which directly contradicts the theoretical basis of anthropology. It
is the space in between this dualism where anthropology can make a powerful contribution
to development.

Despite the theoretical contradictions to anthropology which development poses, the
close proximity of the two when working among Third World cultures, makes development
inescapable from anthropology and impossible to ignore. Ferguson considers development
to be anthropology’s “Evil Twin,” characterizing a binding relationship between “the field
that fetishizes the local, the autonomous, the traditional” and “the field that, through
the magic of development, would destroy locality, autonomy, and tradition in the name of
becoming modern” (“Evil Twin” 169). However, their coexistence is unlikely to end, and
thus their relationship should be reformulated.

The pervasive dialogue and representations of development are inherently wrapped up
in ethnocentric imperialist relations of power. Anthropology may serve the purpose of
exposing these power relations, the relationship between power and knowledge, as well
as the arbitrariness of the development system (Escobar 123). Through ethnographies,
anthropology can provide a medium for Third World cultures to represent themselves
from an emic perspective, not for the purpose of “helping them,” but for the purpose of
altering our own ways of seeing the world and development in particular. The power of
ethnography lies in its ability to “remind us how people’s everyday lives are much larger and
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richer than the statistic or category assigned to their income level. . . ” (Hausner 321). In
this sense, anthropological involvement in development can counter the homogenization of
cultures, which leads to homogenized notions of “progress” as proceeding along a unilineal
path. Anthropology can work to reformulate the notion of modernity as solely in the image
of the West, representing instead the unimagined forms of progress which will inevitably
arise out of a diversity of cultures (McMichael 10). By deconstructing development and
providing local ethnographies, anthropology can serve to create a new kind of visibility for
cultural di↵erences (Escobar 223).

Development work is a current manifestation of cultural evolutionism, relying on uni-
lineal and ethnocentric conceptions of progress. Despite reinforcing the very models of
thought which anthropology is working to move past, anthropology has an intimate re-
lationship with development which should not necessarily be broken. Instead, anthropol-
ogy’s very questioning of the development ideology can become its role in it, presenting
the West with more emic representations of the Third World. Synthesizing anthropology
and development could create a whole new approach, exposing the ethnocentricity of the
entire system of relationships and critically examining how humans can genuinely help
other humans.
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Structural Violence: Antiretroviral Medication

Sarah Hughes

HIV/AIDS in former colonies, particularly African nations, is a common topic of dis-
cussion in relation to development. While it is undoubtedly a common disease in Africa,
its prevalence is amplified by lack of access to treatment. This is a result of structural
violence, as it is wrapped up in political, economic, and historical elements which are
frequently overlooked. These must be addressed if rates of HIV/AIDS and related deaths
are to be reduced in formerly colonized countries.

Structural violence refers to the greater structures which prevent people from access
to basic needs. Paul Farmer describes it as indirect compared to physical expressions of
violence, characterized instead as “violence exerted systematically” (307). This is consis-
tent with Foucault’s theory of power as “a mode of action which does not act directly
and immediately on others. Instead, it acts upon their actions” (Folcoult 789). Access to
Antiretroviral (ARV) medication, or lack thereof, is an issue of power and of structural
violence. While it is not a cure for HIV/AIDS, ARVs are e↵ective in managing the disease.
However, they are not easily accessible to the very countries which have the highest rates
of HIV/AIDS. ARVs prevent people living with HIV/AIDS (PLWHA) from developing
Tuberculosis, which is accountable for forty percent of AIDS deaths (Panos 27). The fact
that industrialized countries are hesitant to share this medication with “Third World”
countries, and follow political and economic practices which counter the claimed desire for
“universal access,” prevents millions of people from access to lifesaving healthcare.

“

Formerly colonized countries are
severely economically disadvantaged,
resulting in the inability of the citi-
zens and governments to a↵ord the
necessary healthcare.

”

PLWHA in formerly colonized nations face
many obstacles in accessing ARVs. Social
structures interfere with access, since to an
extent, “the supporting hegemonies have al-
ready decreed AIDS an unmanageable prob-
lem” (Farmer 317). People in the industrial-
ized world focus on adherence to Antiretrovi-
ral Treatment (ART) as problematic, fearing
that those in the developing world wouldn’t

follow the drug regimen due to “irregular working hours, illiteracy, lack of regular access
to food or clean drinking water and few doctors and nurses to diagnose, prescribe and
advise on ART” (Panos 5). While these are certainly additional obstacles, they are not
impossible to overcome, as is evident in the high adherence rates in much of the devel-
oping world. The main concern of the developed world is therefore not the survival of
these people, but the fear that they may develop resistance to the drugs. However, the
concern about drug resistance is misplaced in the social realm, as it has much more to
do with economics. Patients who have already begun treatment may run out of money
to maintain their regimen, with drug-resistance and worsened health resulting from inter-
rupted treatment. Even if they can a↵ord the testing and drugs, they may not be able
to a↵ord the cost of transport to a health care facility. In rural areas, it can take a week
or more just to reach the facility, so the time required is an obstacle as well (17). The
obstacles don’t end once the the health care center is reached, either. Essential equipment
must be available, and technicians must receive at least two weeks of training, which is
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not always attainable in centers where the sta�ng levels are too low to remove personnel
(9). Access and adherence are both severely hindered by the lack of a su�cient healthcare
infrastructure. This lack of infrastructure is one of the many legacies of Colonialism.

Mistakenly identifying the problem as related to cultural di↵erences masks the struc-
tural violence which is occurring. According to Farmer, “structural violence is [the] natural
expression of a political and economic order” (317). The political economy surrounding
the epidemic in Africa is one of power relations rooted in Colonial legacies. Decolonization
left former colonies without any political or economic foundation, and often left them in-
debted to their colonizers. This led to loans, which created a cycle of debt which maintains
the reliance of former colonies on their former colonizers. Essentially, the confrontation
was replaced with subtle power, allowing for stable control (Foucault 794). Formerly col-
onized countries are severely economically disadvantaged, resulting in the inability of the
citizens and governments to a↵ord the necessary healthcare. Reliance on foreign aid is
central to the accessibility of ARVs in developing nations, perpetuating a cycle of de-
pendence (Panos 18). This reflects the underlying structural violence, which “constricts
the agency of its victims. . . [determining] the way in which resources. . . are allocated and
experienced” (Farmer 315). The industrialized world’s power over how to manage ARVs
is an act of structural violence, since di↵erential access, rather than universal access, is
created through their decisions.

The international political economy is less interested in healthcare than it is in profit.
ARVs are patented for twenty years, maintaining a higher cost than what would be enabled
by generic drugs. However, since patents don’t extend to every country, some generics have
been able to be produced, succeeding in lowering the overall costs (Panos 11). However,
the 1995 International Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property has
led to increased regulation of patents, interfering with the alleged goal of universal access.
While many patent-holders reduce their prices for poorer countries, some countries are
required to pay the same price as in the industrialized world, which essentially denies
them access (12). Control of the cost of ARVs means control of access, which controls the
fate of PLWHA as well. According to Foucault, “the exercise of power consists in guiding
the possibility of conduct and putting in order the possible outcome” (Foucault 789).
Therefore, the industrialized world maintains power over the developing world through
ARVs.

Understanding the prevalence and persistence of HIV/AIDS in African countries and
other former colonies requires an understanding of the history and political economy in
which it is embedded. However, the context is often left out of the discussions of the epi-
demic; “The transnational tale of slavery and debt and turmoil is lost in the vivid poverty”
(Farmer 305). The focus tends to rest only in the present, as if the epidemic emerged in
a vacuum. This erasure of history is part of the structural violence “necessary for the
emergence of hegemonic accounts of what happened and why” (308). The media acts as
a structure providing these hegemonic accounts, showing frequent and homogenizing im-
ages of the “Third World,” but rarely providing any context (Scheper-Hughes 416). These
representations serve to normalize hardships, portraying HIV/AIDS as an inevitable fact
in Africa in particular.

Ethnographic studies may contribute to this erasure of context through its fixation on
the “ethnographic present” (Farmer 311). Scheper-Hughes argues that anthropologists are
in a position to positively a↵ect these representations by presenting “texts and images ca-
pable of sinking through the layers of acceptance, complicity, and bad faith that allow the
su↵ering and the deaths to continue” (417). The distribution of HIV/AIDS corresponds
with regions heavily studied by anthropologists. She criticizes anthropology for “suspend-
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ing the ethical” in an e↵ort to objectively observe cultures, claiming that anthropologists
should work to benefit those they study (411). She sees ethnography as a possible “site of
resistance” (420) which can act as a “tool for critical reflection and for human liberation”
(418). Farmer shares this attitude about the potential of anthropological writing, claiming
that it has the power to make structural violence visible (307). Focusing on structural
violence involves a “historical understanding of the large-scale social and economic struc-
tures in which a✏iction is embedded” (305). This is a task for anthropology, rather than
political science, history, or economics, precisely because it requires linking all of these
structures together to see the larger cultural context.

Anthropologists can help expose structural violence and uncover the associated erasure
of history. Structural violence is a form of power, which, as described by Foucault, “is a
total structure of actions brought to bear upon possible actions” (789). People’s actions
are restricted by structural violence, as it prevents them from access to basic needs, such
as access to ARVs. The power inequalities associated with the distribution of and access
to ARVs amplify the rate of HIV/AIDS in formerly colonized nations. Understanding the
history and political economy linked to these power inequalities is crucial to e↵ectively
handling the epidemic as well as other instances of structural violence.
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Why an Orphan?

William John

In John Bayley’s article “Oliver Twist: Things as They Really Are,” the author argues
that Oliver Twist is a Realist novel. He states that the novel “has the perennially modern
pretension of rejecting the unreality of a previous mode, of setting out to show us ‘things
as they really are’ ” (Bayley 461). While arguing that Dickens’s characters in the novel
function as grotesque and ruthless animals who struggle to survive and dominate others
in their environment, Bayley portrays Oliver as an unrealistic exception to the novelist’s
characterization of the English people. He states, “Dickens muddles the message of his
novel by making Oliver immune to an environment which is denounced as necessarily
corrupting” (Bayley 463). Although other characters behave similar to animals that stop
at nothing in order to compete against each other, Oliver exhibits a civilized manor.
Because Oliver succeeds in acting morally, Bayley argues that Dickens compromises his
rhetorical objective.

Although Bayley argues that Oliver’s transcendence past the evils of his environment
detracts from the overall message of the narrative, Dickens stages Oliver’s miraculous res-
urrection from poverty to prove a very specific point. Because the novel focuses so much
on orphans and orphanages, unraveling Dickens’s commentary on the plight of illegitimate
children ought to take precedent in any complete analysis of the work. This paper will
interpret and barrow from the work performed by many scholars to link the novel to the
social issues of the era. However, this analysis will diverge from other literary arguments
because rather than establishing Oliver as an exception to the tendency for poverty to
breed criminals, Oliver will represent the rather easy and immediate turn around that can
occur when the family structure repairs itself. The orphan functions as the best example
for Dickens’s social exposé. Although a protagonist from many other social groups could
reveal the injustice of economic inequality, Oliver as an orphan enables the novel to teach
readers that giving unrestricted freedom to men ruins potentially beneficial lives.

The Laissez-Faire English Gentleman in Relation to the Poor Laws of 1834

Dickens wrote in a period of English history that experienced significant social reform.
In the late eighteenth century British Parliament began to concern itself more with social
welfare and passed an Act in 1782 and 1795 to help the poor find work (Newsom 458).
Although these systems had good intentions, these early e↵orts to promote the well-being
of society failed due to ine�ciencies.

In 1832 under the leadership of the Whig Party, Parliament passed the Reform Act and
changed the structure of electing public o�cials. The party then succeeded in advancing a
piece of legislation, the Poor Laws of 1834, that organized the Poor Laws Commission and
the Board of Guardians. These boards tried to make government institutions supporting
the poor more e�cient (Newsom 458). The committees adopted utilitarian principles
and sought to maximize the greatest benefit for society by discouraging dependency on
the state. In the context of the Reformation Era in England, utilitarian social reformers
accepted that some people would face hardships for the greater good of the state. Thus,
welfare institutions began to provide fewer benefits to the poor so that the struggling
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sector of society could eventually improve itself and decrease the necessity of government
interference. Edwin Chadwick was a key adviser to the board and established a culture of
“ ‘less eligibility’ which quite intentionally made the workhouse the least pleasant possible
place” (Newsom 458). In the chapter entitled “The Social and Political Issues,” which
was published as a part of his book The Maturity of Dickens, Monroe Engels describes
how the government had an incentive to make workhouses for the poor as undesirable as
possible. By allowing the workhouses to serve merger servings of food and provide unlivable
environments for their inhabitants, the government inspired the poor to do everything they
could to improve their situation and relieve the government of their dependence. And if
these individuals could not escape the workhouse, they would eventually starve and the
government would be freed of its burden. Dickens’s Victorian Society supported unpitying
Smithian economics. Politicians believed that forcing men to support themselves would
create a network of responsible citizens that the government would not have to interact
with in order to maintain balance. Fighting against the popular laissez-faire principles,
Dickens promoted a view of governmental legitimacy in which the state had the duty to
provide a basic standard of living for its citizens.

The paper will focus on one particular statement from Engel that explains Dickens’s
reliance on the orphan as a motif that represents society’s failure. While describing Dick-
ens’s political position, the author cites a political report from 1834 in which members
of Parliament suggest that making living conditions of the poor as unlivable as possible
would motivate them to work harder. Engel specifically mentions that “In the course of
the Report it is made clear that this applies to able-bodied laborers and their dependents,
and not to orphans, or the aged, sick, or infirm” (Engel 497). Although Engel does not
mention whether Parliament successfully isolated these innocent people from the hardships
that the government intentionally subjected others to, Oliver Twist exemplifies how the
cultural attitudes that influenced the treatment of the poor extended to orphans.

Although Chadwick’s principle of “less-eligibility” clearly motivated a considerable
portion of Dickens’s commentary in Oliver Twist, scholarship has not directly related
specific aspects of Parliament’s social reform to the principal theme of the novel: the
hardship of orphans. From a logistical standpoint, infusing undesirability into orphanages
does not achieve any utilitarian benefit. The children housed in these institutions could not
live on their own without their parents1. “Less-eligibility” could not have made orphans
more responsible. It could only make them su↵er. Despite this logical inconsistency in the
utilitarian administration it is clear, at least from Dickens’s narrative perspective, that
orphans experienced similar neglect and received essentially the same treatment as other
poor people.

Although new legislation regarding children from broken families played a minor role in
the Act that preceded the debut of the novel, the 70th and 71st Clauses of the document
addressed financial responsibilities and custody policies regarding abandoned children.
These clauses stipulated that if the father was not present when the child was born the
mother had full responsibility for providing for the child (The Annual Review 367). And if
the mother died or somehow escaped responsibility the grandmother, and not the grandfa-
ther, would become the next custodian (The Annual Review 367). An article entitled “The
Poor Law Debate,” which was published in The Annual Register, outlines the compromises
and discussions that occurred during this Parliamentary meeting. Many members of the

1 Of course the poor conditions inspired orphans to leave the orphanage as soon as possible. However,
these children would lack the education to succeed on their own and would probably turn to crime.
Considering that child must grow to be a certain age to take care of himself anyway, it seems as though
making orphanages conducive to development and education would provide the greatest utilitarian benefit.
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congress rallied behind Lord Althorp, and argued that “if you threw upon the woman the
burthen of maintaining her bastard child, you would lessen her disposition to indulge in
licentious passion” and thus instill a sense of moral accountability in the populous (The
Annual Review 368). For some bizarre reason the members of the Whig Party seemed
to think that women had much more fun generating o↵spring than men. However, some
individuals asserted that men failed to execute proper judgment. For these politicians,
legally holding the mothers accountable would just as likely cause men to procreate ir-
responsibly2. For example, Mr. Robinson of Worcester explained that the law enabled
men to “commit seduction with perfect impunity, and that they might gratify their wicked
inclinations at the sole expense of their victims” (The Annual Review 368). The article
reports that Mr. Robinson contended that while it is impossible to annihilate the appeti-
tive passions of people of both sexes, this aspect of the law would increase the number of
children either abandoned, killed, or committed to the state as “in nineteen out of twenty
cases, in which a female gave birth for the first time to a bastard child, it would only be
found that she was not able to maintain herself and child” (The Annual Register 368).
Despite Mr. Robinson’s best e↵orts to argue that men were equally likely to have children
whom they could not support as women, and that these children would probably starve
without financial support from men, who had a much higher average salary than women,
the strongest leaders in Parliament still supported the 70th and 71st clauses of the bill.

By focusing the custody laws on women, the government implied that illegitimate
children were the fault of sexual promiscuity, and were therefore innately flawed. If the
government had been willing to hold men at least equally accountable, perhaps society
would have viewed orphans as potentially moral people who never had the opportunity to
live in a prosperous environment. The laissez-faire culture that relieved men of the social
requirement to rely on the government for financial patronage, combined with religious
and sexist social stigmas that obsessed over feminine purity, provided orphans and other
illegitimate children with little sympathy in English society. In this libertarian political era,
the Whigs could easily advance legislation that essentially dumped financial responsibility
on women, the scapegoat of traditional male-dominated society. Politicians and their
male constituents increasingly supported economic policy that involved as little interaction
between the state and the citizen as possible. Society required that the government care
for the mothers and children who became victim to this permissive culture to a certain
extent. However, political policy that provided freedom for men, and social stereotypes
that hyperbolized the faults of women, made ignoring the conditions of orphans easier.

“

Rather than set a clear objective to
improve the orphanages and make
them signicantly better than the
workhouse, government administra-
tions and society as whole accepted
the poor conditions of orphanages be-
cause they did not believe that or-
phans had the potential to do better.

”

Even though Engel does not extend the
concept of intentional undesirability to the or-
phanages while explaining Dickens’s social cri-
tique, I will di↵erentiate my argument from
Engel’s work and assert that Dickens’s nov-
els demonstrate how the same political atti-
tudes that impacted the workhouses also had
an e↵ect in orphanages. In order to explain
why this paradigm infiltrated the orphanage
as well, I will argue that social standards that
condemned illegitimate children as the prod-
ucts of licentiousness enabled orphanage work-

ers to mistreat them. Rather than set a clear objective to improve the orphanages and

2 Unfortunately no one in Parliament had the courage and right-minded sense of humor to even
jokingly argue that men obviously had a greater inclination for promiscuity (No citation, only shame).
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make them significantly better than the workhouse, government administrations and so-
ciety as whole accepted the poor conditions of orphanages because they did not believe
that orphans had the potential to do better. Thus, it was easier to allow orphans to starve
in order to decrease the number of dependents to the state. Although “less-eligibility”
seems to have no relation to orphans, Oliver exemplifies how the same degree of brutality
becomes easily transferable to useless mouths that need to be fed by the state.

Dickens’s Welfare State: An Incompetent Substitute Mother

Dickens’s de-humanizing diction and didactic presentation of events in the early parts
of the novel establish the author’s dejecting tone. He negatively portrays the negligence
of social workers who believe Oliver has no potential to produce anything of value. The
novel forces the reader to acknowledge the tragic under-estimation of Oliver by the state.
Dickens sets the stage for Oliver’s mistreatment as his early characterization centers on
his instantaneous classification in the lowest rung of society. When Oliver is born Dickens
immediately describes how society will perceive Oliver and his dead mother superficially.
The surgeon sees Oliver’s mother and says “‘The old story. . . no wedding ring, I see”
(Dickens 19). The mother’s ring-less finger defines her legacy as an unmarried woman.
The mother’s posthumous reputation becomes the same as any other foolish young woman
who fled the protection of her family and wound up with a man who did not care to
support her. Dickens attributes this superficial characterization to Oliver as well. The
orphan becomes “an excellent example of the power of dress” because the tattered rags
of the work house define his place in society (Dickens 19). Again physical objects define
the character’s class and thus limit his potential. Rather than create the possibility that
people could see beyond his economic station, Dickens construes the social environment
around Oliver to ignore any potential in the child. Dickens ends the scene describing
Oliver’s lustful cries. The author didactically asserts that his new caregivers will fail as
parental figures. Dickens states that “If he [Oliver] could have known that he was orphan,
left to the tender mercies of churchwardens and overseers, perhaps he would have cried
louder” (Dickens 19). As if being forced through his mother’s womb was not enough reason
to cry, Dickens directly tells the reader that Oliver’s worst experiences are yet to come.
After leaving his dead mother Oliver faces a gauntlet of authority figures, none of whom
act as a considerate parent.

Dickens describes how the government authorities inquire whether a female is present
at the closest workhouse to mother the child. Because there is no female at the closest
workhouse the board votes to send Oliver to a far away “branch-workhouse” (Dickens 20).
Even the name of this institution implies that the government is not specifically suited for
raising children. The orphanage is a branch of the workhouse system, not a separate body
with separate goals. At this new place Oliver becomes “the victim of a systematic course of
treachery and deception” (Dickens 19). Rather than being ‘farmed’ by the house director,
Mrs. Mann, Oliver becomes a source of income for the elderly woman who siphons funds
from the government. Caustically, Dickens attributes the animalistic diction that conveys
a sense of development and breeding to the idealized situation that Oliver is not lucky
enough to experience. Oliver receives something considerably less than the benefits of a
farm animal as very little of the funding trickles down to pay for his food costs. If this
treatment was standard for orphans in this era, the question then becomes, why did people
treat orphans this way? Why does the government accept that these children will never
amount to anything?

Dickens implements a descriptive noun loaded with negative connotation in order to
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characterize the individuals who followed Oliver to the “branch-workhouse” farm for or-
phans. The author describes how the board sent “juvenile o↵enders against the poor
laws” to live under Mrs. Mann (Dickens 20). Even though these recently born children
deserve no responsibility for their parents giving birth to them under these conditions,
the government employees treat orphans like delinquents who have somehow violated the
law. In Oliver’s case, Dickens provides a clear explanation for the discrimination that the
child experiences. Once the nurse clothes Oliver with the rags of poverty and the mark of
his family’s shameful past, no one ever considers whether Oliver can transcend his place
in society and prove his worth. Instead others see him, immediately know that he is the
product of a broken family, and assume that he will live recklessly like his promiscuous
mother. By choosing words such as “o↵enders” to describe how the board viewed the
children who they sent to orphanage, Dickens demonstrates how prejudice against their
mothers contributed to the injustice that the children experienced.

In order to rectify these problematic stereotypes and improve society, Dickens calls on
men to stop blaming women for mistakes and to taking more responsibility. The next
section will discuss how the orphan motif indicates the failure of laissez-faire fathers and
English patriarchy.

Dickens’s Commentary on English Manhood

Oliver as an orphan represents the failure of fatherhood. Although the parish and
government worry about finding a mother for Oliver, Dickens allows his audience to realize
that only men and the male-dominated institutions that govern the state can resolve the
issue of caring for orphans. This textual analysis of Dickens’s commentary on English
manhood will center on figurative language, and the failure and redemption of Oliver’s
father as the bookends of the narrative.

One aspect of Dickens’s figurative language that contributes to the author’s criticism of
how society and law viewed the responsibilities of men is the name Mrs. Mann. Through-
out Dickens’s novel, names function as symbolic representations of the character’s behavior
or personality. Mr. Bumble acts like a silly bumbling bu↵oon who fails to sustain his po-
sition, smoothly woo women, or present a strong faade when dealing with criminals. The
Maylies have a secret throughout the novel and in the end of the novel Mrs. Maylie
does admit that she has lived a lie to a certain extent. Master Bates acts rather. . . self-
indulgently. Although Mrs. Mann’s name contributes to Dickens’s occasionally comical
tone regarding the incompetent social workers who handle Oliver’s case, as her coarse
manner distinguishes her as a rather masculine woman, her name contributes to a deeper
motif throughout the novel. Although the board assumes that Oliver needs a motherly
figure to care for him, Dickens points to the failure of the orphanage by illustrating how
the children lack fathers. While describing how the children subjected to the experimental
philosophy of Mrs. Mann get sick or die, Dickens describes how the orphans “summoned
to another world” are “gathered to the fathers [. . . ] never known in this” world (Dickens
20). Although Mrs. Mann functions as a hyper-masculine woman, the children in the
orphanage receive little fathering. By placing a false father in the orphanage to ‘mother’
the children Dickens demonstrates the male incompetency regarding children. The law
held woman accountable for the family while the men could freely live in the laissez-faire
system, ripe with alcohol, whorehouses, opium, and blind eyes everywhere. Mrs. Mann
holds center stage in the orphanage in order to demonstrate Dickens’s perspective on the
laissez-faire man and how society alleviated authority figures of responsibility. She ex-
emplifies the man of her time. In the laissez-faire culture, breadwinners did not have to
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answer to feudal authority or the tax-collector. Thus no one, including their starving wives
and children, had a right to curb their reckless activity. Mrs. Mann exercises her male
prerogative to satisfy her own needs, and thus takes the money for herself. By naming
her character Mrs. Mann, Dickens characterizes the men of his culture, and demonstrates
how the male dominated culture permits irresponsible parenting.

However, the most important indication of Dickens’s objective to change social views
of manhood is the novel’s narrative frame. Although the story starts with the failure of
fatherhood, in order to conclude his novel, Dickens provides redemption for men in the
scene in which Oliver receives his inheritance. When Mr. Brownlow arranges for Oliver,
Monk, and the Maylies to meet and discuss will of Edwin Leeford, Oliver’s father, Dickens
provides his audience with a moment of ethical clarity and showcases the virtues that
his novel ultimately promotes. After Mr. Brownlow overcomes Monk’s negatively biased
views against his half-brother and Agnes Fleming, Oliver’s mother, the old man delivers
Edwin’s posthumous confessions and deep regret for having abandoned the woman who
treated him better than his legitimate wife. To Monk’s displeasure Oliver finds out that
his father left the majority of the estate to his side of the family. Mr. Brownlow states
that Edwin wrote in his will that,

If it were a girl, it was to inherit the money conditionally; but if it were a boy,
only on the stipulation that in his minority he should never have stained his
name with any public act of dishonor, meanness, cowardice, or wrong. (Dickens
344)

Dickens implements this final wrinkle in the plot to attest to men’s unfair treatment of
women in two ways. First the ultimatum disarms Monk and his mother’s attempt to tar-
nish the delegitimize Agnes and her son, Oliver. By providing Oliver with an opportunity
to prove his merit, Edwin “mark[s] his confidence in [Oliver’s] mother and his conviction
[. . . ] that the child would share her gentle heart, and noble nature” (Dickens 344). Dickens
establishes Oliver’s resilience against an oppressive environment as a testament to Edwin’s
controversial, but morally justified, rejection of the stereotype that illegitimate children
“came of bad blood” (Dickens 347). Despite having children out of wedlock, women such
as Agnes could be decent people and give birth to children with potential.

The second indication that Dickens infuses his critical view of manhood as an impor-
tant element to the narrative’s conclusive sentiments appears in Edwin’s juxtaposition
between the role of his hypothetical daughter and his son. Dickens’s character voices an
unusual confidence in women and critical perspective on men. In his conclusion Dickens
allows an atypical view of gender roles to take center stage and function as the ultimate
source moral resolution to the narrative. The author enables the father to teach his son
a moral lesson that society cannot. In this moment of rectifying past injustices Dickens
demonstrates how women involved in controversial a↵airs do not deserve complete rejec-
tion from society, and that men should be held to a higher ethical standard.

Conclusion

Given Dickens’s treatment of the farther figure in the novel, the author Dickens ap-
pears to function as a feminist. In the context of a historical era that struggled to define
fatherhood in a manner that fostered responsibility and fair moral standards in the pop-
ulace, he frames his narrative about cultural naivety around the duties of men. Although
Dickens clearly attacks male-dominated social paradigms in the novel, reading him as a
true feminist is di�cult as his female characters are frequently dominated by society and
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lack agency. The heroine figures in many of Dickens’s novel, such as Rose in Oliver Twist,
and Lucy in A Tale of Two Cities, promote a sense of demure femininity and establish
the ideal woman as a sort of alien form of perfection that so pleasantly blends into society
that it lacks any discernible personality and respectable character. Dickens resorts to a
disingenuous mode of gender equality in which he glorifies morally disciplined manhood as
a saving grace to a better culture. However, despite his faults, he rightfully acknowledges
an insidious tendency for male-dominated institutions, such as Parliament and the church,
to privilege men to the extent that society can ignore grave injustices. Ronald Meldrum
cites Queen Victoria’s diary entry in which she describes reading Oliver Twist and sharing
the novel with Lord Melbourne. Meldrum quotes Melbourne admitting “I don’t like those
things; I wish to avoid them; I don’t like them in reality, and therefore I don’t wish to see
them represented” (Meldrum 94). The fact that Melbourne had to shrug o↵ the novel,
condemn it as embodying a “low debasing style” evinces how the novel successfully bur-
rowed guilt underneath peoples’ skin (Meldrum 94). Dickens identified a dangerous moral
escape-way that enabled men of authority, such as Lord Melbourne, Lord Althorp, and
Edwin Chadwick to justify their inaction toward helping others. For Dickens, the orphan
lacks guidance and bolsters the pathos-driven representation of how the citizens of Eng-
land fair in the new ‘free’ system. Orphans exemplify the hypocrisy of these men in power
better than any other social group because their situations eliminate all of the distracting
modes of justifying neglect employed by the patriarchal elite to sustain power. Orphans
have little ability to improve their station in life because their parents are nowhere to be
found. Thus Chadwick’s principle of “less-eligibility” does not apply to them. In order
to reveal how the new political values of the era generate moral irresponsibility in men
in power, Dickens chooses the orphan to play the pivotal role in his text and exemplifies
the problems that future generations will face if government and social institutions do not
strive harder to develop the potential of underprivileged people.
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Piracy and Mediterranean Unification

Andrew Moore

The empires and civilizations around the Mediterranean relied on the bounty of the sea
to provide the necessary resources for survival. This included both the living fruit of the
sea as well as the commodities carried across the waves by ships. Like the medium over
which it traveled trans-Mediterranean trade was fluid, a↵ected by availability, supply and
demand, weather, and, in the present case, competition. Late Republican Rome witnessed
a proliferation of piracy as a result of Roman expansion, followed by the consolidation
of Mediterranean hegemony under the Early Empire. Beginning in the second century
BCE, Rough Cilicia was the breeding ground for pirates, whose influence would come to
dominate the Eastern Mediterranean and stretch all the way to Sicily and Ostia. Even-
tually, the Roman senate commissioned a number of campaigns against the pirate threat,
culminating with the lex Gabinia and the imperium bestowed upon Pompey. His lighten-
ing fast campaign against the pirates provided a foundation upon which Augustus could
secure the allegiance of those who made their living raiding and trading. Furthermore,
the introduction of patrols and tari↵s insured monetary income and the security of trade
goods. The years 67 to 31 BCE supplied truth to the Roman concept of mare internum
nostrum.

“

Even among scholars it is di�cult to
divorce the factual history of piracy
from barbaric seamen, who desired
only to acquire money, rum, and
women by plundering the high seas.

”

There are several factors that will assist
in obtaining a comprehensive understanding
of the events of this period, and their ramifi-
cations for Mediterranean unification. First,
it is necessary to determine a definition of
piracy since frequently it is conflated with
a romantic notion of booty buried under-
ground, swashbuckling, and peg-legged, par-
rot endowed characters. A thorough defini-

tion allows for investigation into the role of piracy within the Mediterranean economy.
Establishing piracy as a function of redistribution along shifting trade routes allows for
an examination of the historical factors from a Roman perspective. Conventional notions
of the total eradication of piracy will be challenged, in favor of a more complex integra-
tion into a state-run economy. Finally, the inquiry turns to the archaeological record to
provide support for the proliferation of trans-Mediterranean commerce after 67 BCE and
again after 31 BCE. This evidence includes an increase in Late Republican shipwrecks,
which corresponds with an increase in average ship size; the construction of granaries and
insulae in Rome and Ostia, and the simultaneous decrease in domestic grain production.
Finally the codification of trans-Mediterranean shipping routes after the fluctuations of
Roman expansion, with an emphasis on deep-water harbors. This requirement resulted
in the abandonment or decline of second-century trading capitals such as Delos, in favor
of harbors such as Rhodes, Ephesus, and Arles. All of these factors combine to provide a
picture of the first thorough unification of the Mediterranean. In light of this, our investi-
gation will end with a preliminary inquiry of the consequences for Mediterranean history
as a whole.
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Too often piracy is equated with romantic notions of European colonialism in the Amer-
icas. This depiction conjures up images of immense, triple-masted ships swarming with
pirates armed to the teeth, and bristling with canons. Even among scholars it is di�cult
to divorce the factual history of piracy from barbaric seamen, who desired only to acquire
money, rum, and women by plundering the high seas (Semple 126). In truth, the concept
of pirate is much more complicated. The Greek word ⇡✏◆⇢↵⌧⌘⇣ is often ambiguous. It is
derived from the verb ⇡✏◆⇢↵!, and originally referred to ‘someone who attempts things.’1

This came to mean any robber or thief both on land and sea (Shaw 7). Additionally, in the
Hellenistic period, its meaning is expanded to include mercenaries (Gabbert 157). In Late
Republican Latin, Cicero uses the words praedo, pirata, and latrocinium interchangeably
to again refer generally to brigandage divorced from topographical constraints.2 For the
purposes of this investigation however, it is necessary to distinguish between maritime
brigandage, and that which took place on land. While it may be true that these two forms
of piracy promulgated similar purposes, and even worked in tandem with one another,
anything other than maritime piracy must fall outside of the scope of this project.

Mercenaries, too, must be briefly considered and dismissed. Seafaring mercenaries
became a substantial fighting force in the Early Hellenistic period, when it was profitable
for kings like Ptolemy to harry the Seleukid coastline (De Souza Greek Piracy 181). This
type of maritime activity should not be considered piracy, because mercenaries operate
within the sanctions of a particular state or civilization; only infrequently did they raid
or plunder independently. It was usual that they received support, both political and
financial from one Hellenistic king or another. This elucidates an important aspect of
piracy, namely that it must operate outside of state sanctions, at least from the perspective
of the dominant state power (Sherwin-White Violence in Roman Policies 6). It is not
a coincidence that during the second century BCE when Rome’s influence was rapidly
expanding in Asia minor, that a ‘pirate’ threat blossomed. In 188 BCE the Seleucids were
forced out of Asia Minor, in 133 BCE the Pergamene Empire was bequeathed to Rome,
and Rhodian control over the eastern Mediterranean waned considerably (Sherwin-White
Rome, Pamphylia, and Cilicia 10↵). The increasing number of disenfranchised sailors had
to earn a living, even if that meant conducting illegitimate business.

Mercenaries then ought to be considered in light of military interactions and political
motivations (Horden and Purcell 156). The Cilician pirates do not seem to fit this mold,
and thus, mercenaries should be considered outside of the present definition. It appears
that there are three categories, which for the most comprehensive view ought to be taken
together, but herein only one is considered. They are 1) brigandage i.e. robbery which
takes places on land, 2) mercenaries, and 3) maritime piracy. In order for the Romans to
consolidate their power over the sea, the latter two categories had to be addressed. Pompey
was successful in reducing the third category, while Augustus systematically defeated the
maritime mercenaries first of Sextus Pompey, and then of Marcus Antonius. In order
to overcome piracy, Pompey had to replace the function of piracy with Roman imperial
authority.

What then is the function or purpose of maritime piracy? Piracy in the Late Republican
period fulfilled an economic function, which benefitted those Eastern Mediterranean com-
munities still struggling to hold out against expanding Roman hegemonic power (Scheidel
and von Reden 195; Duncan-Jones Economy 289). Horden and Purcell correctly concep-
tualize the Mediterranean economy as one of diversification, storage, and redistribution
(175; Duncan-Jones Structure 35). The third concept, redistribution, is the facet most

1See for example Polyainos 2.35
2See especially Cic. Ver. 2.4.103
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pertinent to piracy. The authors de-emphasize commercial exchange in luxury items, and
argue that the more common and important commerce took place on a less glamorous
level. Commodities included foodstu↵s, pottery, basic utensils, and other items necessary
for a community to survive and maintain a basic standard of living. Piracy operates as a
medium of exchange for these items, while simultaneously creating a pressure valve against
onerous imperial taxation (Manning and Morris 215). In other words, it was a way for the
world outside of Roman authority to maintain commercial relations with one another and
insure the acquisition of necessary goods (Parkins and Smith 155).

Evidence for this role comes from amphora excavated from shipwrecks around the
Mediterranean. Modern technology frequently allows the underwater archaeologist to de-
termine the ancient contents of the vessel. This evidence reveals that the most commonly
traded goods included olive oil, wine, grain, garum, and pre-fabricated stone (Casson An-
cient Mariners 171). Thus, it is not wrong to conceptualize these pirates as militarized
merchants, who resented Roman authority (Strabo 14.5.2). As Rome expanded, they
moved east to escape destruction or cooption, and interestingly brought the major Hel-
lenistic trade routes with them. The result was a prolific maritime commercial system
just out of reach of the Romans, as well as increased emphasis on ports further east at
the expense of previously dominant facilities such as Piraeus and Delos, but more on this
phenomenon below.

There is another aspect of piracy that complicates our understanding of them, and
that is their participation in the slave trade. It is not safe only to conceptualize them
as rebellious economic actors, propping up the dwindling Hellenistic world. They also
plundered that world and collected slaves, which they then sold to the Romans, primarily
through the market at Delos. The Romans facilitated easy transmission of slaves from East
to West by not requiring traders to provide records of the origins of the slaves (Bodor 401;
Ormerod 257-60). The pirates then operated within two spheres of redistribution; in the
East they operated as smugglers of basic necessities, and in the West they were the primary
Late Republican source for slaves (Rauh Merchants 172; Casson Ancient Mariners 178).
The pirates were so successful in this latter sphere of redistribution that Bodor estimates
between 200,000 and 900,000 thousand slaves in Italy at the beginning of the Empire
(Bodor 396).3 This discussion allows us to understand pirates as maritime marauders who
simultaneously undermined and resisted Roman hegemony in the Eastern Mediterranean,
and contributed directly to the success of Rome by providing a substantial labor reserve
in the Italian peninsula. Eventually, the former concern became too great for the Romans
to ignore, while the pirates developed a total disregard for the source of their slaves,
emboldened even to raid the Italian peninsula 20km from Rome itself.

These events lead us into the history of Pompey’s imperium, which will allow for a
thorough appreciation of the aftermath of his campaign. In 69 BCE Cilician pirates sailed
into Ostia and destroyed a Roman fleet especially gathered to defend against this very event
(Rauh Sacred Bonds 69). Very little evidence of this event is extant from an archaeological
perspective, because the pirates did not burn the city. This is to be expected. Pirates often
sought short-term economic gain in favor of wholesale destruction; indeed destruction is
typically antithetical to all economic models (Manning and Morris 135). The only evidence
comes from the construction of new town walls sometime between 150 and 60 BCE (Meiggs
35). Thus, they could have been built either in anticipation of or reaction to a piratical
raid. However, the former scenario illustrates just how e↵ective the construction project
might have been. Then in 68 BCE Delos, the nexus of the Mediterranean slave trade, was
sacked and burnt by Cilician pirates. Their reasons for this remain somewhat obscure.

3See also Ormerod pp.257-260.
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Why would they destroy one of their primary sources of income? Scholars often explain
this phenomenon as an alliance amongst the pirates with Mithridates VI of Bithynia (De
Souza Piracy 62-3). This was the second time in twenty years that Delos had experienced
great upheaval, and after this catastrophe it would never fully recover.

These two raids, in conjunction with normal piratical aggression, finally tipped the
scales towards action after approximately one hundred years of Cilician piracy. These
events were compounded by other daring raids including the capture of Caesar in 75/4
BCE, when on his way to study in Rhodes (Gruen 75; How and Leigh 471; Ward 267).
So, in 67 BCE the lex Gabinia was put forward by the senator Aulus Gabinius, and was
quickly passed by the Roman senate. It granted Pompey an unprecedented amount of
power to deal with the piratesa power of command previously denied to other generals
campaigning against the pirate menace (Stuart-Hones 165). Plutarch demonstrates just
how dangerous the pirates had become:

“Their power was felt in all parts of the Mediterranean, so that it was impos-
sible to sail anywhere and all trade was brought to a halt. It was this, which
really made the Romans sit up and take notice. With their markets short
of food and a great famine looming, they commissioned Pompey to clear the
pirates from the seas.” (Plutarch Pompey 25.1)

It was in this attitude that the Roman senate passed the law, so concerned with
eradicating the threat that they risked creating another Marius or Sulla to do so (De
Souza Piracy 68). Pompey was given unlimited access to funds, the ability to build a
navy and raise an army, and control of the entire Mediterranean coast up to fifty miles
inland. This last part is interesting from an historical point of view, because it seems
that the Romans had already begun to conceptualize the Mediterranean as a single unit
in the early first century BCE, even though they still struggled to exercise control over
its entirety. This makes sense, because if we consider the extent of the empire at this
time, we see that it encompasses nearly the entire Mediterranean, with the exception of
the problematic East. The modern disagreement over the law concerns Pompey’s powers
with respect to the provincial governors. Traditionally scholars have assumed that he was
placed above them (Loader 134). Often Plutarch is cited in defense of this viewpoint:

Gabinius, one of Pompey’s intimates, drew up a law, which gave him, not
an admiralty, but an out-and-out monarchy and irresponsible power over all
men. For the law gave him dominion over the sea this side of the pillars of
Hercules, over all the mainland to the distance of four hundred furlongs from
the sea. . . Besides this, he was empowered to choose fifteen legates from the
senate for the several principalities, and to take from the public treasuries and
the tax-collectors as much money as he wished, and to have two hundred ships,
with full power over the number and levying of soldiers and oarsmen. (Plutarch
Pompey 25.2-3)

The last words of both clauses “with full power” and “as much money as he wished”
provide the primary support. However, more recently scholars have cited Velleius Pater-
culus to prove that Pompey was equal to the governors.

But, two years afterwards, when the pirates were terrifying the world, not as
previously by furtive marauding expeditions but with fleets of ships in the
manner of regular warfare, and had already plundered several cities of Italy,
Aulus Gabinius, a tribune, proposed an enactment to the e↵ect that Gnaeus
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Pompeius should be sent to crush them, and that in all the provinces, he should
have a power equal to that of the proconsular governors to a distance of fifty
miles from the sea. (Paterculus ii.31)

Here it is the use of the Latin phrase imperium aequum, “the equal power,” which
tempts scholars to interpret him as the same. Evidence for this viewpoint also comes from
the later date of Plutarch’s writing, and the problems Pompey encountered with Metellus
in Crete. Thus, it seems that Pompey was elevated to the status of a governor, his province
simply happened to be the entire Mediterranean. Nevertheless, in naval power and money,
Pompey quickly exceeded his mandate, and Metellus seems to have been the exception
rather than the rule.

The entire campaign took place within the span of three months, an incredible ac-
complishment in light of a century of trouble (Bringmann 209). Pompey understood that
the most e↵ective method of combating piracy was to neutralize the pirates in their bases
on landa methodology adopted by those combating piracy up to the modern day (De
Souza Piracy 120). He divided the Mediterranean into thirteen quadrants, and assigned
squadrons of ships to each section. Their mandate was to patrol their respective areas and
either sink or ransom all ships that they encountered. Pompey himself gathered a fleet at
the Straits of Gibraltar and sailed all the way across the Mediterranean to Rough Cilicia,
capturing any ships that had slipped past his patrols. Once he arrived in Rough Cilicia, he
waged a successful military campaign against the coastal cities, e↵ectively dislodging the
pirates from their strongholds. He then resettled a large bulk of the pirates in Soli, which
he renamed Pompeiopolis (Boyce 69). Scholars assumed that Pompey’s resettlements were
inland, thus eliminating the possibility that these men would again take to the seas, how-
ever the archaeological record does not bear this out (Mitchell and Waelkens 15; Kurke
301; Akurgal 265-6). It appears rather that Pompey recognized the centrality of the sea
with respect to the sustainability of a city, and that rather than prohibit the citizens from
participating, he re-integrated them into the Roman economy (Flower 175). He provided
them with land and confiscated a number of their ships, forcing them to participate in a
legitimate – i.e. Roman sanctioned – economic system.4

It is worth noting here that Pompey did not succeed in entirely eliminating piracy.
Indeed, three months is hardly enough time to e↵ectively and definitively eliminate a
century-old problem. It seems that many of those pirates, whom Pompey relocated, joined
his son Sextus Pompey against Octavian, and succeeded in nearly choking o↵ Rome’s grain
supply. Unfortunately, Sextus allowed Octavian time to build a navy twice as large as his,
under the command of the ever-faithful Marcus Agrippa, who defeated Sextus in 36 BCE
in the Battle of Naulochus (Meiggs 19).5 Even though Agrippa’s ships were much larger
and equipped with catapults, while Sextus Pompey commanded a ragtag group of smaller
boats consisting of hemiolia and myoparones, with much more seasoned seaman,6 Agrippa
won the day: a testament to the seemingly endless resources and manpower of the Italian
peninsula (Rouge 109). Furthermore, five years later Octavian defeated Marcus Antonius
in the Battle of Actium. Antony’s fleet was comprised of many of those same Eastern
sailors, who saw an opportunity for increased profit and independence should Antony
emerge victorious (Morrison 47). Nevertheless, Pompey’s campaign should not be under-
estimated, and the seeming ease with which Octavian won the aforementioned battles,

4For a further explanation see Melko and Weigel p. 150. They claim that government intervention
has positive e↵ects where it encourages economic distribution, but negative e↵ects where increased taxes
led to narrowed distribution and increased impoverishment or unemployment.

5See also Collins p. 106.
6See also Powell and Welch p. 15.
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should serve as a testament to the e↵ectiveness of Pompey. Furthermore, the archae-
ological record attests to a proliferation of trans-Mediterranean commerce immediately
subsequent to Pompey’s imperium that only increased with the Pax Romana ushered in
by Augustus in 31 BCE. In e↵ect, the civil wars, beginning with Pompey, consolidated Ro-
man hegemony over the Mediterranean itself, unifying it to an extent heretofore unrealized
(van Wees 218-227).7

The unification of the Mediterranean manifested itself in at least four major aspects.
This includes 1) the construction of granaries at first in Rome, and then in Ostia, 2) a
migration of population from rural areas into urban areas, 3) an increase in ship size, and
4) a corresponding emphasis on deep-water harbors. These facets were interdependent
upon one other, forming a reinforcing cycle that strengthened the bonds of unification.
Furthermore, not all of these are observable in the immediate aftermath of Pompey’s
campaign, but it is su�cient to understand that his actions were the impetus for the
expansion of Mediterranean commerce.

The construction of granaries was probably the slowest result to materialize. Granted
horrea, large warehouses for storing grain, like the Porticus Aemelia from 193 BCE in
Rome, were not unknown before this time, it took a number of years for storage capacity
to catch up to supply and demand. However, as soon as peace had been established by
Augustus, construction of granaries began in earnest in Rome. Agrippa is responsible for
the Horrea Agrippiana in Rome (Coarelli 77-8). Gradually, the granaries in Rome fell
behind the demand of the people, and newer, grander facilities were built in Ostia. The
proliferation of construction in Ostia did not begin until Claudius, but when it did begin,
the construction was fast-paced (Rickman 78-85). By the time of Trajan and Hadrian,
Ostia was a veritable warren of warehouses, granaries, and porticoes. Indeed, the need for
storage facilities could not be solved by temporary buildings, and so an increase in horrea
was imperative, and continued to be so (Vitelli 64).

The slow appearance of horrea in the archaeological record has been explained in two
ways. First, that investment came mostly from the private sector and so was initially
more cautious. The investors wanted assurance of continued imperial interest in grain
importation, before merchants could be persuaded to invest in major property ventures
(Vitelli 65). Yet, given the importance of grain to Rome and the lack of epigraphic
evidence to illuminate investment contracts, this explanation can unfortunately contribute
nothing more than speculation. The other explanation is the aforementioned point two:
the migration of the population from rural areas into urban areas. In the Late Republic,
Roman grain records indicate a steep increase from 200,000 to 400,000 tons (Fulford 59).
This was mostly imported from the African provinces as well as Alexandria.8

The causes for the urban population increase are complex and were influenced by
numerous factors, a few of which are discussed here. First, the large number of slaves
imported into the Italian peninsula, many on account of piracy, a↵orded cheaper labor
on larger estates. As people left to find employment in Rome, the estates grew larger,
creating a feedback loop. Interestingly, the increase in slaves saw a decrease in domestic
grain productivity. It simply was not economical to grow grain with slaves (Vitelli 56;
Kehoe 64). The landowner had to feed the slaves, and the price of grain brought little
profit after overhead. To compensate, landowners turned to more profitable products such

7See also De SouzaPiracy and Republican Politics p. 100.
8The large amounts of grain imported from Alexandria, illustrate another reason why the eradication

of pirates in the Eastern Mediterranean was crucial to the survival of Rome. Also, Fulford p.70 provides
evidence for the importation of African grain in his thorough review of African pottery discovered amongst
the shipwrecks. Parker confirms his conclusion.
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as wine and olive oil. The archaeological record confirms this transition, since the largest
number of Italian wine-bearing amphora that have been discovered date from the third
quarter of the first century BCE (Woolf 287).

Another primary reason for the migration of people to urban areas was the destruction
of previous urban centers. Over the course of Roman expansion conquering generals or
brigands destroyed numerous metropolises. Corinth and Carthage were both leveled in 146
BCE, Athens was plundered and sacked in 86 BCE by L. Sulla, and Delos was destroyed
both in 88 BCE and 69 BCE corresponding to Mithridatic wars. Nicholaus Rauh has
e↵ectively illustrated the migration of wealthy merchant families from Delos to other cities
in the Eastern Mediterranean and beyond (Rauh Sacred Bonds 72). Other cities saw their
influence systematically dismantled. Rhodes’ was disbanded and large parts of Alexandria
burned. This left few places for urbanites to go except Rome, which meant that the
demand of the city quickly overtook domestic supply capabilities, forcing the city to place
increasing emphasis on their watery empire (Fulford 58). This demand is further illustrated
in the number of shipwrecks documented for this time period (Parker 10; Casson Ancient
Mariners 195-6).9 The sharp spike in shipwrecks demonstrates a corresponding increase
in trade in a time immediately preceding the salvage patrols of Augustus.

The increasing demand further resulted in the third facet of state-controlled shipping
– bigger boats. Underwater archaeology has revealed that in the decades leading up to
the Early Empire, the smaller the ship, the more common. The most common type of
ship displaced about 75 tons and had a carrying capacity of 1500 amphora. The next size
up, displacing between 75 and 200 tons, carried between 2,000 and 3,000 amphora, was
also the second most common (Parker 15). Further evidence is gleaned from the number
of ships acquired when they were seized. In 48 BCE 200 cargo ships were seized in Utica
alone. In 36 BCE 1000 transports were collected from only the African provinces (Rauh
Merchants 105). This puts into perspective the massive volume of Mediterranean trade,
and the relatively insignificant size of military fleets. Under the Empire however, ships
became massive, displacing thousands of tons, capable of meeting the staggering demands
on the grain market. The ships were so large that they were frequently commissioned by
the state, and owned by companies of individuals, since no one man could make owning
one economically feasible (Rouge 187).

This does not mean that shipping on a small scale did not continue under the Roman
Empire, it is simply harder to find. The archaeological record favors monumentalized
harbor facilities such as those of Ostia, Alexandria, Piraeus, Ephesus, and Arles, but
outside of cities port facilities are almost non-existent (Houston 554). Given the well-
known practice of Mediterranean cabotage, it is probable that many smaller merchants
simply hauled their ships onto the beaches, unloaded onto mule carts, and then dragged
their ships back out to sea (Horden and Purcell 118). Indeed several harbors including
Piraeus, Delos, and Pompeiopolis have long beaches were this kind of shipping could have
taken place. It makes sense to have a hierarchy of port sizes as well as ship sizes, especially
given the volume of trade and the fact that the Romans built no new harbors outside of
Arles, only monumentalized existing ones (Rauh Merchants 107; Rouge 169-173; Houston
562-3).

The fourth and final facet of trans-Mediterranean unification results from construction

9The Late Republic and Early Empire saw a sharp spike in shipwrecks reflecting both the proliferation
of trans-Mediterranean commerce and the lack of implementation of salvage patrols, instigated later under
Augustus. Augustus continued to hunt down pirates, he started patrolling harbor tra�c, and worked to
insure quick communication between harbors. He even invented a new kind of ship, the liburnian, that
was a small swift boat capable of both pursuing pirates and traveling quickly between harbors.
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of larger ships that fed the increasing demand. That is the preference for deep-water
harbors. Throughout the Roman Mediterranean there was a monumentalization of deep-
water harbor facilities. This is apparent in the construction of the Portus Ostiensis by
Trajan at Ostia, the later construction projects at Pompeiopolis, the construction of the
port of Arles to avoid the constant sedimentation of the river, and the choice of Corinth
and Ephesus for provincial capitals (Charlesworth 14; Boyce 71; Rouge 73). Furthermore,
ports with only shallow draft harbors like Delos were abandoned (Bruneau 254; Roussel
401). The deep-water harbors were required to facilitate the massive grain barges floating
in from Alexandria, as well as simply provide space for the volume. Indeed, the harbors
were often so crowded that ships were required to find anchorage outside of the facility,
and have their cargo ferried in by smaller, more maneuverable ships (Bang 17; Hollan-
der 8). These four factors combined; the construction of granaries, the movement of the
population into urban areas, the increase in ship size, and the preference for deep-water
harbors, are all direct results of a unified Mediterranean patrolled, tari↵ed, and regulated
by the Roman Empire.

The success of Pompey’s campaign against the Cilician pirates laid the groundwork of
the consolidation of Roman hegemonic power over the Mediterranean. Never before had
trans-Mediterranean trade been unified at this level. Those who took up occupation as
maritime brigands eventually found themselves co-opted into the expanding Roman eco-
nomic system. In the beginning, the disenfranchised merchants could move east, distribut-
ing their wares to the dwindling Hellenistic world, and plundering the coastal settlements
in order to supply the slave trade. However, their participation in the very system that
villainized them eventually brought about their own destruction. After Pompey’s conquest
of Rough Cilicia, Augustus proceeded to eliminate a majority of the mercenary forces in
two battles in the 30s BCE. The dramatic decline in trans-Mediterranean threats allowed
Rome to capitalize on the economic benefits of unification. Massive storage facilities were
constructed in Rome and Ostia, citizens and foreigners alike flocked to the urban areas,
ships increased in size with corresponding demand, and successive Emperors monumen-
talized the harbor facilities to accommodate the volume of commerce. In 31 BCE, for the
first time, it seems that the historian of the Mediterranean can e↵ectively contemplate the
Mediterranean as one unit, all corners placed on a similar trajectory. The ramifications
of Roman unification are extensive, and by no means are exhausted here. Hopefully, this
inquiry has laid the groundwork for further investigation into the proliferation of com-
merce in the Late Republic and Early Empire, as well as provided a springboard to other
historical aspects of Roman civilization.
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The Origins of Hindu Nationalism and its E↵ects on Development in India

Makenna Morck

The Hindu nationalist movement in India began to gain influence in the 1980s and
1990s, becoming a force of monumental proportions in the general elections of 1998. Hin-
dus, as a religious group, comprise approximately 82% of the population, while Muslims
make up about 12% of the population, and Sikhs make up about 2%, making Hinduism
the largest religious source of electoral influence (Manor 461). However, the legitimacy
and fairness of the rise of Hindu nationalism have been questioned. Hindu nationalism
can best be characterized by a desire to unify the Indian nation under the common history
of India. Due to the arguable oppressive nature of Hinduism, which can be attributed to
the caste system, and the intolerance of other religions suggested by some principles of
Hindutva, the Hindu nationalist movement has been criticized as dangerous to the democ-
racy of India. However, other sources argue that Hindu nationalism is a natural result
of India’s vibrant yet developing democracy. The movement toward Hindu nationalism
could potentially hinder development as it focuses on religious fundamentalism and forced
unification of a naturally heterogeneous society. India, as a second-world nation which is
continually moving to the forefront of global politics, must address the issues presented
by its secular government in the context of a highly religious society, especially a society
composed so largely of Hindus.

The earliest roots of militant Hindu nationalism began in 1922, when Sarkavar wrote his
Essentials of Hindutva. Sarkavar created an ideology centered around cultural, racial, and
historical heritage of the entire Hindu nation (Corbridge and Harriss 182). Partha S. Ghosh
delved into these roots: The idea was centered around the idea of having “Hindu blood,”
meaning that ancestry and cultural heritage should be traced to within India. Sarkavar did
not end here, further stating that a subscriber of Hindutva should love all things Hindu:
architecture, law, and festivities, among other things. Interestingly enough, Hindutva does
not require that Sanatan Dharma (what Sarakavar believes is the common understanding
of Hinduism as a religion) be the only religion its people subscribe to. Sarkavar argued
that all religions with their origins within India, such as Buddhism, Sikhism, and Jainism,
should also fall under the umbrella of Hinduism. Sarkavar concluded with a political
message, from which militant Hindu nationalism is derived: He argued that Hindus must
organize and fight their common enemy, the non-Hindu (Ghosh 64-68).

“

Sarkavar argued that all religions
with their origins within India, such
as Buddhism, Sikhism, and Jainism,
should also fall under the umbrella of
Hinduism.

”

Ghosh also studied the Rashtriya Swayam-
sevak Sangh (National Voluntary Service As-
sociation, RSS for short), which is derived
from the ideas proposed by Sarkavar in Hin-
dutva. The RSS has been both touted as a
group devoted to revitalization of a culture
eroded by Western ideals and harshly criti-
cized as a fanatical Hindu form of fascism.
The organization was originally composed of

mostly brahmans; however, it emphasized the abolishment of caste. Local organizations
of the RSS were formed which trained their members physically and ideologically as war-
riors of their beliefs. The RSS pledge involved that members remain in the group for life,
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in addition to following any commands given to them by the group and remaining loyal
and faithful (Ghosh 71-72).

Jean A. Curran studied the RSS and its e↵ects on India up until 1950. He found that
from its formation in 1925 until about 1942, the RSS and its members were largely aligned
with the Congress party, but when Congress leaders started to be imprisoned and the
RSS began to gain national attention, they moved away from Congress and began to work
under an essentially anti-Muslim campaign. This was partly what inflamed some men
to the point of assassinating Gandhi in 1948. The murder caused leaders of the Congress
party to denounce the RSS and state that the organization was “unlawful.” When the RSS
was again allowed to exist legally in 1949, it made a constitution that emphasized “open
membership to all Hindus, tolerance of all faiths, cultural rather than political aims, and
the freedom of its members to join any political party they wished” (Curran 95). However,
literature published by the organization in periodicals routinely seemed less tolerant, with
focuses on establishing Sanskrit as an o�cial language and on the ongoing conflicts with
Pakistan (Curran 93-95).

Ghosh continued his study with the first political party supporting Hindu nationalism.
In 1951, the Bharatiya Jana Sangh (BJS, “Indian people’s union”) was created, aligning its
values closely with the RSS. Its major political platforms involved protection of cows and
making Hindi the national language. However, because the Congress party was already
supporting these ideas, the BJS had di�culty making any sort of progress as a distinct
political party. Because of this, the Congress was confident enough throughout the 1950s
and 1960s to avoid aligning itself with militant Hindu nationalism. Nehru even spoke out
against Hindu nationalism, saying, “As long as I am the Prime Minister of India, I shall
fight them [the Ram Rajya Parishad, the BJS, and the RSS] with all my strength” (Ghosh
83).

However, during these two decades, the militant Hinduism was not absent. The RSS
and the BJS were busy laying the foundations of what would become a much more prevalent
movement by the 1980s. In 1964, the Vishwa Hindu Parishad (VHP) was created. Its
leaders justified its creation based on pressures of Christians, Muslims, and Communists to
convert Hindus (Ghosh 88). The VHP would later increase its influence. In the meantime,
the BJS maintained a political agenda that was largely biased toward northern India,
where more Hindu nationalists resided, and highly anti-secular, even as their electoral
share was consistently below 10%. When Indiria Gandhi’s emergency of 1975-1977 had
ended, the BJS merged with the Janata Party (Corbridge and Harriss 185-186). This,
however, lasted only two short years before internal conflict caused the party to disband
(Ghosh 86).

In April of 1980, the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP, “Indian people’s party”) was formed
of a conglomeration of former BJS members and current RSS members. The party’s
Constitution stated, “The party shall be committed to furthering national integration,
democracy, positive secularism, Gandhian socialism and value based politics. The party
stands for decentralization of economic and political power” (Ghosh 86). Ghosh researched
the influence of the BJP in the 1980s as well, and found that these original aims were
pursued by Atal Behari Vajpayee, the first major leader of the BshJP. Under his leadership,
the party was inspired by Gandhian socialism. The party was also guided by Hindutva,
which may have proved too inconspicuous for votersCongress was able to garner support
of Hindus by defending their cause, especially in the Jammu and Kashmir polls of 1983,
where Congress eliminated the BJP from the state by siding with Jammu. When L. K.
Advani replaced Vajpayee as the president of the BJP in 1986, the party was ready to
take a di↵erent course. Advani aggressively attacked Congress policies, including their
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form of secularism, calling it a “euphemism for political appeasement” (Ghosh 89). The
party aligned itself with strong nationalism under Advani, marking the beginning of the
insistent Hindu voices in the o�cial political sphere (Ghosh 86-90).

Ghosh also researched the controversy over the Babri Masjid (mosque of Babur), which
began to garner national attention in 1985. The mosque was located where there had
allegedly been a Ram Temple before Babur, the first king of Mughal India, destroyed it in
the sixteenth century. The BJP, under the leadership of Advani, supported the Hindus,
saying that because a temple stood there, it was a question of faith, rather than a legal
qualm, and should be returned to the original ‘owners’ of the land. This turned out to
be an excellent political tactic as the centuries-old conflict began to gather more media
awareness across India. Congress could not directly support the Hindus in this case due to
its commitment to secularism, so it took tactfully took the stance that it would not stop
any construction of a new Ram Temple. However, the BJP, VHP, and RSS had created
a political atmosphere that called for a more vigorous support of Hinduism, and in the
elections of 1989, the BJP increased its electoral support from 7.5% to 11.4%, and again
to an unprecedented 20.1% in 1991. In 1992, the Babri Masjid was destroyed by a mob of
Hindus, causing the resignation of the BJP government of Uttar Pradesh and the dismissal
of the three remaining BJP governments in Rajasthan, Himachal Pradesh, and Madhya
Pradesh by the national Rao government (Ghosh 90-99).

In the elections of 1996, 1998, 1999, and 2004, the BJP boasted 20.29%, 25.59%,
23.75%, and 22.16% of the electorates, respectively, making it the second most popular
party in national elections behind only Congress, who never exceeded a 9% lead on the BJP
in these four recent elections. (Election Committee of India: STATISTICAL REPORT
ON GENERAL ELECTIONS, 1996, 1998, 1999, and 2004 : 91, 90, 90, 99, respectively).
The BJP has become a wildly popular party in India, often aligning itself with the needs
of Hindu nationalists in order to bolster its support. However, concern has been raised
as to whether this movement toward the BJP, RSS, and VHP is a natural part of India’s
vibrant, blossoming democracy or threatens that democracy which allows it to exist and
endangers further development.

The first fundamental question that must be answered to decide whether Hindu nation-
alism can be harmful to society asks if anything deep-rooted in Hindu culture or religion
can somehow hinder development. Char argues that Hinduism has historically encouraged
development, in spite of the strict caste system. India, until the age of imperial rule,
prospered as a society. People were allowed the freedom of movement, one of the greatest
indicators of economic liberty, and trade flourished. Hinduism encouraged learning not
only for brahmans, who were the only people allowed to study the sacred Vedas, but also
for many artisans, who were often taught proficiency in Sanskrit grammar. Schools were
created outside of the Vedic schools for brahmans, as well. In the early nineteenth century,
these schools taught one quarter brahmans and three quarters people of other castes. In
addition, the agnostic schools founded by Mahavira and the Buddha instilled a spirit of
curiosity in Indians. Spread of knowledge and learning was, therefore, profuse. Though the
rigid caste system did cause some hindrance to freedom of expression, which can suppress
the spread of ideas, the Western world also experienced the censorship of knowledge, with
restriction through the Church, yet it was still able to promote the broadening of ideas.
Some historians have shown that India was nearly as scientifically developed as other na-
tions in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Though India did not experience the
flowering of the Renaissance or an industrial revolution, Hinduism in India certainly did
not slow economic or scientific development throughout history (61-70). This suggests
that ideas rooted in ancient Hindu culture should not slow economic development as they
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resurface in modern India.

Ja↵relot would likely agree with the assertion that Hinduism as a culture and religion
are not repressive to development. Ja↵relot, in The Hindu Nationalist Movement in India,
makes the historical and ideological argument that Hinduism and the Hindu nationalist
movement are distinct, and that Hindu nationalism is a synthetic result of political in-
fluences in modern India. Hinduism, he argues, is a religion which, by nature, promotes
diversity due to its complex caste system. This structure requires a di↵erent type of wor-
ship and slightly di↵erent set of customs for each caste. None of these types of worship is
traditionally better than another, due to the lack of a sacred text, as Christianity, Islam,
and Judaism have. A sacred text can provide an outlet for fundamentalist ideals to mani-
fest themselves, Ja↵relot argues. As Hindu lacks any sort of set of rules for fundamentalism
to rely on, it is not naturally a religion prone to militant tendencies. Therefore, the rise
of militant Hindu nationalism in India is more related to political climate, especially in
the 1980s and 1990s, when even Congress was obliged to appease some special groups in
order to acquire votes (1-9). The rise of Hindu nationalism was likely due to an emerg-
ing feeling of inferiority and vulnerability among Hindus caused by the surfacing of new
interest groups in India, especially religious ones, such as “Sikh separatism, the influx of
Bangladeshi immigrants into Assam, the visit of Pope John Paul II, and the government’s
‘pro-Muslim bias’ in the ‘Shah Bano controversy’ and the ‘Rushdie a↵air”’ (Ja↵relot 343).
Corbridge and Harriss also argue that Hindus were threatened by a perceived loss of unity
of their culture, an essential argument of Hindutva (187).

It is then worth questioning whether the ideology behind Hindu nationalism could
potentially strain India’s future development. Ghosh deciphered the philosophy of the
BJP, which is essentially centered on the ideas presented by Hindutva: All people in India
should subscribe to the Hindu way of life because “the Indian tradition is monolithic and
whoever considers India his home is a Hindu” (147). The BJP applies this politically by
suggesting that all Muslims and Christians, or anybody of di↵ering culture and religion
as compared to Hinduism, should be required to subscribe to Hindutva. They especially
apply this to Islam because Islam is traditionally a theocratic state, whereas they assert
that ancient Hindu kingdoms were secular by nature. Therefore, they argue, partition was
inevitable because Muslims were naturally attracted to regaining a theocracy. However,
the idea that all peoples must subscribe to a specific culture has had serious electoral
handicaps for them in the past, so they have fashioned a sort of compromise to this by
emphasizing their idea of “genuine secularism,” whereas they argue that Congress has
practiced a form of “counterfeit secularism.” It also argues that it is opposed to any
sort of “minorityism,” stressing the importance of a united society under the umbrella of
Hinduism (Ghosh 146-147).

Sanjay Ruparelia argues against the ideology of Hindu nationalists and points to the
rise of Hindu nationalism as a demonstration of the need for reform of ideas around the
functionality of India’s democracy. Ruparelia cites the example of the train fire in 2002
that killed hundreds of Hindu nationalists and the resulting backlash by Hindu nationalists,
in the form of mass riots against Muslims. Though the reason for the fire was never
confirmed, Vajpayee, the leader of the BJP at the time, made no hesitation in suggesting
that Muslims were behind the attack, even going so far as to connect the attack to the
September 11 attacks in the United States. This example illustrates Ruparelia’s assertion
that the self-limiting theory of democracy is not particularly relevant in India. If the theory
were applicable, the BJP would be limited by its inability to gain electoral majority if its
politics become overly biased toward Hinduism where a majority of people do not subscribe
to the ideals of Hindutva. Though the BJP did have to limit some of its most partisan
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politics in order to gain a majority of seats in the 1998 election, there are also instances
where this is not the case. In the 2003 state elections in Gujarat, the BJP rode the wave
of fear and violence from the 2002 riots to gain an overwhelming majority of votes and
seats. What Ruparelia found particularly disturbing was that the locations where the
BJP enjoyed the largest leads were also the locations where violence against Muslims was
worst. This illustrates Ruparelia’s point that even a system of democracy that, in theory,
should limit such extremism allows Hindu nationalism to not only exist, but enjoy a large
share of votes, mostly through a strategy of fear politics and manipulation of existing
laws (317-320). Of course, Ruparelia’s argument also operates under the assumption that
Hindutva is based on extremism and is oppressive to other peoples, namely lower castes.

James Manor argues that India’s vast diversity is distinct from that of other nations,
and is therefore able to limit the amount of rioting that happens. Manor, contrary to
Ruparelia, argues that because India has such a rich diversity, with many di↵erent ways to
classify its peoples, it results in a vibrant political environment. Manor’s most important
assertion is that with many di↵erent identities with which to organize, such as religion,
region, and language, no clear fault lines emerge, with two main factions in opposition.
Also, Manor de-emphasizes the amount of ethnic conflict in India, by pointing out that
with so many people and so many di↵ering ethnicities in conflict with each other, the scale
of the violence has been relatively low (459-475). Of course, many sources that oppose
Hindu nationalism call attention to the amount of violence that has been caused and
would certainly disagree with Manor, but it is worth considering that the large population
creates a bias, because a larger population will of course experience a higher rate of ethnic
violence, especially one with so many religious and ethnic identities.

Lalchungnunga analyzed the e↵ects of religious fundamentalism in Indian democracy
and o↵ered predictions as to how religious politics should and will continue to evolve.
Through an analysis of both Muslim and Hindu fundamentalism, especially Hindutva,
he comes to the conclusion that India is moving forward in its treatment of religion as
a political institution. The 2009 election supports this assertion, as the BJP lost seats,
and the secular Congress regained seats. Lalchungnunga asserts that religion is naturally
prone to promote tolerance, and is almost always misused in politics as a means to increase
power and oppress minorities, and the BJP isn’t an exception to this rule. One of his most
thought-provoking ideas is that “number-game relating to religious followings is irrelevant,
as the sustenance of a civil society does not depend upon which religion dominates” (11).
The article suggests that Indian society is and should continue evolving toward more
secular politics, which implies that the future e↵ects of the BJP will be diminished.

Overall, based on the ideas that Hinduism as a religion is not necessarily counter to
development, that militant Hinduism has caused some ethnic conflict, but not a significant
amount to consider India a place of heightened ethnic violence, and that the BJP has
recently lost power to Congress, it seems that Hindu nationalism has sometimes been
interpreted as more dangerous to India’s democracy than it deserves. Certainly the most
extremist portions of the movement, such as the RSS and the VHP, are counter-productive
to the creation of a peaceful, secular society capable of competing economically on the
global stage. In addition, the elections of 1998 and 1999, in which the BJP gained a
majority of seats, could have led the nation down a path of unification under the ideals of
Hindutva.

The unification that the BJP calls for is certainly not unfounded as a political strategy,
given that China is an example of a nation that has become successful in part due to its
undeniable unity of culture. However, homogeneity seems unlikely in a nation such as
India, which has historically not only been heterogeneous because of the caste society, but
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because of the many cultural influences, such as Muslim and British, which have created an
incredibly diverse nation. Such forced unification could have led to a loss of focus on further
development, especially taking into account that other policies of the BJP are considered
conservative and more based on history than the future of the nation. However, the
influence of the BJP, VHP, and RSS are beginning to diminish as India enters the 2010s. If
this trend continues, the Hindu nationalist movement will surely continue to have followers,
but the national influence of the BJP will no longer be large enough to pass the type of
reforms that they have suggested at their most extreme. Though Ruparelia suggested that
the self-limiting theory of democracy was not working in the late 1990s, his assertions are
less legitimate as the BJP loses its electoral power. Hindu nationalists will be faced with
the decision to reign in their more radical beliefs or potentially continue to lose vote base.
Thus, the continued development of India will rely on political discussion among India’s
many political parties to formulate ideas that work for all of the subdivisions of India’s
heterogeneous society, rather than on an emerging Hindu nationalism that dampens future
progress of the nation. Although Hindu nationalism has worried political analysts through
the 1980s, 1990s, and beginning of the 2000s as a movement which could potentially push
the nation towards religious fundamentalism and away from secularism, the movement has
seemingly begun to limit itself naturally through the current political climate, in the same
way which it naturally arose from the political climate in the 1980s, and has proved that
India’s vibrant democracy is capable of creating a nation focused on future development
rather than ethnic di↵erences.
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Time: A Philosophical Explanation of McTaggart’s Paradox

Zach Rojas

Abstract

This is an expository essay about J.M.E. McTaggart’s argument for the unreality
of time. The argument is that there is no consistent nomenclature for tensed time,
so time must be an illusion. McTaggart concludes this by claiming an experience of
events does not to provide necessary and su�cient evidence of the existence of time.
If the existence of time cannot be proven, it follows that time cannot exist; because
if it should exist, we could prove it exists. Can we? Earlier and later experience can
prove the existence of time, while future experience cannot; so long as those earlier
and later experiences are causally relevant to specific dates.

The steps of Mr. McTaggart’s argument are extrapolated in the first two sections.
A refutation of the above argument is presented in the final section. Michael Tooley’s
refutation is considered in light of intuitive evidence regarding the supposed impossibility
of perceiving future events (events with the tensed property of futurity). Earlier and
later events, possibly having the tensed properties of pastness and presentness, but also
specifiable by more analytically basic tenseless properties, are perceived as continually
occurring. The refutation is plausible because tenseless concepts are more basic to the
analysis of time than tensed concepts are. The thesis here is that McTaggart’s argument
does not prove the unreality of time because the relations between moments are adequately
specifiable in terms of tenseless concepts plus dates.

Part one, a proof for the necessary conditions of the existence of time:

a. Collections of time are traditionally distinguished in two ways: a given
time-series will be of an A-type or of a B-type.

Each moment in time is past, present, or future (this is called the A series), or each
moment is earlier than, and later than, some of the other positions (this is called the B
series). Either type of series, should it exist, would be taken as a continuous, unidirectional,
stream of events. These are radically di↵erent ways of referring to temporal characteristics,
and are explained as followed: we are conscious organisms, with fading memories of the
past, and concepts of futurity, so the events of time as observed by us form an A type series.
We perpetually inhabit the present moment, so the existence of past and future events must
be inferred from the existence of present events. The existence of the B series must also be
inferred from a judgment about memories of past or presently occurring states of a↵airs.
An inference about earlier or later than relations between events depends on contemplating
temporal relations in terms of the present moment as well. After determining what is
earlier or later than the present moment, it’s possible to apply the B series to all temporal
relations that connect one moment to the next. The A and B series di↵er in one key
respect: the A series describes dynamic, relative, and process-like interrelations between
moments; the B series describes the static, absolute, and permanent relations between
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moments. An event that is present, for example, used to be future and will be past. The A
series determinations like past and future may change depending on the explicit moment
“present” refers to; but not so with the B series terms. If event 1 is earlier than event 2,
it’s then impossible for 1 to also be later than 2, because the latter determination would
be a contradiction. The di↵erences between events are analyzable in terms of temporal
relations, characteristics, or property instances. In short, the A series is composed of a
kinds of permanent temporal distinctions between events while the B series is composed
of changing temporal distinctions between events.

b. There could be no time if nothing changed.

This premise is borrowed from Aristotle, who argued that time is analyzable in terms
of changing property instances. Others have since argued that the existence of time, albeit
time, used in a loose sense, yet still maybe time of a kind, is possible without change. The
plausibility of time existing without change is an interesting subject-matter, but such a
possibility exceeds the scope of this paper and will not be discussed in great detail here.
McTaggart holds (b) to be “universally admitted,” then goes on to analyze time in terms
of changing events (McTaggart, 1921, 45)

c. The world involves change only if events undergo change.

“

There could be no time if nothing
changed.

”

All objects to be experienced during events
are composed of a base matter that is fixed to
the consciousness of one who experiences those
events. Events are not, on the contrary, always
composed of the same temporal elements as
are intuitively available to one who attributes
the existence of a time series to some given experience of objects. So events (i.e. moments
in time) are more fundamental to the analysis of time than objects are. This premise has
a strong correlation with Bertrand Russell’s opinions, in Principles of Mathematics, on
analyzing change. Any moment of time can be analyzed in terms of temporal relations
between other moments. It is the event of attributing temporal characteristics to other
events that must provide the basis for describing change. Time may be analyzed in terms
of propositions with definite truth values, which change from true to false, or false to true,
depending on when the relevant propositions are contemplated relative to other moments.
Events can thus be further dissolved in terms of propositions about time that are generally
either true or false. The simultaneous interaction of temporal elements within an event
constitutes the basis for evaluating change. Such characteristics will be either tensed or
tenseless attributes that signify events which stand in a certain relation to the present
moment.

d. Temporal characteristics cannot change with regard to the B series.

Change cannot be found in the di↵erent moments of an absolute time because all
moments would then be continuously occurring independently of the present (Mctaggart,
1921, 45-46). The B series depends on permanent relations between events. If such
moments do exist, as described by the B series, it would be impossible for some event to
occur earlier than another event and to also occur later than that same event. Each such
moment will have its own permanent place in the B series, since each would be earlier
or later than each of the others. And, as the B series depends on permanent relations,
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no moment could ever cease to be, nor could it become another moment. Change cannot
arise from an event ceasing to be an event; or from one event changing in to another.
Thus characteristics of events do not change in terms of the B series because the B series
describes absolutely permanent temporal relations.

e. The only characteristics that can change are those described by the A series.

This premise follows from (a), (c), and (d) because events can change in terms of the
A series and not the B series. We are here asked to choose between the A series and the B
series as the most basic way of describing time. The only way an event could change is in
terms of the tensed property instances of propositions about events with changing truth
values. The B series does no satisfy McTaggart’s criteria for analyzing change while the A
series does. Therefore the B series is not by itself su�cient to constitute time, since time
must involve change.

f. There can be no B series when there is no A series.

Without an A series there is no change and there is no time without change. The
B series cannot exist except as an absolute, rigidly defined, time; since earlier and later,
which are the instantiated property relations that connect moments, are purely temporal
relations. Thus there could be no B series if the A series does not exist. The only way
to describe Y being earlier than Z is in terms of the A series because past, present, and
future are taken as more analytically basic than earlier than or later than relations. The
distinctions of past, present, and future seem to be essential to time while the earlier than,
or later than, relations are not essential to time; because we observe events in the form of
an A series during the present. It is important to note that McTaggart does not consider
the possibility that time could be used equivocally here; it’s unclear what to make of
the notion of one or more B series temporal continuums existing in synchronicity without
changing, while another B series stands in a comparable relation to such a series and does
change. Time could be a manifold hydra, McTaggart writes the possibility o↵ because he
only considers the possibility of time existing as a one dimensional line rather than a 2+n
dimensional structure.

So, the distinctions of past, present, and future (the A series) are essential to time.
The existence of real change, and time, depends on the actual existence of the A series.

Part two, a proof for the non-existence of time:

I. If the A series cannot exist, then time cannot exist.

The A series property instances are more analytically basic than B series property
instances. If there cannot be any change unless the truth values of some propositions
change then there can be no change without an A series. It is for this reason that there
can be no change unless some propositions about (A series) events are sometimes true and
sometimes false. Because time depends on change, and change depends on the existence
of the A series of events, it follows that the reality of time depends on the existence of the
A series.

II. If the A series cannot exist, then the B series cannot exist.
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It is because the A series is essential to time, and the A series is supposedly more
fundamental than the B series, that the existence of the B series depends on the existence
of the A series. McTaggart here restricts the epistemic possibility of change to the range
of all and only events that are analyzed in terms of the A series.

III. So, in order to show the existence of the A series, one must specify the
relevant terms in a way that does not refer to past, present, or future events.

Such a specification would demonstrate that the A series is a consistent, non-contradictory,
method of describing time. Tensed properties (as would be required by the existence of
the A series) are mutually incompatible, meaning that some event must have only one of
the properties in question. No event can both be in the future and in the past, lest change
would be impossible. So it is necessary to adequately ground any instance of a tensed
property with some other, non-tensed, class of properties.

IV. The A series can be shown to exist, i↵ moments can be specified in tenseless
terms without contradiction, because the A series would then be a consistent
way of describing time.

Any method of describing time must be non-contradictory in order for it to be shown to
exist. Proving the existence of the A series depends on being able to adequately describe
tensed properties, or tensed relations, in terms that do not lead to contradiction.

V. To avoid contradiction, one must say that an event has the incompatible
tensed properties at the di↵erent moments; but to do so would generate more
contradictions.*

*The following schematic illustrates the increasing levels of inconsistency found in A series time determi-
nations:
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If, for example, an instantaneous event E occurs exactly at 2:00, it would be said, at
2:00, that E is presently occurring; that E will occur in the future, at 1:00 ; and that E has
occurred in the past, at 3:00. The three tensed properties, namely of occurring presently,
in the past, or in the future, are mutually incompatible. It’s impossible for E to occur
in any more than one tense at one specific instant. To claim such a scenario would lead
to a contradiction because it would then seem like E must then be presently occurring
in the past at 3:00 ; E must be presently occurring in the future at 1:00 ; and E must be
presently occurring in the present at 2:00. To avoid the initial level of contradiction which
arises from E being spoken of as potentially characterizing such mutually incompatible
properties, one must be able to qualify instances of the three mutually incompatible tensed
properties by adding more tensed properties. This rule of attributing additional tensed
properties to temporal distinctions could be applied to successive moments indefinitely.
A more abstract level of contradiction will resurface each time more tensed properties
are purported to adhere to di↵erent moments. This type of infinite regress would be
vicious because it is always possible to say that E is now, now, now, etc.. . . (Ad infinitum)
occurring in the present, and also that E will be now, now, now etc. . . . occurring in the
future. If E is a future event at any present moment, then it will also be past at some
future present moment.

VI. Moments cannot be specified in tensed terms, at di↵erent times, without
generating an infinite regress of contradictions.

Predicating tensed A series terms is a self-contradictory method of characterizing tem-
poral relations. The A series is not a logically consistent system of describing time because
it is possible to add “now” to any tensed proposition to yield an infinite regress of con-
tradictory temporal distinctions. An infinite amount of contradictions could be generated
by characterizing further temporal relations, in tensed terms, which are related to the
indefinite boundaries of the present moment.

VII. It’s not possible to show the existence of the A series.

The tensed theory of time is self-contradictory. If the A series is analogous to the
structure of time, then any moment in time must be presently determinable by its relation
to other moments in the past, present, or maybe the future; yet past, present, and future
are mutually incompatible determinations. A given event X must have the property of
occurring simultaneously with the past, present, or future, in order to be shown to exist.
It’s not possible for event X to occur simultaneously with more than one tensed distinction,
yet deploying any tensed property demands such a contradiction. Tensed properties cannot
be proven of reality on McTaggart’s grounds. Thus tensed properties are never true of
reality.

VIII. The A series cannot not exist.

The reality of the A series leads to a contradiction and must be rejected. Because
tensed properties are never true of reality, and there can be no reality in time if tensed
properties are essential to time, it follows that time is not real. Maybe it’s really not
possible for time to exist.

Part Three, Tooley’s refutation of McTaggart’s argument for the unreality
of time:
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Michael Tooley responds by claiming that it’s possible to specify the times that events
have di↵erent tensed attributes in terms of tenseless verbs combined with dates. Any
tensed determination of an event is analytically equivalent to the same determination
put in terms of tensed properties being tenselessly attributed to specific dates. If this is
possible, then (e) or (f) cannot be true, and one must consider the strength of MT’s thesis
that the times at which an event has di↵erent tensed properties are consistently specifiable
in terms of tenseless verbs plus dates (Tooley, “McTaggart’s Argument for the Unreality
of Time.) MT o↵ers three crucial reasons for rejecting McTaggart’s argument:

1. There is no ground for restricting temporal distinctions to purely tensed
terms.

Because tensed sentences involve indexicals (as is functions in “The present is now
occurring”) which are required to explicate the moment of interlocution, ordinary tensed
sentences will express di↵erent propositions depending on when they are spoken. The
function of an indexical in a tensed sentence is to attribute a tensed property to an event
that stands in some relation to the present moment. This function of indexicals in tensed
sentences can be replaced by the function of dates in tenseless sentences to express propo-
sitions that are analytically equivalent to their tensed counterparts.

2. Propositions about temporal relations can be expressed by sentenced that
contain no tensed concepts.

It does not seem problematic to construct a proposition from terms about persisting
objects or events that are combined with predicates that tenselessly attribute intrinsic tem-
poral properties to events, and also proper names that specify times. Tenseless predicates
function as indexicals much like “=” functions in “5+7 = 12”. “5+ 7 = 12” is tenselessly
true. An example would be stating “The birth of David Hume has (tenselessly) the tensed
property of pastness in 1712;” (Tooley) instead of stating “The birth of David Hume was
(tensely) past in 1712,” as McTaggart’s account would require.

3. It is impossible to analyze temporal relations in terms of tensed concepts.

There are two plausible criteria that determine which descriptive concepts should be
taken as analytically basic: either The Direct Acquaintance Criterion, or The Immediate
Perception Criterion must be employed to determine whether the A series or the B series
is more analytically basic. The Direct Acquaintance Criterion holds that a concept is
analytically basic only if one is directly acquainted with it. The Immediate Perception
Criterion holds that a concept is analytically basic only if one immediately perceives its
referent. The descriptive concept of futurity has not been immediately perceived, nor can
it stand in a relation of direct acquaintance with any living person; while earlier and later
than relations, and causation, can be determined in such a way by living people. The
concept of futurity can only be analyzed in terms of causation or the B series. Because
temporal distinctions made in terms of the A series, specifically of futurity, do depend on
B series terms, the existence of the A series requires the existence of the B series.

Concluding remarks:

Tooley’s three premises support the conclusion that time is real because it is describable
in B series terms. One’s perception of time always adheres to the direction of causation
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because a cause is always earlier than its e↵ect. Time is describable in terms of causation
because it is possible for one to be directly acquainted with causes and their e↵ects. MT’s
argument prevents the arbitrariness of the present moment as well as a large part of the
past. If an event can be tenselessly associated with some earlier or later date, including
today’s date, then that event can be presently proven to exist. If it’s not possible for a
person to experience a future event, then the existence of the A series is not a necessary
and su�cient condition to prove the reality of time. Given the intuitive evidence that I
have never experienced an event that has the property of occurring in the future, while I
am immediately aware of the fact that I causally gave rise to earlier events, I say Tooley’s
refutation is sound and McTaggart’s thesis should be rejected.
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A Visual Translation of Literature: The Narratives of Cortázar and Antonioni

Leah Rosenthal

Julio Cortázar’s short story “Las Babas del Diablo” has been considered a masterpiece
of contemporary Spanish literature due to its complicated narrative techniques and lan-
guage structure that transcended into a film version inspired by it – the 1966 Michelangelo
Antonioni film titled Blow-Up. Although the film version has changed key plot details and
character points from Cortazár’s short story, the integral exploration of reality and its
translation through the visual experience of photography remains central to both stories.
Both Cortazár and Antonioni consciously construct a narrative by self-reflexively referring
to their own distinct mediums. Although it could be argued that Cortázar’s construc-
tion of language becomes lost in filmic translation, Antonioni’s expert use of cinematic
technique seems to match Cortázar’s narrative technique to the e↵ect of constructing a
troubled character and unraveling a complicated event.

One of Cortazár’s more obvious narrative techniques in “Las Babas del Diablo” is the
unconventional switch from first to third person, often within the same sentence. This has
the e↵ect of complicating the narrator’s sense of identity. From the very first sentence the
narrator admits, “It’ll never be known how this has to be told, in the first person or in
the second, using the third person plural or continually inventing modes that will serve for
nothing” (Cortazár 114). Perhaps this hints at the narrator’s own troubled conscious and
foreshadows his weariness in comprehending the degree of his involvement in the events
about to be told. By telling the story in the first person, the narrator inherently lends a
high degree of direct involvement and personal responsibility in the story. On the other
hand, by telling the story in the third person, the narrator may remain elusive; he may
secure for himself a hidden identity behind his own words. However, the combination of
both first and third person signifies the narrator’s desire to accept his role in some parts
of the story yet deny his direct involvement at other points. To complicate things further,
the narrator also admits that he himself is unsure of his own sanity and reality: “It’s
going to be di�cult because nobody really knows who it is telling it, If I am I or what
actually occurred or what I’m seeing. . . ” (Cortázar 116). The reader clearly cannot trust
a narrator who seems to be troubled by his own identity and involvement in the story.
Cortázar does not intend to feed his reader a factual narrative containing straightforward
details without complicating and raising questions about the validity of each detail first.
It becomes the reader’s responsibility to unpack these details and discover the truth for
themselves, if there is any.

“

The reader clearly cannot trust a
narrator who seems to be troubled by
his own identity and involvement in
the story.

”

Antonioni utilizes the framing and move-
ment of the camera in order to visually express
the same complicated truth that Cortázar im-
plies. Although most of the film is shot in
conventional third-person camera “narrative,”
there seem to be several key scenes in which
a visible first-person persona emerges. As
Thomas blows up his pictures and is shaken

by the discovery of a murder, the camera moves closer-in to each picture, panning from
one to the other until it finally settles on an area of the photograph in an extreme close-up
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shot. This kind of camera movement not only heightens our interest but also seems to take
on the identity of Thomas’s own eyes as he scans the images before him. The camera as a
character in the first-person appears again during the final scene of the film when Thomas
encounters a troupe of mimes playing tennis in the park. The camera pans the court as if
following the movement of the imaginary ball through Thomas’s own eyes, directing him
to pick it up and return it to the mimes game. Shifting back to the third-person camera
structure, the final image of the film is of Thomas standing in the middle of the park
before disappearing in mid-air, “implying how fragile our supposed anchors are in a world
where events are not what they seem and evidence can easily disappear – including our
protagonist just before the final credits” (Burke 111).

Numerous narrative interjections about seemingly unimportant details are another of
Cortázar’s technique to invite the reader into the narrator’s troubled conscious. Roberto
Michael often interjects his thoughts with comments about his surroundings: “If they re-
place me, if, so soon, I don’t know what to say, if the clouds stop coming and something
else starts (because it’s impossible that this keeps coming, clouds passing continually and
occasionally a pigeon), if something out of all of this. . . ” (Cortázar 116). These frequent
rambling interjections reveal the narrator’s self-doubt: “he is, in fact, continually dis-
tracted even as he writes, breaking out into his narrative of the past to record the pigeons
and clouds at present outside his windows”(Sugano 11). As he is distracted by inconse-
quential details, the narrator misses the most key details of the story himself– he fails to
notice the gravity of the situation while taking pictures of the couple in the park. It isn’t
until later in the story when Roberto Michael enlarges the photographs that he realizes the
compromising situation of the teenager and prostitute under the suspicious eye of a third
man parked in a car nearby: “and what I had imagined earlier was much less horrible than
the reality. . . ”(Cortázar 128). Upon Roberto Michael’s final revelation of the details he
missed, the question of reality comes into full speculation thus “[thematizing] a fundamen-
tal loss of faith in visual perception and a recognition of the fallibility of the mechanical
documentation of perception (manifest in the limitations of the camera-eye”(Schliesser 2).
He likewise understands that his own perception had failed him, especially at a time when
it would matter the most. With the photographic evidence before him, Roberto-Michael
realizes that he cannot trust his own perceptions without the help of a camera. This leads
him to question his own reality, even coming up with alternate justifications to soothe his
guilt: “the important thing, the really important thing was having helped the kid escape
in time. . . in the last analysis, taking that photo had been a good act” (Cortázar 127-128).

Antonioni’s Thomas character has a similar interrogation with photographic evidence.
As a fashion photographer, Thomas is an unlikeable protagonist who asserts his dominance
over nearly everyone in his life. He thinks he sees and knows everything but is dumbfounded
when he makes the haunting discovery of a murder after enlarging the prints in his studio.
He appears dripping in sweat, his eyes panic-stricken, the only time he seems to ever really
care about anything. The blow-up discredits Thomas’s own perceptions, “[it signifies] the
protagonist’s distortion of perspective and consciousness, the enlargement of the shots of
seduction will loom more vividly in his mind than will the actual incident” (D’Lugo 23).
Ironically, it is also the audience who feels compelled to question their own perceptions.
Antonioni presents the crucial scene in the park through a long-shot, wide-angle view,
e↵ectively denying the audience the knowledge of the murder while technically giving the
entire picture at the same time.

The subject of voyeurism takes precedence in both Cortazár and Antonioni’s stories,
though it is expressed in di↵erent ways. As Roberto Michael prepares to take pictures of
the couple he raises the camera “pretending to study a focus which did not include them
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and waited and watched closely” (Cortazár 123); a voyeur praying on the scene. But in
the flustering moment that he is discovered by the couple, “he now feels himself exploited
and violated by the menacing glares of the two seducers.” (D’Lugo 26). This leads him
into feeling overwhelmingly guilty when back in his studio and “to displace the shame he
feels over being caught looking, Michael recasts his voyeurism as an expedient intervention
on behalf of the child” (Schliesser 2). The camera has the symbolic function of being the
vehicle of voyeurism, as is also the case for Thomas in Blow-Up. As an egocentric and
sex-crazed fashion photographer, Thomas seems to use his camera to fulfill some of his
erotic fantasies. But unlike Michael, Thomas never seems to feel any guilt for infringing on
the couple in the park. He appears “coldy professional, egocentric, aggressive, arrogant,
and absolutely insensitive to the moral and personal issues which abound all around him”
(Schliesser 6). In both stories, the act of voyeurism serves as a sort of “meta-commentary”
on the narrative itself. In Cortazár’s case, the act of looking through a viewfinder, focusing,
and selecting an object to be photographed functions as a parallel to the careful selection of
words and attention to certain details in the process of writing. The story itself gradually
develops before our own eyes. And in terms of filmmaking, the parallels between it and
photography are inherently much the same. In each case, the audience takes on the role
of the voyeur.

Themes of voyeurism, the narrative voice and questions of perception and reality run
through both Cortázar’s short story and Antonioni’s film. These themes take on an even
deeper meaning when studied in relation to both the works. Although Antonioni admitted
that the film was only inspired by the short story, the same themes run parallel in both
mediums, although they are expressed in di↵erent ways – Cortazár with the intricate use
of narrative technique and Antonioni with masterful cinematic technique.
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Representing Mexico Through Literary and Cinematic Symbols

Leah Rosenthal

Abstract

Mexican literature and film can function as a source for identifying recurring
themes and representations of Mexico of both the past and present. Although these
mediums convey the perspectives of one author or filmmaker, they often contain
universal symbols and thematic elements that have defined the image of Mexico for
both insider and outsider perspectives.

Mexican literature and film can function as sources for identifying recurring themes
and representations of Mexico both in the past and present. Although these mediums
convey the perspectives of one author or filmmaker, they often contain universal symbols
and thematic elements that have defined the image of Mexico for both insider and outsider
perspectives. The novel Pedro Parámo by Juan Rulfo simultaneously displays a Mexico
of the past and present by overlapping narratives of ghosts and humans, of memories and
events, and of history and fiction. Out of multiple intersecting narratives there emerges
several straightforward themes such as the connection between women and nature and a
cycle of violence. Some of these same themes are also recognizable in Mexican cinema such
as ¡Qué Viva México! and Los Olvidados. Although these films depict entirely di↵erent
time periods (¡Qué Viva México! being centered around the Mexican Revolution and
Los Olvidados portraying the slums of 1950’s Mexico City,) it is useful to track common
themes from literature and film to understand the complicated picture of Mexico as it has
evolved through time and context.

A certain passage from Pedro Parámo begins with “Drops are falling steadily on the
stone trough. . . ” (Rulfo 23), and it stands out for its eloquent style and representation
of Mexico illuminated through symbols and imagery. The imagery of this scene is both
beautiful and haunting. It describes Juan Preciado awakening to the weeping of his mother
who tells him that his father has died. It is significant that Juan Preciado is woken by
the weeping that “was able to slip through the mesh of sleep and reach the place where
his fear lived” because of the interrelated associations between night, sleep, death and
fear. Dreams emerge from the uncontrollable, primal inner consciousness. It is perhaps
best described as surreal. It is no coincidence that Juan emerges from sleep at the same
moment that dawn emerges from night. The hour is characterized by “a drab light that
seemed more like the onset of night then the beginning of day” (Rulfo 24) It is a surreal
moment – a moment that occurs between the blending of sleep and consciousness, night
and day, death and life. The description of “a leaden gray sky still untouched by the
rays of the sun” sets the mood for a dismal and bleak Mexico about to be thrown in the
threshold of a bloody revolution. This is further illustrated by the unraveling emotions
of the mother “as if her coiled grief had suddenly burst free” as an image of the events
preceding the revolution that build up and burst into a war. Similar foreboding visuals
characterize the film Los Olvidados, which features the grey and depressive city slums of
Mexico City. The final shot of the film is especially bleak as Pedro’s body is dumped down
a mountain of city trash. This is not the picture of a beautiful and exotic Mexico but rather
a filthy and crime-ridden nation struggling under the weight of serious societal problems.
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Even though the imagery of Pedro Parámo and Los Olivdados both depict a troubled
Mexico, Los Olvidados is starkly realistic and is far removed from the type of surrealism
that characterizes Pedro Parámo. Luis Buñuel and the other filmmakers “attempted to
be particularly realist in their physical depiction of the environments” and this meant
rejecting the typical classical Mexican cinema imagery: “There is no Popocatepetl shot
against the background of the ‘inevitable’ white clouds; only the hills of a garbage dump
where the last victim, Pedro, is disposed of” (Acevedo-Muñoz 11-12).

The association between women and nature is a central Mexican literary and cinematic
theme. This can be seen quite clearly in the narrative imagery of Pedro Parámo. The
sound of the mother’s weeping that wakes Juan is described in feminine terms as “soft” and
“delicate.” Her tears form a parallel image with the water dripping from a stone into an
urn and the two become interchangeable: “. . . beneath her feet, trickles of light. A damp
light, as if the floor beneath the woman were flooded with tears” (Rulfo 24). The fluidity
of the mothers’ tears serves as a symbol for the tears of Mexico in a broader sense. As a
mother, she is the personification of the land of Mexico. The last line of this passage is
significant to understanding this connection. The mother repeats to Juan, “They’ve killed
your father,” but his response to her is “And you, Mother? Who killed you?” (Rulfo
24). In the immediate context of the story, Juan speaks to his memory, but in the larger
narrative of Mexico which this novel alludes to, Juan refers to the land of Mexico and
its death by war and subjugation to conquering nations. Just as the physical land bears
the pain of death and destruction, the mother also bears the pain of her husband’s death.
She spirals “her tortured body” and feels “grief contorting her body with pain” (Rulfo
24). This is an obvious resemblance to the classic pietá image. The mother functions as
a parallel to Mary who must bear the grief and pain of the death of Jesus throughout the
rest of her life. An episode from ¡Qué Viva México! shares a similar image. After being
buried alive in the desert and trampled by a stampede of horses, Maria cradles the body
of her dead lover close to her breast as she bears the pain of his cruel, senseless death.
However, the opposite can be said of Pedro’s mother in the film Los Olvidados whose
rejection and dismissal of her son is far from motherly. This points to the destruction
of the family and the destruction of national identity in a larger sense. Between Pedro
Parámo and Los Olvidados, both mothers are absent. One is dead and survives only by
memory. The other is emotionally absent and unsupportive of her young son. In both
cases, the sons rely on their mothers for more than they are capable of providing. Juan
relies on his mother for guidance in seeking revenge for his father. Pedro relies on his
mother for guidance in growing up and understanding right from wrong. Both characters
have a need for connection and identity. In the larger sense of Mexico, this tells the history
of a people that grasp for a connection and identity to the land but find that it is often
absent. Carlos Monsiváis argued that Mexican cinema between 1935-1955 was a powerful
influence in “reshaping the notion of Mexican national identity by turning nationalism
into a great show” (Monsiváis 144). Post-revolution Mexico forced an image of traditional
native culture as the Mexican culture. However, this is an image that falls absent from the
rapidly modernizing new Mexico and “if there is anything that dramatically represents
what is ‘Mexico’ in Los Olvidados [it] is precisely moral and social decay as a sign of
modernization” (Acevedo-Muñoz 15).

In the passage from Pedro Parámo, the recurring image of the mother’s body “standing
in the doorway, her body impeding the arrival of day” is a significant narrative symbol
of separation. The mother’s body forms a literal separation from the world outside and
the room where Juan sleeps. Her presence in the doorway seems to physically block the
new day from forming behind her but “through her arms he glimpsed pieces of sky and,
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beneath her feet, trickles of light” (Rulfo 24). This image is significant because it serves
as a representation for the inability to prevent the uncontrollable. Juan Preciado’s mother
cannot stop the break of day from seeping into the room any more than she can stop
violence from occurring. She cannot block the outside world any more than she can block
outsiders from invading and destroying the town. The mother’s physical position in the
doorway is also symbolic for ambiguity. She stands in the doorway between the outside
and the inside in much the same way that she (and many of the other characters in the
novel) appear to be ambiguously straddled between life and death. The novel in general
tells its story in a place that is somewhere between past and present and between history
and fiction. This ambiguous “in-between” place further points to the surreal aspects of
this novel. Mexico in general often emerges as being in an “in-between” place as well, as is
evident in Mexican cinema. In Eisenstein’s ¡Qué Viva México!, the Mexico depicted is one
that seems to lie somewhere between the exotic Aztec culture teeming with jungle animals
and natives swinging on hammocks and that of a bloody revolution that tears villages and
families apart. The Mexico depicted in Los Olvidados appears to be caught somewhere
in- between the tradition of the past and the modernization of the present. Characters
such as “Small Eyes” who wears the traditional Mexican poncho and sombrero seem to
be somewhat out of place in a city clouded by high-rise buildings and factories spewing
pollution. The boy’s abandonment by his father is no coincidence either. It is the literal
abandonment of family and tradition, something that Mexico seems to constantly attempt
to revert back to as it straddles an ambiguous “in-between” place between the traditions
of the past and the modernization of the future.

The image of a circle is also a frequently repeated narrative symbol in the passage from
Pedro Parámo. The mother “turned in a tight circle until hands grasped her shoulders
and stopped the spiraling” while outside in the patio there are “people wandering in
circles” (Rulfo 24). The image of a circle is also a common cinematic symbol used in Los
Olvidados, as exemplified by the circular rotating carousel where Pedro works. In both
literature and cinema, the circle is symbolic for the cycle of violence. Mexico is typified
by a history of violence. In Pedro Parámo, violence is repeated from one generation to
the next. In Los Olvidados, violence (and poverty) will inevitably be repeated when the
youth secure neither guidance from their elders nor trust from their peers. Pedro is just
an innocent child forced into perpetuating the cycle of violence forward in the same way
that he literally moves the carousel forward.

“

Is it [Mexico] the exotic paradise that
Eisenstein sought to escape to, or is
it closer to the societal destruction
portrayed in Los Olvidados?

”

The passage analyzed from Pedro Parámo
– though a simple scene taken from a much
more complicated narrative – is significant be-
cause it embodies many thematic elements
that represent Mexico in a larger sense. These
same elements can be traced through impor-
tant films from Mexican cinema. When Mexi-
can literature and film is compared, a picture

of Mexico emerges as a nation torn between the traditions and culture of the past with
the modernization of the present while struggling for a cohesive identity under a heavy
history of conquerization, revolution and violence. Mexico seems to be just as ambiguous
and fragmented as Juan Rulfo’s novel. Is it the exotic paradise that Eisenstein sought to
escape to, or is it closer to the societal destruction portrayed in Los Olvidados? Perhaps
the monumental words of Juan Rulfo answer the question best: “High above, blue sky,
and beyond that there may be songs; perhaps sweeter voices. . . In a word, hope. There is
hope for us, hope to ease our sorrows” (Rulfo 25).
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Genetically Modified Organisms and Their Repercussions

Sage Sollie

Lurking on the shelves of grocery stores and the feed of livestock, genetically modified
foods are contained in 75% of American processed foods (Health Informer). The debate
between those in favor of genetically modified food and those against was revived with the
deregulation of genetically modified alfalfa by the Food and Drug Administration. The
proponents present their case in terms of the damage genetically modified crops cause to
health and the environment. The consumption of genetically modified crops such as alfalfa
leads to health problems– in humans, the livestock they eat, and in unmodified plants, yet
there are still arguments for their continued use.

There is a long history of contention surrounding genetically modified foods since they
were first approved in the early 1980s. Most recently, genetically modified alfalfa was ap-
proved for use. This will greatly impact the organic industry, as alfalfa is mostly used as
livestock feed. When fed genetically modified foods, the meat and dairy of livestock can
no longer be considered organic (Blackwell). Researchers at major agricultural compa-
nies created GMOs, or Genetically Modified Organisms, by taking genes from plants and
animals and inserting them into plant seeds to ensure certain traits (Smith). Originally
drought-hardy and low-fertilizer seeds were created. Monsanto then created a controversial
new genetically modified plant that resisted their herbicide, RoundUpR�. The resistance
allows farmers to spray their fields with the herbicide without damaging their RoundUpR�

resistant crops. Monsanto has since had countless lawsuits against farmers with fields
adjacent to those who use RoundUp ReadyR� seeds, as pollen blows into their fields and
contaminates their crops with GMOs (Saved Seed and Farmer Lawsuits). To date, 11
cases have gone to court, and the ruling has been in Monsanto’s favor in every case (Saved
Seed and Farmer Lawsuits). Despite the health concerns discussed below, the United
States, specifically the Food and Drug Administration, has yet to ban GMOs, or even
decree that they must be labeled when present in food. Unlike the United States, the
European Union banned GMOs in 1999, because of health concerns (Smith). Instead of
following this example, the Food and Drug Administration continues to approve the use
of genetically modified crops and defends the rights of companies who own the copyrights
even when they are broken by acts of nature, such as the wind or insects carrying pollen.

In light of the recent deregulation of alfalfa, the dangers of genetically modified foods
to human health have been revived. There are the theoretical problems, such as GMOs’
potential use as weapons of bioterrorists. This could be accomplished by inserting strands
of pathogenic DNA into plant DNA, poisoning the American food supply (Clark 58).
However, there are also proven health concerns related to genetically modified food. GMOs
have produced “thousands of toxic and allergic reactions in humans” (Smith). The allergic
reactions are in part because genetically modified soy contains seven times more trypsin
inhibitor, the main allergen in soy, than non-modified soy (Smith). Then human body
absorbs the DNA of nutrients, and toxic reactions are caused when this absorption leads
’to abnormal function of the cells,” (Miller). Abnormal cell function alters the way organs
operate, as the cells no longer function together. Rats are used in medical studies because
of their anatomical similarities to humans. When a reaction is observed in a rat, it is
assumed that reaction in humans will be similar. In one study, 100% of rats fed only three
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varieties of Monsanto genetically modified corn for ninety days su↵ered organ failure of the
kidneys and liver and died (Goldstein). The results stand in the scientific community, but
Monsanto dismissed the study as it was “based on faulty analytical methods and reasoning”
and that they “do not call into question the safety findings for these products” (Goldstein).
Increasing cancer risk, milk from cows injected with genetically modified growth hormone
contains “up to ten times the amount of insulin growth factor-1.” The growth factor has
been shown to cause breast, prostrate, and colon cancer (Miller). When humans consume
this milk, it puts them at risk for these cancers. This is not the only danger to reproductive
health. Rats fed genetically modified potatoes grew smaller brains, testicles, and livers,
and male rats fed only genetically modified soy had their testicles change from “from the
normal pink to dark blue” (Miller).

“

All of these dangers together paint
a picture of a product that is not
only sloppily tested for safety, but is
downright dangerous to the Ameri-
can public.

”

Furthermore, the herbicide RoundUp’sR�

active ingredient is glyphosphate, which has
been found to cause miscarriages and birth de-
fects (Miller). There are also problems that
will take longer to present themselves. Many
genetically modified foods, especially those fed
to livestock, contain antibiotics which can be
passed to humans through biological magnifi-
cation. Biological magnification is the process
in which toxins accumulate in the bodies of predators higher on food chain due to their
consumption of many animals lower on the food chain. When humans eat meat from
livestock that has been fed genetically modified food, the antibiotics accumulate in their
system (Mart́ınez-Larrañaga). Antibiotics lead to the death of bacteria that are suscep-
tible, while those that are resistant live to reproduce. Eventually, this creates strains
of bacteria that do not respond to bacteria, and are therefore untreatable (Mart́ınez-
Larrañaga). While this health issue is slower to develop, it presents as much of a problem
as organ failure, allergies, cancer, and reproductive issues. All of these dangers together
paint a picture of a product that is not only sloppily tested for safety, but is downright
dangerous to the American public.

Health risks to livestock must also be considered. Even genetically modified crops
which are not approved for human consumption can be fed to livestock, “without having
to declare it on labeling” when the meat is sold for the consumption of humans (Gray).
Feeding corn to livestock “is unhealthy for a cow,” as their digestive tracks are meant to
digest grass, not grains such as corn (The Dangers of GMO Food). When forced to eat
corn, cows su↵er discomfort and health problems, as their stomachs are designed to process
fibrous food that is low in starch (The Dangers of GMO Food). Similar to the damaging
e↵ect on human health, antibiotic resistance due to biological modification usually begins
with livestock. The animals are fed crops enhanced with antibiotics to prevent the spread
of disease in crowded feed lots (Mart́ınez-Larrañaga). This leads to antibiotic resistance
in livestock, especially since when an animal fails to respond to antibiotics, the solution
is often to prescribe more antibiotics (Mart́ınez-Larrañaga). Livestock experience similar
reproductive problems to humans; “pigs, cattle and other livestock that have experience
spontaneous abortions and infertility,” just as humans experienced (The Dangers of GMO
Food). Newborn o↵spring of animals who are fed genetically modified foods su↵er a ten
percent higher infant mortality rate than those fed organic foods (The Dangers of GMO
Food). Livestock also su↵er the same toxic reactions as humans; their bodies also absorb
the DNA of the food they eat, causing their cells to function abnormally (Smith). Overall,
a diet of genetically modified foods is unhealthy for animals as they can’t digest them,
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build up antibiotic resistance, su↵er reproductive problems and toxic reactions.

While humans and animals experience health problems due to genetically modified
foods, plants experience harm in the form of genetic contamination. Although genetically
modified foods are planted separately from non-modified plants, pollen can be spread
between fields by wind and/or insects. This contaminates entire fields, and plants in
those fields can no longer be considered organic or non-modified (Blackwell). When cross-
breeding occurs, herbicide resistance and the ability to thrive with less fertilizer can be
transferred to weeds, which then spread rapidly and resist herbicides, choking out wild
plants (Blackwell). Since these weeds need less water and fertilizer, they thrive more than
native plants, and can out-compete them, destroying genetic diversity in both agriculture
and wilderness (Herbicide Resistant Genes Found in Weeds). Though seed banks exist
where seeds of plant varieties are stored, it is feared that eventually genetically modified
plants will out-compete all other varieties of their species, leaving them as the only plants
species (Herbicide Resistant Genes Found in Weeds). Limited genetic diversity weakens
a species. In modern day agriculture, genetically modified plants such as yellow corn and
russet potatoes are grown en masse, due to high demands for products such as animal
feed, ethanol, and French fries. Because only one species of corn and potatoes are grown,
they are particularly vulnerable to diseases that target that one species. For example, in
1845, a fungus swept through Ireland, targeting the Lumper potato variety that was the
only type of potato grown by the Irish at that time (Irish Potato Famine). The result was
the Irish Potato Famine, and the deaths of over one million people (Irish Potato Famine).
Due to reliance on single varieties of genetically modified foods due to their popularity and
ease of growth, the United States faces a similar problem today, as any airborne fungus
or virus targeting those specific varieties could cause a widespread shortage.

While these health problems are debated by the proponents of GMOs, the alternative
side, especially companies involved in the production of GMOS, argues that genetically
modified foods can be beneficial to health and the financial well-being of farmers and
consumers. Because antibiotics can be incorporated into the crops, they could be used in
less developed countries in place of more expensive pill-form antibiotics. Less expensive
antibiotics could be used to fight infectious disease in less-developed countries who lack
su�cient medical care. In this vein, researchers have found a “method to install vaccines
into corn crops” (Fassa). Vaccines in food could prevent disease in less developed countries,
where vaccines are not a↵ordable to the general populace. Proponents of GMOs such as
the company Monsanto suggest that this could be a solution to the problems of poor health
in less developed countries.

In addition to direct medication genetically modified crops can be produced in greater
quantities, due to their resistance to disease and herbicides, and their need for less water
and fertilizer. With an ever-growing population, and one billion people malnourished, the
need for an increased food supply is imperative to prevent famines (Attack of the Really
Quite Likeable Tomatoes). Due to GMO’s ability to flourish without large amounts of
water or fertilizer, they can be grown in countries where heat, infertility, and drought
prevent organic crops from thriving. The production of crops stimulates the economy
of less-developed countries, providing a weapon against poverty. These abilities also aid
farmers in more developed countries, by saving them money on fertilizer and water (Pro-
ducing More). It is convenient for farmers to be able to use one herbicide, RoundUpR�,
on their entire fields, instead of spraying each weed individually. This saves farmers time
and money. Consumers also save money, as genetically modified crops can be produced
at a lower price; the goods can be sold for less and still provide profit. On average, goods
made with genetically modified goods can be sold for 37% less than organic (Environmen-
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tal Valuation in Developed Countries). As a final benefit of GMOs, when livestock are
fed genetically modified food, less land must be cleared for their grazing, preventing the
destruction of rain forest and other wilderness.

Finally, genetically modified foods are proved to be dangerous for the health of hu-
mans, livestock, and plants. They cause cancer and reproductive problems in humans and
animals, and destroy the genetic integrity of plants. While genetically modified foods can
also improve the health of those in less-developed countries, through vaccines and nourish-
ment, and save farmers and consumers money, the risks outweigh the benefits. The Food
and Drug Administration should follow in the footsteps of Europe and ban genetically
modified foods to protect the health of citizens, livestock, and organic plants.
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Necessity of Neo-Noir

Brittany Wade

The concept of noir is typically seen as the inversion of traditional values and the
display of moral ambivalence which represents mankind’s shared, dark impulses. These
types of notions seem to transcend any given time period and remain constantly relevant
to society. Although these are the types of issues touched upon by many modern day
filmmakers, it can be noted that there has been a change in motivation behind the making
of films that are deemed noir since the classical period. The days of hard-boiled fiction,
post WWII relief, and imminent Cold War paranoia are long behind us; newer, more
globally and technologically pertinent problems have arisen since. Not only have societal
issues evolved, but the construction and knowledge of making noir has become a well
known practice, which is something that couldn’t have been said from the early 1940’s
and 50’s. Therefore, it seems that these evolving versions of the classical idea should be
given their own category of expression in film diction under neo-, or “new,” noir.

Since film itself is relatively new to the art world, it has taken time for it to earn its
merit as a critical artistic medium. Because of this, it is only recently that film schools have
emerged as legitimate institutions for learning the short history of filmmaking. Filmmakers
coming out of film schools today have a thorough knowledge of the movement of film noir,
both historically and stylistically, and are eager to try out their own interpretation to
add to the canon. Many directors such as the Coen Brothers have taken from classical
noir roots and cut straight to homaging stories from hard-boiled detective fiction. Just as
directors did in classical noirs, intertextual references to novels are patch worked into the
Coens’ characters, themes, motifs, and general story construction. But there is something
di↵erent to their take on noir; The Coens’ have even acknowledged and made a film that
is a complete tribute to the classical film noir, The Man Who Wasn’t There. Set within
the proper historical period of the 1940’s and filmed in classic black and white, the Coens’
have written dialogue that is self referential to their warping of the traditional genre:

But sometimes, you look at it, your looking changes it. Ya can’t know the
reality of what happened, or what would’ve happened if you hadn’t a stuck in
your goddamn schnozz. So there is no ‘what happened.’ Not in any sense that
we can grasp with our puny minds. Because our minds. . . our minds get in
the way. Looking at something changes it. (Snee, 212)

Even within the same ‘corny,’ noir style language, the general acknowledgment of the
genre and its stylistic tendencies can change the emotional intent behind a film. Many
Coen Brother films tend to fragment the once dominant style by recycling key narrative
events of classical noir and are shaped for a niche of knowledgeable moviegoers, not so
much the deep probing of social history.

With these changes in mentality coming to light, it became acknowledged that film
trends could only last as long as they remained relatively unknown. The classical noir genre
is said to have ended with Orson Welle’s Touch of Evil (1958), known as the “film noir
that knows too much about film noirs” (Hirsch, 20), because there became an awareness
that the pessimistic roots in which noir began were no longer relevant to the society
now longing for optimism. Along with this need for hopefulness came the introduction
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of color film which indirectly made it impossible to capture the expressionistic shadows
and contrast that are key to the darkness of the movement. Therefore, coming into the
60’s, noir mentality as a whole was put on the back burner. It is this change in historical
mentality that makes it a persuasive argument that noir is more of a movement than a
genre, and therefore is restricted to a certain time and place in order to answer a question
that is no longer historically pertinent.

The reemergence of films with even the slightest stylistic and tonal relevance to noir
came with the introduction of the first film school graduates and those with the retroactive
perspective on the historical time frame. Films such as Robert Altman’s The Long Goodbye
(1973) and Roman Polanski’s Chinatown (1974) are clearly nostalgia driven by “recreating
the artifacts of the past just for the sake of doing so,” (Erickson, 312). Altman’s Goodbye
takes place within the 1970’s and is directly self referential because it points out how much
the 70’s had changed from the 40’s. The main character is played by Elliot Gould, who
puts on his best interpretation of Philip Marlowe as a private detective in Los Angeles at a
time when chain smoking isn’t exactly the norm anymore. Altman must have seen Gould
and thought he was a slightly goofy Humphrey Bogart; not only does he chain smoke
and dress in skinny black suits, but he’s got a certain softness to his demeanor and has a
“sweet face.” These nostalgia oriented films purposefully imitate and quote directly from
the classical movies to honor the legacy behind them.

“

This is the root of noir; to ask pen-
etrating questions about mankind’s
dark impulses and have them re-
vealed to be shared responses to prob-
lematic situations.

”

There are contemporary movies coming
out now that do not make any direct refer-
ences to classical noir and are purely stories of
fear and desire. These are films that are the
most worthy of having their own sub-genre of
neo-noir because they pose the same existen-
tial questions in similar, albeit, new stylistic
tendencies. Like any genre with a long run,
the genre must reinvent itself to keep up with
the changing of time and society. Films like the Coen Brother’s Blood Simple (1984) and
Christopher Nolan’s Memento (2000) truly go into the hell behind the crimes, and give
the audience the masochistic pleasure they feel when simultaneously experiencing social
paranoia. This sense of paranoia is akin to that paranoia felt during the imminent Cold
War days of the classical noir period.

Not only has the sense of paranoia changed significantly, but so has the style in which it
is represented. Classical noir had always played with the concept of memory; jumbling up
the chronology of a story by mixing in flash backs, such as Jack Turner’s Out of the Past
(1947). But Nolan’s Memento, for example, is a story told entirely backwards through the
subjective reality of a man with short term memory loss. Nolan places the viewer within
the shoes of the main character so that we too can experience the fear of not knowing
our exact actions and can sympathize for his morally compromising decisions. This was
very clever emotional trickery on Nolan’s part, who knew that showing the story from
beginning to end would not yield the same emotional response triggered by the continual
surprising revelations made by the protagonist.

Not only has narration progressed, but since the disintegration of the Hay’s Production
Code in the 1960’s, filmmakers have been able to incorporate the visual use of sex and
violence to take the depravity of noir and take it to a whole new extreme. Memento is
also a film of explicit violence and sexual entanglements. Without being able to show
some of these more graphic images, the film would not have warranted as much of a
powerful impact. This is the root of noir; to ask penetrating questions about mankind’s
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dark impulses and have them revealed to be shared responses to problematic situations.
It is a gritty outlook on humankind but it is the essence of noir. That is why these films
should not be given a new genre all together, but also should not be lumped together in
the same boat as classical noir.

I would argue that just because tone and style can break time barriers and transcend
beyond their historical relevance, does not mean that they remain true to the mentality
of the movement when it began. The term noir is a retroactive label given after a series
of American made films had been seen to share similar dark stylistic and plot elements,
unknowing of their future impact. So how can a film be made with a foreknowledge of its
placing in the cinematic constructs without warranting a less genuine emotional response?
Creating a sub-genre of neo-noir is a logical way of categorizing the film genre from the
original film movement. It only further di↵erentiates the “then” from the “now” and
could be used as a label for all films created outside the classical era that still bring these
troubling corners of the human mind to light.
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Influence of Women in Art and Religion: Akrotiri at Thera

Brittany Wade

Taking into consideration the Peak Sanctuaries on Crete and their connection to the
Palaces, it is not dangerous to infer that the Minoans were a highly religious culture. After
all, the Egyptians had been thriving for thousands of years successfully on a culture based
almost solely upon religion. The Minoans found a way to keep their civilization a peaceful
and intellectual one by having an extremely influential religion that created stability and
prosperity (Ward). The seafaring people of the Cyclades could have easily learned from
their prosperous neighbors to the South and adopt aspects of Minoan religion as well
as other successful aspects of their neighboring cultures. It is argued in this paper that
religion in the Southern Aegean was civilizations’ life-blood and that the most important
figures in that religion were the women.

Before the patriarchal influences of the Indo-European intrusion on the Mediterranean
c.1200 BCE, the notion of a matriarchy was not as chaotic and disordered as the Classical
epics of Homer had lead us to believe (Witcombe). Artistic evidence leading up to the
Late Bronze Age has depicted women as important figures in society, most portrayed in
even more detail than that of their male counterparts.

Hundreds of Minoan images exalt female figures and mostly depict men either
bowing before them, carrying vessels, engaging in rituals, or as spectators of
events at which women are the focus. There’s just a tiny hand full that show
men in anything that could be taken as positions of authority and none that
show women in a secondary role to men. (Ward)

This important status seems to be the regular role of women throughout Minoan art,
and since the Minoans were a thriving and prosperous culture, especially during LM1A,
their influence may have spread throughout ancient Greece through thalassocracy and
trade (Schofield). As signs of these intercultural relations arise, it seems more likely that
the island culture on Thera adopted e↵ective aspects of it’s surrounding cultures to create
a stable community as well as an individual identity.

The Cycladic Islands, themselves, cannot be entirely self-su�cient; their rocky land-
scapes could not sustain agriculture and this would force the inhabitants to depend their
livelihood on outside trade. Thus these islanders had to be sailors, and the biggest is-
land closest to Thera is Crete. Although we do see much evidence for influence of the
Mycenaeans in the art at Thera, such as the depiction of animal hunts and processions
(Morgan), it is clear that the Minoans made a more significant impact on this Cycladic
culture. It has been theorized that some of the Cycladic Islands were at one point Minoan
colonies (Doumas) or perhaps independent Cycladic states bound to Minoans by common
customs, religion, and trade (Ward). This “Minoanization” is evident all over the Cyclades
in art, architecture, pottery, and metal work especially at the sites of Phylakopi, Ayia Irini,
Kastri on Kythera, and, of course, Akrotiri (Doumas). It could be argued that evidence of
this Minoanization of religion is found in many of the frescoes of Akrotiri including Xeste 3
Room 3 where the Eastern wall has a representation of Minoan double-door shrine topped
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with horns of consecration dripping with blood (Shelmerdine, Doumas). The idea of colo-
nization makes the Minoan’s influential religion all that more imposing and hard to ignore
(Shelmerdine).

The fact that not all walls or rooms were painted may imply that painted rooms were
of higher importance and may have had a�liation with ceremonial practices (Morgan,
1988). Full wall frescos found in the House of the Ladies in Room 1 portray undulating
landscapes with over-sized bundles of papyrus plants or “sea-da↵odils” that could hold
some supernatural or Egyptian religious meaning to the Theran’s (Marinatos). Paintings
like these are reminiscent of second style wall painting from Roman art; where the portrayal
of idyllic landscapes were simply for grandeur and opulence. If this were the case, these
floral paintings are of a di↵erent significance than the other frescos in the House of the
Ladies. Another fresco at the House portrays a special female puberty ceremony in which
the religious flower would have been a crocus. The yellow pigments from these flowers
dyed the ceremonial costumes worn by the women; a function not capable of the papyrus
or “sea-da↵odil” (Murray).

The frescos of the West House seem to be ceremonial. The Flotilla Fresco, which
could possibly have stretched across the tops of at least two walls in Room 5 (Palyvou),
seems to portray an inter-island ceremony where islanders are watching a procession. It’s
thought that this couldn’t be an expedition because of the ornamentation of the ships
and the appearance of a high status women on a balcony [in the town that’s possibly
Akrotiri] who is positioned next to horns of consecration, defining her function as priestly
(Marinatos). Room 5 is also home to the “young priestess” fresco. She is seen passing from
Room 4 into Room 5 sprinkling what is thought to be sa↵ron on to an incense burner. This
figure is portrayed as young based o↵ of the blue of her shaven head and the snake-like
tendrils of her hair. Her costume is unusual for females since the usual ceremonial dress
involves a flounced skirt, whereas this figure wears a yellow shaggy robe passing over one
shoulder, possibly depicting animal skins. In Egyptian art, linen passing over one shoulder
is a sign of priestliness (Marinatos).

Di↵erent portrayals of ceremony and religion are apparent all over the West House.
Another of the frescos of Room 5 show two young fisherman boys carrying loads of fish to
a corner tripod o↵ering table adorned with leaping dolphins. The West House is a perfect
example of how the Theran’s were able to add their own important religious aspects to
the dominating Minoan religion. The Minoan’s were greatly influenced by the sea, but to
the island inhabitants of Thera, the sea is what stood between them and survival. These
frescos portray special ceremonies surrounding the sea; its tribulations, its sustenance, and
its natural power over their civilization. The young boys are the religious figures in this
House because of their connection with the sea and sailing. Since men would be the most
likely of the civilians to take to the sea in search of food and trade, this may be a portrayal
of youth initiation from boy to man.

The frescos of Xeste 3 depict a very specific ceremony involving picking crocuses for
dye, pharmacology, and perfumes and is known as the “Sa↵ron Gatherers.” The first
two figures seem to have a teacher-student relationship: a shaven-headed girl picks the
crocus’ stamens while the older woman holds a basket to place them in. These figures, it
is thought, depict the teachings of the matriarchal leaders onto the youthful, “soon-to-be”
rulers (Doumas). Just down from these figures are two more, one younger figure with
shaven-head pouring crocus stamens into an o↵ering vessel almost as if she is presenting
them to a much larger seated figure of an older woman who is richly adorned and dressed.
This older, seated figure known as the “Mistress of Animals” gets her name from her duck
bead necklace and dragonfly motif on her head. She is also seated next to a gri�n, which
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was deeply synonymous with majesty and power in prehistoric religion. This amazing
fresco as a whole depicts a ceremonial o↵ering from the crocus harvest to a goddess of
nature (Doumas).

“

. . . the whole of life was pervaded by
an ardent faith in the goddess Na-
ture, the source of all creation and
harmony. This led to a love of peace,
a horror of tyranny, and a respect for
the law.

”

Another possible initiation ceremony is de-
picted again at Xeste 3 with an all-female
fresco known simply as “Adorants.” There are
three figures shown: one older female holding
out an elegant necklace, while another kneels
with one hand at her forehead, the third figure
is of a young shaven-headed girl in a yellow
garment (Hitchcock & Preziosi). The elabo-
rate costume and presence of only one youth-
ful girl out of the multiple figures would imply

a scene of festive initiation (Doumas). It has been argued that these “Adorants” are in a
procession towards Room 3, where the bloodied Horns of Consecration are surmounted.

Although the literary evidence for a governmental matriarchy in Minoan society is lack-
ing, the artistic evidence for a dominating female presence cannot be ignored. Everywhere
else in the Bronze Age world, kings and their male warriors are immortalized in art with
usually no reference to women except for their household duties. It seems as though on
Crete and its nearby islands, this immortalization is reversed and a female story is told.
The “Mistress of Nature” of Xeste 3 may not in herself be a spiritual entity, but a way
to give concrete shape to the ine↵able truth and beauty of nature so highly regarded by
the Minoans and Theran’s (Ward). Nicolas Platon, a former superintendent of Crete’s
antiquities, sums up this idea nicely:

. . . the whole of life was pervaded by an ardent faith in the goddess Nature,
the source of all creation and harmony. This led to a love of peace, a horror of
tyranny, and a respect for the law.
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